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PREFACE.
Since the close of thelate debate held at Martin
Hall, during the three successive evenings, between
Dr. Dunn, of Chicago, and myself, I have been requested by so many friends, and others with whom
I was previously unacquainted, but who attended
the discussion, to publish my views in a book upon
this subject, and who gave it as their opinion that,
not only enough would be immediately sold to
meet the expense incurred, but who would also to
this extent personally interest themselves, and,
therefore, the book is before the public. Indeed, I
have been astonished at the intensity of the interest
our citizens have manifested in the subject by simply this one effort in meeting the defenders of
spiritualism in public debate; and if I had understood this before I would have arranged for six
nights instead of three, ~nd doubt not but that
Dr. Dunn would have been glad to have consented,
as he was purposely led to believe that he would
obtain an easy victory over his antagonist.
It is not to be wondered at that so many of our
people have become affected with the mania of
spiritualism to that degree that many of them have
left the Christian church. They have honestly
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asked those from whom they might have reasonably hoped for that information which would enable them to solve these strange manifestations,
but without success. Here are facts, say they,
which cannot be disputed, and if it is not the work
of spirits, what is it?- receiving no satisfactory
response, indeed, often denial and denunciation,
and so they have turned away, as strange as it may
appear, to the spirits of the dead for light, "seeking for the living among the dead.''
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It is no small degree of timidity we have had tD overcome in consenting, in this public manner, to consider a
subject so marvelously strange and incomparably wonderful as that tacitly ealled spiritualism. This arises from
the fact that the investigation is neceaaarily confined to
those philosophic principles of nature's works characterized by the moat delicate and subtle profundity of all her
magnificent arrangement, and nothing but a superlative
regard for humanity, civilization and the eternal intereata
of the revealed religion of the Blbl8, has induced ua to
make the present effort, all of which are being stripped of
their vitalizing power by the untenable theories attempted
to be vindicated by the mysterious exhibitions of spiritualism. Entertaining, therefore, such views, it would be unreasonable to suppose that the subject does not assume (at
least in our own estimation) an importance commensurate
with its complexibility.
With whatever else we may be charged by those with
whom the views we have to present in this book must
necessarily bring us in contact, that of being premature
we shall certainly escape. The egotistical challenge of the
spiritualists to meet them in discussion has been borne on
the wings of every wind, and characterized, too, by as
much confidence as though there was but one side susceptible of vindication to the questions which are' here in·
volved, and that, that these phenomena find no other adequate causes, as their origin, but the intervention of the
spirits of the departed dead.
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We have looked with no small degree of solicitude, ever
since the memorable period of the first Rochester rap. for
some one to give this subject an impartial investigation..
and thus be prepared to furnish the world with a philosophical and tangible solution of the questions involved in
these phenomena. but in vain. It is true. that some scattered fragments of such a theory have made their appearance in the form of newspaper items. and some volumes
have also been published, purporting to contain the desirable information; but so far have all these come from
accompliahing this object. that it is no marvel the spiritualists should still consider themselves masters of the
field. In this discussion. we shall endeavor to avoid. as
far as possible, in a subject of such a nature. the introduction of abstruse metaphysical deductions and abstract extenuations. the tendency of which being only to confuse
and mystify any subject whatever, and especially one like
that under consideration. whose very existence depends
upon those philosophical laws and principles of organic
nature which occupy the transition point between vitalitr
and dead matter.-motion and inertia. animal life and
intelligence.- in a word. between mind and gross matter.
Confined in this investigation. therefore. to this highest
department of nature•s wonderful works, if we succeed, to
the satisfaction of ordinary minds. in exposing the sophistry and false philosophy which the advocates of spiritualism have thrown around it, and reduce the phenomena
here involved from · their metaphysical altitude to that
compressible level, so that its truths may be appreciated.
we say, that if we thus succeed. the achievement will be
of the most gratifying character, of any thing allied with
the present state of things, and we flatter ourselves that
such wili be the case, to no inconsiderable extent. and that.
too, with those minds possessing such proclivities which
seem to almost impel them to stand eagerly on the alert
for the transportation or development of things strange
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aad marvelous, and which forever inclines them to pall.l
rapidly and superficially over facts and principles, and to
delve us egregiously into the unfathomable abyss of my&
iieism and incomprehensibility. In this discussion we
have endeavored, how successfully our readers .must
judge, to hold our opponents, although spirit-winged, to
the rational of nature's works, and to avoid being conducted by them into the giddy regions of etherialization;
feeling that, within her laws and principles alone, human.
discussionists are responsible for their assumptions and
n.tterances. As we consider this subject one purely of
philosophy, and therefore looking exclusively to the laws
of natural science for its proofs and illustrations entirely
disconnected with theology, we haYe therefore avoided its
introduction as a principle in this discussion, and we shall
only present one argument at the close of the volume, to
prove that the theory of a future state held by familiar
spiritualism is so.antagonistic to that of Christianity, that
by receiving the one, the other must be abandoned. Not,
however, that we entertain the least fear for that system
of revealed religion contained in the Bible by such a contact, for, after having de_voted years of impartial study to
the investigation of its principles, we have been driven
to the conclusion that that book justly claims the same
author as He, who, from chaotic night and elementary
confusion, formed the grand superstructure of univllrsal
nature, both of which reveal the priority of His existence.
the illimitableness of His perfections, and the almighty
power of His attributes, and we therefore have no hesitation in asserting that there is not one truth within the
vast profundity of the works of nature which is susceptible of demonstration, but which is also in the most beautiful harmony with that truth, if it is made a subject of
revelation; indeed, we may say that the combination of
these two sources of truth form but its melodious harmony which forever chime to their immortal Author's
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praise, without one discordant note to mar the melody or
hush the eternal song.
That these phenomena are to be attributed to the jugglaring work of adroit tricksters in the art of legerdemain,
in our opinion, is too absurd to merit even a pasaing
remark, and we ask no share in the encomiums, either
morally or intellectually, which will be awarded him who
said, "wherever there was a rap, there was also a rogue;•
by those men of veracity and intellect, who have impartially
investigated them, and afterward declared, both publicly
and privately, that they exist where trick is an impouibility; such sayings only serve to expose the mental weakness _of those who give them utterance, though we are
aware that this is often done upon the principle, and for
the same reason, that others pursue in &SSigning thell&
manifestations to the spirits of the departed dead, namely.
ignorance of their true origin.
The position which we assume, and which we propose
to defend in this discussion, is, that the phenomena of
spiritualism are produced by the minds of those individuals who are supposed to be mediums, in connection with
the minds of others sympathetically associated with them,
acting reciprocally through the physical Jaws of human
and organic intelligence. Before entering immediately on
the discussion of this position, we wish to make 'a few
remarks; and first, it is indispensably necessary, in order
to ascertain the capabilities of the human mind, intellectually, morally and physically, that a philosophic and scientific knowledge of these several departments of its nature,
should be in the possession of any mind, or order of minds,
to endow it or them with such a qualification. That any
fragment of mortality should suppose he had arrived at
such a summit, and had accomplished this transcendent
achievement, none but the most giddy egotist or superficial.
speculator would have the presumption to maintain. Indeed, there is no principle which the really intelligent are
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more ready to concede than that no elaaa of beinge, how·
ever high they may be ranked in ita IICAle, or however
rapid haa been their progressive aaeent in the acquisition
of knowledge, than that there are none who are fully competent to comprehend, in all ita relationship, posseSBion,
adaptation and manifestation, the phenomena exemplified
in their own individual nature. If, therefore, contemplative minds, after having devoted their lives to s~ch profound investigations, and, after all, have been constrained
io make this conoession, how arrogant and unenviable
must those appear who assumo to set the most circumscribed limits to the natural powers and capabilities of the
God-like mind, which the spiritualists do, by ascribing any
extraordinary manifestation, with which it is operatively
connected, to the agency of supernatural existences, such
aa angela-devils-and the spirits of the departed dead.
But we hold it to be at least superduous to attempt to follow these ethereal adventurers into the unexplored scenes
of futurity, and choose rather to confine ourselves to the
aubstantiallaws entering into the structure of this mundane
locality of ours, within whose vast circumference, and profound depth, human reason, in its most lofty aspirations,
may forever revel in its highest fiights of capability without having drained but the fewest drops from its limitless
ocean, or collected so many pebbles from the number
which forms its mighty shore. If we succeed in pursuing
this course, we shall not be very likely of falling into the
too common error, especially in regard to subjects like
that under consideration, of first becoming bewildered ourselves, and then, ae a natural consequence, confuse and
befog the minds of those who may attempt to follow our
devious pathway. We are aware that this subject will be
comparatively uninteresting to many, but this is inseparable from the philosophic treatment of the ·subject itself.
We venture the remark, that those whom we 'oppoaeiwollldi
more intensely interest the multitude! i•aSJ'DUCh ¥ ~ur
!

I
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appeala will be directed to the reason, instead of bei.Dg
aimed at those 1trong proclivities for the marvelous, gen·
orally po~~eessed by mankind. We are also aware tha~
some may IUppolle we have dwelt longer on some pointe
than waa requisite, in order to make them clear a.nd t&ngi·
ble ; but such should recollec~ that all do not perceive the
force a.nd applicability of a.n argument with that aptitude
which characterize the minds of some, a.nd therefore
should be as patient aa possible. From the manner iD
which we propose to present our ideas of this subject, we
presume none will be offended, but those whose minds are
always so well stored with precessions a.nd uninvestigated
theories, which to them are equivalent to the cha.ngeless
principles of truth, and who, if pleased at all, must be by
lowering down its lofty sta.ndard, a.nd by making compro.
mises with fictitious and erroneous conjectures of a charac.
ter derogatory to the purity and divine origin of truth; we
hope, however, that even these may be induced to weigh
our arguments with impartiality. It is a well-settled principle of philosophy, that the mind, in its· present organic
·state of being, is endowed with a physical or a.nimal nature, hence its developments are phrenologically classified
into groups, denominated the organ• of the mind, a.nd we
wish to have it distinctly understood that it is with this
department of the mind we have exclusively to do in the
investigation of the supposed spirit ma.nifestations, a.nd
that its arrangement of human organism involves resources
fully adequate to accomplish all the wonders spiritualism
furnishes for human contemplation, a.nd which is, indeed,
but a higher insight into the wonderful physicology of
man, who is "fearfully and wonderfully made."
Another reason why we make this statement, at this
early period in the discussion, is, that no misapprehension
may hereafter be entertained, relative to the arguments
~vanced, .affemng the doctrine of the Bible, touching the
higher n~t~ .of JIULn, in his immortal adaptations and aspi·
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rations in r. future str.te of being. And U is proper here
also to remr.rk that, should we be compelled by the force
of Any fact or principle, contr.ined in the mysterious manifestations of spiritualism, to cut loose from the aliores of
time, and with ita advocates embark into the unseen state,
it would involve an admission, which :fair reasoning would
require to be made, to all our objections, against its most
fanciful and extravagant conclusion; for instr.nce, suppose
there can be produced the smallest and moet insignificant
physical effect by the supposed spirits, for which there is
r.beolutely no physical or philosophical cause in nature, as
ita adequate antecedent, then, indeed, might the champioua
of spiritnallsm triumph.
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CHAPTER II.
Tll1ll WONDBRI'UL KECJIANI8K OF Tll1ll Htl)(A.N BODY.

We would not, however, be understood as &88Uming our
willingness to predicate the truthfulneBB of the spirit
theory, at least at this early stage of the investigation of
the scientific principles it involves, upon the ground that
we claim to be able to present a perfect solution of the
m011t complicated and wonderful manifestation produced
by its ancient or modern devotees, nevertheleBB we are
persuaded that an approximate elucidation upon natural
principles toward this achievement may be accomplished,
involving the same moving and governing principles, upon
which all its wonders depend, for their power of manifestation, and which will furnish all honest and unprejudiced
minds with a substantial key, independent of supernatural
spirits, to its most marvelous phenomena, showing concluaively that their origin are referable, simply to the physical department of human organization.- The first argument we shall bring forward to vindicate the hypothesis
assumed is the well-established principle of cause and
effect. The principle of inseparable connection between
cause and effect is unexceptionably admitted in the moral
as well as in the physical world; to assume, therefore,
that an effect may be produced in the absence of a cause
of the same texture or nature as its adequate antecedent
would be in direct conflict with one of the most obvious
laws of natural science, having its exemplification in the
reciprocal connection and interdependence of all the
works of nature, and we can but charge the advocates of
apiritualism with having assumed precisely this position:
for instance, in that department of these phenomena, known
as table-moving, physical effects are manifested, which ars
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elalmed to be the product of apirits, or auti-phyaie&l existenoee, for such is their nature, but, in order todemonl!trate
the absurdity of such a hypothesis, it is neceBB&ry to take a
110mewhat extended view of the philosophy of matter, and
which will also assist Ull. in our future reasoning upon the
subject. The common definition of the term "matter" is,
that it describes any simple or compound body of substance, containing size and density, and therefore occupying space. Admitting, therefore, the correctness of this
definition, it is perfectly immaterial whether the particles
or atoms composing any such body are large or small.
heavy or light, it in no degree affects their nature, the fact
that they are matter, whether they compose the most subtle
ether, and that in its most expanded and sublimated state,
or forms the lofty crag, whose erect brow has bid defiance
to the storms of time, remains unaffected. Indeed the imaginary divisibility of its particles may be extended as fat
as the mathematical reach of infinity, and yet not the most
distant approximation toward immateriality or pure spirit
has been accomplished, neither is the argument affected by
the principle of imponderability, the nature of these minute particles are as unchanged and are as really matter as
though they were collected, and condensed in suftl.cient
quantities to outweigh the Andes and the towering Alps.
Indeed, no proceBB of reasoning can be more hopeless and
unphilosophical than the attempt to thus arrive at the
nature of. spirits. That there are finer states and conditions of matter, which, according to the common signification of the term" imponderable," are supposed to be of an
opposite nature, we are fully aware, but it must be considered that, when these terms are used, it is only tacitly or in
a conventional and accommodating sense, in order to classify substances of a different texture, and which describes
specifically those forms, states, and conditions of matter,
which occupy the highest position in the ascending scale
of etherialization,and which have no appreciable weight or
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•pecific gravity, such, for instance, as that of electricity,
and hence presents no real objection to o11r argument. buio
only sugge11ts the deficiency of scientific knowledge, and
chemical skill, req11isite to the execution of the task oL
collecting and confining a sufficie_nt quantity of this mosio
etherialized substance to compel the balance to preponderate. Having introduced electricity, and claiming, as we do.
that to its agency, in some ot its susceptible modifications,
all the results of spiritualis!I\ are to be attributed, it is of
importance that we should examine a little more minutely
its substantial nature, and we remark. that the claim that
this substance is unsusceptible of atomization, or division,
which is the same thing, for if we may divide any thing,
we may also subdivide it, and by contin11ing the process,
we must arrive at its units or smallest particles; we
say that this claim involves the absurd idea that
electricity bears the impress of God-like indivisibility,
we say this is an absurdity, because it is in contrariety to all the well-known facts of its nature, some
of which are that it exists in all conceivable quantities, and separated from each other, in all directions and
distances, and is, therefore, composed of atoms. This objection against the gravity, or materiality, of electricity
rests simply on the minutial of its particles, but such a
hypothesis is as manifet~tly unphilosophical as that small
bodies and insects lose their identity and individual existence simply because of their littleness, but, if the principle
of adequate cause and effect be admitted, then are we no
longer left to uncertain conjecture in regard to this idea,
but are furnished with the most demonstrable evidence in
defense of our position, namely : that this substance is
composed of real, solid atoms of matter, although, as we
have said before, it is t.he highest in the ascending scsle
of etherialization, at least within the grasp of human COD·
ception. This evidence is contained in the physical effects
produced by its movements through univel'l!al nature, if
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we listen to its voice or follow its awful tread, when loosed
from the dark storm cloud of heav~n. we are horrified a~
the sound, and startled at beholding the open trench at our
feet ; the tall oak of the forest, scatb~:~d by its cutting
wing; the shattered temple and demolished tow e.-, which
ha\·e attempted to arrest its victorious march, while seeking its equilibrium. To deny (we say) the material end'lwment of this substance is to contradict, in the most obvious
manner, this law of cause and effect, which is tantamount
to the claim, that these stupendous results might have
been produced by coming in contact with its direct and
eternal opposite, which is immateriality, or the nature of
epirits, and what exhibits the absurdity of this idea mor&
fully is the fact that between these two principles ther&
exists no possible medium, or transition point, as a line of
demarkation, passing which, matter ceases to be such and
becomes immateriality, or unmixed spiritual nature. From
these considerations we think the following conclusions
logical, namely: that any real, tangible effect, produced
upon whatever body of matter, wh~ther simple or orgo.ni·
cal, so as to leave its impress, or produce its motion, is the
result of a physical cause, or combination of such causes~
either as first or secondary, in the great chain of the physical vitalization of our globe. The application of this
argument to the spirit theory demonstrates the fact that
its results and manifestations must be referred to some
other cause, or class of causes, and agencies, than to the
magical feats of supernatural, personal invisibilities, or the
gl10sts of the departed dead; nor can it be claimed that
these supernatural existences produce such results as the
overturning of a dining table by a mental effort, setting io.
motion an electrical agent adapted to such a purpose, because not organized-according to the laws of animal life.
i8 itsell inert, and, therefore, disqualified to accomplish~
not only such feats of power as spiritualism manifests, but
as ~all an effect upon any body of matter whatever, as

2
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a fiutter of a leaf in the forest, or the motion of one cubic
inch of common air.
But in addition to this, there is also the indispensable
prerequisites necessarily involved in the production o~
physical impressions or the motion of substantial bodies
which more fully illustrates and establishes this position;
these constitute what we denominate a three-fold law;
there is, in the first place, a material and sentient organization, possessing the power of volition, or self-emotion.
and secondly, a material agent, as the medium of communication, and of a nature susceptible of be.i ng put into motion, by a decision of the mind; and in the third place, an
effect produced of the same tangible character; these three
elements, as interdepending principles, must be actively engaged, in order that the least conceivable physical result
may .be manifested, the conclusion to which we arrive, in
view of this natural law, is, that the disembodied spirits of
the departed dead are utterly incapable of the power to
put forth a mental effort adequate to the task of dispatching an agent of a nature which is indispensable to the production of phenomena, such as distinguish the spirit theory, and we can see no way to avoid this argument only by
the adoption of the Pythagorical doctrine of metempsychosis, which teaches that the spirits of the dead, as they
take their exit from the body, pass into other living animals of a lower order, through ·whose organism they thenceforward manifest themselves, as long as they live, and
when they die, into others of their own choosing, and so
on, continue an eternal round of transmigration, and thus
intelligently manifest themselYes; but as they have not
:adopted this idea, they are without even such a fabulous
(:himern as it presents in defense of th!lir spirit notions.
If we would, therefore, hope to succeed in the detection of
the original causes invoh·ed in the production of these
phenomena, wo are under the necessity of searching else\vhere than to spiritual existences, and, besides this, to
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suppose that there exists such power of communication
betwee!l the spirits of the departed dead and living mortality, is not only in direct conflict with revelation, which
declares that there is fixoo an impassable gulf, so that those
who would pass from the supernatural state, to again
mingle in human society, cannot, which it can hardly be
suppo800, these ideal star-gazers, and ghost-consultors, are
aple to bridge; but that is equally at variance with every
other department of the works of the great architect of the
universe. If we contemplate the delineations drawn by the
inspired writers, relative to the employment of the inhabitants of the upper world, we can but discover a striking
correspondence of laws and principles by which they are
actuated in their holy association, and which seems to be
in the widest contrast to those governing this mundane
locality of mankind ; those applied to that state are purely
spiritual ; God himself originates their devotional aspirations ; His spirit communicates the inspiring impulses, and
the spiritual beings, in consequence, swell the eternal hallelujahs which vibrate on the soft and ambient wings of
heaven's gentle breezes, filling the golden city with songs
of ceaseless melody, thus exhibiting no incongruous or abrupt principle- not a note of discordance is heard among
all the divine compositions of heaven's musical sonnants.
But it is useless to classify or particularize among the departments of Jehovah's works, 1his harmony of principle
and consistency of elements, free from abrupt breaks or
incongruous chasms, w.hich everywhere manifest themselves to the delight of all intelligent minds.
·
But spiritualism presents, as its fundamental principle,
a sentim~nt in the widest contrast to all this, and one which
is without a parallel or similitude within the wide realm
of human contemplation I What an absurd link in the
chain of social intercommunication does the idea present
that moral and intellectual intercourse between the high.
eat departments of sentient beings is continued, while that
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of the physical is broken off, when and subaequent to the
death of human kind, is lt not fair to suppose that if the
Deity bad considered It necessary to have the advice of the
departed dead continued Indefinitely, that he would have
kept them alh·e for this purpose? But that this is not
his arrangement, is clearly taught in the answer Abraham
ga,·e to the rich man to his request that he would send
some sainted spirit to warn his fi\·e brethren lest they
should come to his place of torment; they (said he) would
believe if one went unto them from the dead ; but tile
answer was, if they bear not Moses and the prophets,
neither would they belie\·e though one rose from the dead,
let them hear them, silenced tho conjurations of the lost
Di\"es, no, God had constructed an impassable gulf between heaven, hell and earth, over which no spirit's transit
was possible ; and if these spirits can come back to hold
con\"erse with the living, why did the rich man do it?
But leaving this idea which contains enough, of itself.
of argument, to constitute an everlasting refutation to the
spiritual presumptions, we pass to remark that, before ti1e
demands to believe their theory can reasonably be CODI·
plied with, they should first be required to furnish man
kind with a philosophical chart, setting forth in lucid
delineation and scientific precision, all the laws, powers,
and principles, morally, physica!ly and intellectually,
with which the human mind is endowed, and from which
they would IJe qualified to demonstrate its incapability of
originating and consummating these phenomena; their own
position indispensably imposes this task upon them, for
with what reason or propriety cnn it be o.ssumed, that
these phenomena are not to be attributed to the natural
action of human minds reciprocally on each other,through
the medium of those phy.sical attributes with which they
are endowed, in the present 11tate of being. Tlus chart
sl10uld contain a minute description of all the wonderfully
constructed, and complicated mental organism, together
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with the exact amount and kind of influence, or force,
which each individual organ or class of them are capable
of exerting extrinsically, or on each other, as well as the
degree and kind of power any combination of them are
thus susceptible of producing. It should also set forth
the principle upon which the mind affects the power of
human vitality, manifested in producing death, by a mere
mental impression, and that also of locomotion, connected
with which there should be a mathematical calculation
made of the precise amount and kinds of power, if there
be more than one, the mind is capable of producing by a
decision of the will ; this chart should also contain a satisfactory solution of the question whether in the production
of human thought there exists a real, mechanical motion
of the phrenological developments of the brain, as the
organs of the mind, and if so, from whence does it originate.
In suggest.ing such a requisition to our spiritual friends,
it would not be considered strange if we should he charged
with trifling ; but in all seriousness is not this task the
legitimate and indispensable result of their position, that
such a requirement thus imposed and the duties it involves,
instead of being extravagant, is only the result of that
proper reflection which the universal mind naturally feels
while contemplating the great subject of mental philosophy, and which achiel"ement it as instantly acknowledges
itself utterly disqualified to accomplish ; hut it must be
remembered that in specifying the above requirement we
have not included the most astonishing phases of mental
phenomena, such, for instance, as the principle upon which
the mind acts in communicating intelligent impressions by
a mere mental effort, or act of the will, independent of the
five senses.
Neither have we required them to tell us whether, in
the recei>tion of thought, there is a real physical impression produced upon the brain, as the mental organs, and if
not, upon what other principle is the milld capable of
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retaining or remembering the respective images of descriptions and objects with which it has come in contact; but i.f
we should have included these and added a great many more,
it would not be rendering the task at all too high to meet
the reasonaule demand of all intelligent minds, and to the
accomplishment of which the spiritualists should immediately betake themselves, instead of spending useless
time in the consultation of the ghosts of the departed
dead; and until it is achieved we can but affirm that not
the least possible respect should be paid to the theory of
the connection of spirits with these phenomena. That
this theory is making unreasonable and unjust demands
on the credulity of mankind is evidently argued from the
existing ignorance of the nature and laws of the human
mind, not only as it regards its sentient department, but
almost equally those physical attributes through whose
organical arrangement the intellect makes itself manifest.
In order to prove more conclusively that this knowledge
of the mind is of this superficial character, and that, too,
even among the learned, let us suppose that it extends
only to one of the mental functions, powers or laws, with
its necessary paraphernalia of physical arrangement, into
its dynamical nature and uncovered relationship no human
insight has ever penetrated, let this, we say, be admitted,
and we arrive in the most direct manner at a conclusion
fatal to the whole spirit theory, and around whose uright
blaze their delusive parhelion appears clad in the rayless
robes of sable night, utterly incapable of retiecting the
shadow of its own existence. Here, then, we have a.
department of the mind of which notlting is known, and
consequently no intelligent estimate can be made of its
capability, and hence the attitude of the spiritualistsmusi
be to pro;e the incapacity of this power of the mind to be
susceptiule of exerting a force sufficiently powerful and
efficient to accomplish all the physical effects and intel·
lectual phenomena which distinguishes spiritualism and,
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indeed, of developing things still more wonderful and
marvelous than any which characterizes the modern ghost
consultations, but neverthelesa in tho most perfect accordance with the great laws of intellectuality, and simply the
results of those physical principles inseparably connected
with the sublime and god-like nature of the human mind.
But when it is considered that ignorance prevails not
simply in regard to a single mental organ or class of them,
but on the contrary it is universally admitted that the real
philosophy of mental phenomena entertained even in this
age of science and progress is of the most superficial
character, and which is inconsistent with a perfect comprehension of its nature, attributes and capacities, the
manifestations of which are power and intelligence.
Now, if these re11.ections aro truthful, then how extremely disqualified are men of ordinary minds, with limited attainments of knowledge, and especially those ethe.realized metaphysicians, who superciliously leap over the
boundaries of their reasoning faculties, and giving loose
wings to those proclivities they possese for the marvelous,
soar giddily into the mystic, bottomless and shoreless
ocean of fanciful speculation and extravagant illusion;
how exceedingly disqualified are such, of all others, to arrogantly set limits of the most circumscribed ~haracier to
the natural resources and capabilities of the mind of man,
and which the spiritualists do, by attributing these phenomena to the unseen action of the spirits of dead men,
women and children. What an absurdity does such conduct exhibit, that while thus ignorant of the living mind
they should assume a better acquaintance with the departed dead, whom they see, hear, touch, taste and handle
not, than with living mortality, with whom they mi~le
and are daily conversant. In view of such re11.ections i~
can hardly be considered an expression of rudeness, or even
unkindnese, if we extend an invitation to these ethereal
adventurers, to fold up their airy wings, at least until they
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had made more proficiency in mastering the problem suggested by the philosophic poet, "know then thyself," to
return and immediately apply themsel \"es to its substantial
investigation. That the most intelligent of the spiritualists have been guilty of pursuing this course, the following
extract from Judge Edmonds fully proves:
We q note from "Spiritualism," by Judge Edmonds and
Dr. T. Dexter, vol. 4, p. 88, and onward. Says the Judg4
•• An artist in a neighboring city lately wrote me that he,
from being one who had thrown this matter aside as • a
barefaced imposture, and who had spared no words in
denouncing the whole affair as a stupendous fraud on the
weak-minded and credulous,' had become an impressible
medium, and had had scenes presented to his vision, which,
he says, are • impressed upon his mind with extreme distinctness more so than any picture he ever saw,' and they
cannot be his own imaginings, the manner of their presentation precludes that idea."
In regard to this man, says the judge, "If my readers
knew him as well as I do, and were acquainted with tl1e simplicity and uprightness of his character, they would rely
firmly upon his integrity and intelligence. For my own
part I have never doubted the truthfulness of his l'tatements." Judge Edmonds asked and got the following
answers by this medium : Is that which I am witnessing
the operation of some hitherto unkno'Yn but pre-existing
cause, now for the first manifesting it11elf? The answer I
got was: It is the result of human progress, it is in execution, not a suspension of nature's laws, and it is not now
for the first time manifesting itself, but in all ages of the
world has at times been displayed. I was given to understand that this power was used in these manifestations,
but how or in what manner I have not learned. I was
also made to know that electricity and magnetism had
something to do with them." The judge says," I reasoned thus, if it is by a law of nature it must be universa.l
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In its application, and it may be discovered and understood
by man, and I asked if I might understand it. I was t~ld,
however, that my knowledge of nature was too imperfect
to enable me to understand it as yet. I asked what I
might read to assist me to the required knowledge, and
I was referred by one present to Von Reiehenbaek's
Dynamics of Magnetism. I read it, and there I found that
he had discovered a hitherto unknown power in nature.
He named it Odie force, and described it as an exceeding
subtle fluid existing with magnetism and electricity,
found in fire and heat, and produced in the human body
by the chemical action of respiration, digestion and decomposition, and issuing from the body in the shape of a pale
flame, with sparks and smoke, and was material in ita
nature, though so much sublimated as to be visible only
to persons of a peculiar vision. In my experiments the
judge says, • I have myself once or twice seen it' (it mull\
be remembered that the judge was himself a medium and
therefore had this peculiar vision) but have met with
those who could see it as readily as those through whom
that German philosopl1er conducted his examinations."
The judge further says, Appendix, p. 421: "I have read
this book myself to enable me to understand these laws.
'l'he writer proves conclusively that this element pervades
not only the human system, but the material world and
the whole universe. Late English writers of high repute
consider the existence of the Odie force as well established
as that of magnetism and electricity." This, says the
judge, is as far as I have been able to advance in answer
to this question; my attention was soon drawn to other
matters, namely, to the moral character of the teachings,
and I was compelled to leave the inquiry to others. I
have related all I know on that subject, in the earnest
hope that some one may pursue the investigation until we
shall be able to understand it as well as we nmv do the
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steam-engine or the magnetic telegraph, for surely it mus&
be that the knowledge is equally attainable by man."
Now what can be more evident from this knowledge.
obtained by the judge, from such reliable and unquestionable sources, than the fact that his strong proclivity for the
marvelous and love for the moral teachings of spiritualism
led him to abandon this philosophic investigation so quickly and easily as he did. He saw the existence of this fluid
in the human system and supposed the physical manifestations, as the movement of tables, etc., was produced by it,
and was told by this medium, in whom he reposed perfect
reliance, that the whole phenomena, including the intelligence spiritualism manifests, was to be 'attributed to the
agency of this fl11id through the physical laws of living
men, if these laws were understood, and that they would
be understood. Indeed, there was but one other idea
necessary for him to see, in order to account for the intelligence it manifests through these laws, and he would and
must have abandoned all thought of spirits being connected with them, and whiCh we have demonstrated by
our own experiments, and that is, that any of those impressible persons, called mediums, are able to read the
minds of others with whom they are in sympathy,and thus
obtain the knowledge which is returned to those whose
minds are thus read, in the shape of revelations from the
spirits of the dead ; and we may say here that if mankind
do not now and never will be able to understand every
phase of this philosophy, yet the facts with which we are
familiar furnishes positive proof of its existence.
We wish it to be distinctly remembered that the German
philosopher above referred to investigated the existence
of this electric fluid in the human system, and that it was
by the aid of persons susceptible of being thrown into this
peculiar magnetic state, which t'!ndows them with a peculiar power of vision, enabling them to positively see the
brain and all its impreBSions, as well as all the vital organs;
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and thus are they able to discover this 11.uid. Judge
Edmonds here acknowledges that he has seen it himself in
a few instances. I have myself conducted experiments, to
which reference will be made in this book, and also by the
aid of such subjects who were able to see and describe the
existence, color and offices of this 11.uid in carrying on the
operations of life, and motion, and of volition and intelligence.
Lest it should still be supposed that the deg-ree of ignorance to which we have alluded does not obtain, at least
among the literary men of the world, in relation to the
nature of the mind, and the laws by which it is itself governed, let us endeavor to establish it by introducing a simple illustration: It is fair to presume that those beet acquainted with the physical laws of the human mind, and
it is with this lowest department of its nature with which
we have especially to do in this discussion, are that class
of men who constitute the medical faculty.
From the days of Hypocrates, who is considered the
founder of medical science, they have been favored, as no
other class of men, with not only the general facilities of
learning, but more especially with those which relate to
the mind in all its phases of manifestation; but, notwithstanding this, what do we behold when we see even the
most learned among them called to adminjster to a patien~
who is suffering under hallucination or mental aberration,
produced by a dist>ased and consequently deranged condi·
tion of the posterior portion of the brain which constitutes
the organs of intellectual power; do they proceed as in
other cases of acute, or even of chronic diseases? on the
contrary, do they not stand back, almost appalled, at the
spectacle claiming the skillful application of their art, and
deeply impressed with a sense of their inability even to
make an attempt at the regulation and re-adjustment of
the deranged mentality. How overwhelmingly do they now
feel tho inadequacy of their best and most reliable spa..
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clfies to meet such an emergency, and who are more willing
than they to acknowledge, that for aught they can do to
the contrary, the reason of the unfortunate sufferer must
eontinue to reel upon her throne. From these considerations, is it not obvious that such conduct can only be attributed, as its legitimate cause, to their utter incomprehension of the nature and moving principles involved in this
grandest display of divine mechanism. Let us suppose a.
mechanic to have a perfect comprehension of all the principles entering into the construction and movements of an
<>rdinary machine, say a steam engine, which by some
casualty has become so far deranged that it is incapable
<>f accomplishing the purposes for which it was designed,
and that this mechanic should be then called to repair the
injury and put it again in motion, so that it would be capable of performing ita natural functions. Now, is it not
evident that, after he had made a careful and thorough
examination of the whole machine, he would be able not
<>nly to detect the cause of the derangement, but with
equal ease and promptitude to make the application of
that remedy which would eventuate in its restoration to
practical usefulness. Is it not evident that this mechanic's
ability to thus Droceed and to accomplish this ta.'lk arose
simply from the fact that he was in possession of a perfect
knowledge of all the mechanical principles entering into
the construction and government of its movements. And
is it not as evident that if physicians were in possession of
as perfect a comprehension of merely the physical laws
and organical attributes entering into the formation and
government of the human mind, that they would be equally
prepared to attack and as skillfully restore the diseased and
deranged organs so that it woulrl be again capable of
resuming its natural functions of thought and Intelligence,
and of again bringing the voluntary powers of the system
under the control of the will.
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In view of these reflections, who can conceive the degree
of reckless absurdity, manifested by the spiritualists, that
in their zealous blunderings they should have evacuated
the shores of the world, without having collected a single
pebble on its limitless shore, and to delve frantically into
the invisible scenes,- passing the separating veil of human
penetration from whence nought but unsubstantial fabrics,
such as dreams arfl made of, can be gathered; adapted to no
other purpose but the satiaty of visionary appetites, or the
development of that peculiarity of mental temperament
which can only be satisfied with the marvelous and incomprehensible; but while mankind aro able to comprehend
the mechanism of a human machine, none but him, whose
handiwork the god-like mind manifests, is fully able to
comprehend those powers and natural capabilities which
it exhibits, mentally considered, man, although in ruins,
atill bears the living expression of the Deity, from whose
omnific hand he came forth originally stamped with the
divine similitude, and bearing the inscription of superiority over all earth's creatures, and in the scale of being
but a little lower than the angels; while all other living
animals find within the.present resources of the world that
sphere most congenial to meet the highest demands of
their nature, the aspirations of man compels him to look
and hope for a future state of being in the widest contrast
to that which the present resources of the world, with its
most congenial element!.', afford to meet the moral and
intellectual capacities and demands of his being; man
stands forth among his fellows as the unread 'I"'Olumethe most profound enigma for human contemplation; so far
as the world is concerned, the masterpiece of divine mechanism, the great insolvable problem which leaves all our
soaring thoughts behind. Oppressed with the grandeur of
the human mind, how beautiful and true are those inimitable lines of Dr. Young, introd11eed to illustrate the wisdom of the Creator:
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How wonderful Is man, how passing
Wonder He who made him such;
Who centered In our natures such strange
Extremes !rom dllferent natures marvelously,
Mixed connection exquisite of distant
Worlds; distinguished link In beings;
Endless chain, midway from nothing
To the Deity, a beam ethereal sullled and
Absorbed, though sullled and dishonored,
Still divine, dlm miniature of greatness,
Absolute; an heir of glory, a frail child
Of dust, helpless, Immortal, a worm;
A God, I tremble at myself; and In
Myself am lost, at home a stranger.
Thought wanders up and down surprised,
Aghast, and wondering at her own.
How reason reels I Oh I what a miracle
To man Ia man, triumphantly dlstre&IK'd;
What joy I what dread I alternately
Transported and alarmed. What
Can preserve my life, or what destroy?
An angel's arm can't snatch me
From the grave; legions of Bllgela
CBil't r.onAne me there.

On the supposition, therefore, t}>at there is but a single
Jaw of mind, comprehending the secret springs of intellectual phenomena, manifesting itself through physical
organism, that to its action may we reasonably refer all
the supposed spirit manifestations, and who are prepared
to show that these marvelous exhibitions are not evolved
from its uneo\"ered ability. Is it not fair, therefore, to
assume that the spiritualists sl10uld first be required to
master the poet's proposition, " know then thyself," in its
fullest extent, before the least j ustitieation can be shown
for their attempts to lift up the curtains of the ethereal
scenes, and of exploring its imaginary spheres, should be
tolerated? And is there not here involved a field so Ynst
for human research, that no fragment of mortality can e'l"er
rationally hope to make a full exploration or master the
sublime problem? If the principle be correct that no
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being ia fully capable of comprehending the creative
mechanism interwoven in his own organism, no matter
what link in the chain of created beings be who makes
the attempt may occupy, and this includes man himself,
fo:r he is no more capable of accomplishing this task in
:regard to an E!phemeral insect, or the smallest animalcule
that swarms in every :rain drop, than that of llis own existence; we say, if this be correct, then is not the above
inference legitimate ? If man is, therefore, so fearfully
and wonderfully made, and that, too, simply as it regards
him as the bead of the animal creation without reference
to his moral and intellectual nature? And if the most
profound philosophers and metaphysicians have freely acknowledged that they only occupied a marginal position
in relation to this department of the works of the Deity,
while the vast ocean laid before them unexplored, bow
unenviable and absurd is the attitude of those who ascribe
these phenomena to the supernatural agency of the ghosts
of dead men, women and children? It would be surprising that men of intellectual power and perfectly rational
on all other subjects, should have adopted such opinions,
were we ignorant of the assiduity with which some minds
are inclined to grasp the marvelous and in comprehensible.
Without regard to their intellectual attainment, this pro.
clivity seems to be inherent with many. Hence the ghostly
lectures delivered to the spirit believers, and the publication of such theories as those which so copiously flow from
the pen of Judge Edmonds, such as that the spirits of the
dead leap quickly from hell or heavE!n, as the highest and
lowest sphere, or from some midway locality, in obedience
to the conjurations of these modem wizards and familiar
spiritualists, to perform the august antic of causing a
dining.table to hop along the floor, or, on speediest wing, to
cause them to fly from their progressive spheres, to tap on
the head·board of a bed occupied by a venerable judge.
But it is proper here to remark, that, in view of the wide.
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IIJ>read incomprehension of the human mind, and as it ia
within this range of investigation, we are here necessarily
confined, that it would be unreasonable to demand more
than a plausible solution of the causes involved in the
production of these phenomena, having already proved
the natural incapability of disembodied spirits to such
e.chie\·ements; this w·ill appear more evident, if it is considered that the human mind is but just emerging from
the dismal labyrinth of bigotry, superstition and intolerance, within whose gloomy prison-house its powera havebeen fettered for centuries, utterly incapacitated for that.
natural expansion of which it is susceptible. Indeed, theidea Is but just beginning to be enteJ;tained, that the grea~
system of revealed and scientific truth has nothing to lose..
but every thing to gain, by submission to impartial investigation, but from ha\·ing received our moral and mental impressibility from such an ancestry, is it to be wondered a~
that men of the present generation should manifest an aversion at t11e rationality of such subjects as spiritualism, and
ehould rather imitate the example of their ancient fraternity
of witches and wizards, and their conjuring consulters, by
attributing these manifestations to intangible and supernatural agencies, within whose incorporal fields there would
not be the least possibility, by any process of reasoning, ot
testing the correctness of their conclusions? The rapidity
with which the spirit theory has spread, since the Roches.
ter knockings, demonstrates the fact that these ancestral
proclivities for the mar\"elous not only exist, but are Pll>minent cl1aracteristics of the present age. \Ve repeat :that~
in view of such fao::ts, all that can be required at our hand
is that a solution be gi\·en to these phenomer;a, sufficiently
tangible and conclusi\·e to furnish a key to . its almost in-·
scrutable source, and one which will be sufficiently ob\"ious.
to afford a defensive shield to those who ha\·e not become·
affected by its strange hallucinations, and which may also
add something toward delivering this transcendent depart-
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ment of natnre from that pulverulence in which it is involved, by this modern system of astrological incantation.
In connection with the proposition already assumed we
here make fonr others: First, that the existence of hun;tan
intelligence depends upon the brain proper, as its indispensable instruments of manifestation; secondly, that the
human mind is capable of putting in motion an extraneous substance, as its agent, by a mere decision of the will,
and which is adapted to physically impreBB and move a
foreign body of matter, without contact by any of the voluntary organs of the_s;ystem; thirdly, that the mind is
endowed with the faculty of conveying an impression to
the mind of another, without regard to intervening distance; and, fourthly, that the individual receiving it, if
possessed of a certain magnetic condition of nerves and
brain, is capable of returning and of reading the thoughts
and impressions of that mind, perfectly independent of
outward signs, such as words and motions. It will be perceived that these propositions cover the whole ground of
spiritualism, and, if suceeBSfully vindicated, settles the
question as to the natnre of their origin.
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CHAPTER ill.
THE RELATION OF BLEC'I'BICITY, NERVES AND BRAIN.

In this connection we wish to briefly introduce a few
physiological facts, so that the arguments about to be introduced may be better appreciated.
The first of these to which we refer is, that there exists such an intimate coDJ1ection between the organic structure
of tho human brain (proper) and the mind, that, whenever
the former becomes affected by disease,_or otherwise, the
latter becomes correspondingly affected, manifesting itself
in aberration or irrational hallucination.
It is also found that idiocy is the invariable result of &
mere deficiency of brain, located in the frontal region of
the cranium, phrenologically denominated the intellectual
organs. We are aware that there are facts which may be
produced to show this portion of the brain or parts of it
to have been removed by casuality and disease without
impairing, to any considerable degree the intellectual faculties; and in order to give these their full weight against
our position, we will introduce a few of the most striking
cases of which we have any information. These are contained in a work entitled "Dr. Abercrombie's Inquiries on
the Intellectual Powers." After having shown that, in
general, the reason is affected in proportion to this depart- .
ment of the brain, on page 132 he introduces some cases (as
supposed), exceptions, and remarks, that yhile we thus
review the manner in which tho manifestations of mind
are affected in certain cases by disease, and-injuries of the
brain, it is necessary that we should refer briefly to the
remarkable instances in which the brain has been seriously
diseased, without the phenomena of mind being, to any
considerable degree, impaired; this holds true both in
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regard to each individual part of the brain, and likewise
to the extent to which the cerebral masa may be diseaeed
or destroyed.
In another work (says the Dr.) I have mentioned various
cases which illustrate, in a very striking manner, this fact,
particularly the case of a lady, in whom on,e.lwJ,f of the
brain was reduced to a mass of disease, but who retained
all her faculties to the last, except that there was an imperfection of vision,- and who had been enjoying herself
at a convivial party a few hours before her death.
Another is a case mentioned by Dr. Ferriar, who died of
an affection of the brain, and who retained all his faculties
to the very moment of his death, which was sudden. On
examining his head, the whole right hemisphere- that is,
one.half of his brain, was found to be destroyed by suppuration.
In a similar case recorded by Demerbrok, half a pound
of matter was found in the brain, and in one recorded by
Dr. Heberdon there was found a half pound of water. A
man mentioned by Mr. Halioran, suffered such an injury
of the head that a large portion of the bone was removed
from the right side, and an extensive suppuration having
taken place, there was discharged at each dressing through
the opening an immense quantity of matter, mixed with
large masses of the substance of the brain. This continued for seventeen days in succession, and it appears that
nearly one-half of the brain mixed with matter was
thrown out; and yet the man retained all his intellectual
faculties to the very moment of his dissolution, and
through the whole course of the disease, his mind maintained uniform tranquillity."
It is unnecessary to multiply instances of this nature,
inasmuch as these are justly classified among those of the
most remarkable, and by a man, too, whose qualifications
for forming correct opinions in any direction, within the
scope of medical science, is unsurpassed, we may safely
/ -
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&lll!lume, that if the:y a1Ford no well-grounded doubt or objectionable argument against our position that such initances cannot be produced.
In order to do this succeSBfull:y, it is indispensable tha~
a case be furnished of an individual whose entire brain~
including both hemispheres of the cerebral mass, should
have been so completel:y destro:yed b:y disease or casualty~
and carried o1F by suppuration, that nothing was left in the
frontal region of the head but an empty cranium, without
a1Fecting the intellectual powers, in an:y of its faculties~
before we shall be compelled to abandon our position.
namely, that one hemisphere of the brain proper m~
exist and to any considerable extent unimpaired or obstructed by disease or otherwise, in order to endow its possessor with the phenomena of intelligence. In all the
instances introduced b:y Dr. Abercrombie, ii will be ob·
served that the disease and destruction of the cerebral
matter was confined exclusively to one hemisphere of the
brain, and hence they are in harmony with our theory. In
addition to this, it must be remembered that man is constructed double, especially in regard to his brain, the result of which is, that one of its hemispheres may be held
in a spasm, producing paralysis of the opposite side of th&
individual thus a1Feeted, but leaving one side in a perfect
state of health. This paralysis may be so entire that the
senses of hearing, seeing, and that of touch may be completely destroyed, as well as all power of volition, on the
one side of the individual, while all these senses and the
instruments of motion on the other side, remain in a state
of perfect health and subjection to the will. This fact
proves that man is endowed with two sets of external or•.
gans of sense, as well as of those of voluntary motion, and
therefore proving him also to be endowed with two dis-.
tinct hemispheres of cerebral matter, as sources from.
whence their intelligent functions originate, from which
we logically conclude that one portion of this matter may
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be entirely destroyed by disease and carried off by suppu-

ration and yet leaving the intellect unimpaired, because,
acting through the undi.eeased aad consequently unobstructed hemisphere of brain, constituting the material
instruments of intellectual power.
Having now disposed of this objection, and established
the position that the existence of the cerebrum is indispensable to human intelligence, we proceed to the consideration of another physiological fact connected with thi.e
subject, which is, that the nerves of the' human system are
so many conductors of a fine sublimated ftuid, from the
cerebellum to the vital organs of the system, and from the
cerebrum to its instruments of volition, under the government and direction of t:h.e will
In order to establish thi.e truth in its relation to the
cerebellum, it is only necessary to introduce the results of
some of those peculiar electro-physiological experiments
which have been produced repeatedly by eminent physi·
clans and electricians, and which we believe furnish
demonstrative evidence in defense of the position that the
organs of life and vitality are depending on the nervous
force which they receive from the brain for the power
requisite to enable them to perform their respective functions, the result of which is animal life. The first of these
to which we refer i.e, that the nerves emanating from the
spinal column which is perpetually communicated from
the brain as the vitalizing principle of animal life, and
connecting with the organs of digestion have been cut
loose from their spinal roots, and the consequence was
that the operation of digestion was immediately suspended; a galvanic battery was then procured, and its
negative and positive poles applied to the roots ·of the
nerves which were left at the spinal column, restoring
the galvanic circle between the artificial battery and the
organs of digestion, answering the place of the natural
magnetic circle, between them and the brain, and the
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result was, that these organs immediately commenced to
perform their functions a.s natural as life.
This experiment not only proves that there is a. fluid
substance forced :from the brain, by its natural action
through the spinal marrow and from thence conducted by
nerves to a.ll the organs of life, to impel their motion, but
that this substance is identical with electricity. This experiment has also been tried with equal success upon all
the vital organs. As the composition and structure of the
voluntary nerves of the system are identical with those of
its involuntary department, it would be reasonable to infer,
in the absence of a.ll other proof, that their office wa.s also
that of conductors, receiving from that department of the
brain, constituting the organs of the mind, the electric
force which is dispatched by the decision of the will, when
any a.ct of volition is to be performed, a.nd carried along
the voluntary nerves to those organs which a.re to be
brought into requisition :for any such purpose; but we a.re
not left to mere inference in the establishment of this
truth, :for it ha.s also been submitted to experiment the
result of which is as follows: A principal nerve of motion
leading to a. finger in the hand has been severed in the
arm above, a.nd the result was that the finger co~ld not be
moved by the will ; the ends of the nerve thus parted
were then connected by the application of a. piece of
metallic wire, and which so perfectly supplied the place of
the lacking nerve that the finger was again under the control of the mind, a.nd obeyed the decision of the will, as
though the nerve had not been cut asunder.
This experiment, therefore, demonstrates the fact that
there is a. substance put in motion by the decision. of the
will, or in conformity to its decision, and also that this
substance is electricity, because adapted to contract the
muscles as though they were in contact with a galvanic
battery, a.nd thereby giving rise to the phenomena. of locomotion, and a.ll other voluntary movements of the physical
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system. Indeed, the galvanic power has been so succes""
fully applied to the bodies of dead men, compelling them
to exhibit the phenomena of life so true to nature that
those who were engaged in making the experiments became terrified at the horrid gesticulations and contortions
exhibited by the dead, and actually supposed them coming
again to life. There are some points of resemblance between the nervous force and galvanism or electricity, both
of which are but different modifications of the same common substance, which is proper here to notice, and which
shows it to be most exquisitely adapted to, as the physical
agent of the mind. One of the most prominent of these
is that of its power of velocity. It has been truly said
that its speed knows no time. With its metallic fingers it
transmits telegraphic dispatches from city to city and from
continent to continent, in the twinkling of an eye. This
is also one of the characteristics of the lightning of
the mind. So rapid are its motions that we seem to degrade
them by an attempted description. The mind, for instance,
receives an impression that the hand is in contact with
burning metal, or any thing else which produces pain,
through a nerve of sensation, when, as quick as the eleetric flash, a sufficient quantity of its fluid messenger is
dispatched by the will, which contracts the muscles of the
arm as though the hand had suddenly touched a charged
galvanic pile and received its charge, and the muscles, being attached to the bones by their respective tendons, the
hand is immediately removed from the seat of danger.
Again, the image of some object with which the eye has
come in contact is struck upon its retina, and from thence
conveyed, by the vibration of the optic nerve, to the mind
for its decision, which motion has also been produced by
the imagery reflection of the object tl,!.us in contact with
it. Under these circumstances the mind is aroused to &
degree of activity corresponding with the importance of
the suggestions associated with this specific object, what-

~
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ever it may be. U it ill one calculated to produce Intense
excitement, the mind measures oft' long tra.ins of intelligent thought with a speed nothing less than that of telegraphic velocity. From these facts it is evident that the
principle of vitality, and the mental agency by which we
are enabled to make involuntary motion, is not only identical, but that it is also identical with electricity or galvanism, and that the office of the whole nervous system ill that
of conductors of this electric force, for which they have a
strong affinity. In these experiments, such as the motion
of the finger, to which we have referred, there is also manifested the active existence of the three-fold law, indispeneable to the production of all such physical eft'ects. There
is, first, the decision of the mind, acting through the organleal bra.in and nerves of volition; secondly, the electric
agent, moved by the will, and held steady to its purpose by
the conducting nerves emanating from the bra.in, their
source ; and, in the third place, the eft'ect, which is the intelligent motion of the finger, in obedience to the mental
mandate.
We are aware that an objection may be ra.illed to this
process of reasoning, from the supposition that it leads to
the materialistic view of the human mind, for if it be admitted that no physical substance, such as this electric
agency of the mind is known to be, can be put in motion
by any other than a physical power beyond itself, and as
the mind is endowed with this qualification, it is, therefore, of a. physical or material nature; but, in answer to
this objection, we would remark that its author has advanced one step beyond the sphere of man's capability and
power of comprehension. It assumes the position which
we have already anticipated, by clearly exposing its untenability. Those who make this objection proceed on
the presumption that, in the present state of being, men
are capable of comprehending all the exquisitely arra.nged
and wonderfully complicated mechanism interwoven in
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this grandest.-displa.y of creative skill and energy; of man
it has been truly said, that he is a universe epitomized,
containing in his physical organization the chemical properties of the great globe he inhabits, and with a mind,
though in ruins, yet bearing the characteristic marks of
the Divinity. To set up the pretension, therefore, of
ability to solve this mighty problem, is the very consummation of folly, they should recollect that any individual
mind is no more capable of comprehending his own exist.
ence than a machine which his own hands has produced
is thus capable. From our low, mundane stand-point of
observation, is it to be considered an unreasonable conjecture, that there may exist even many connecting links in
the chain from whence originates the stupendous phenomena of human intelligence, before it approximates
that sphere of its manifestation where scientific research
begins its discovery, above and beyond which, so far as
mortals are concerned, all is mere anti-physical speculation, scarcely worthy of being denominated abstractions,
because at so great a remove from any tangible argument,
and any attempt to deduce therefrom any theoretic hypothesis whatever concerning the manifestations of man,
mentally, morally, or physically, evinces an extravagant
flight of fancy, as unsubstantial as the fictitious fabric of
a dream, and utterly unworthy the respect or serious consideration of intellige~t minds ; such visionary soarings
come not within the scale by which human capacity is to
be estimated, the legitimate sphere of which commences
at precisely that point where the known laws of nature
have their application, and which are found to be necessary to the development of those inherent sources of power
which constitute the great mental sensorium. Science and
philosophy, properly so called, afford not one ray of light
to direct the ethereal adventurer beyond its truths, of
which Deity himself is the author. Indeed, we might go
still further, and claim that were he to have made the
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att~mpt to furnish mankind with a perfect picture, revealing the entire nature of human thought and intelligence,
setting forth all the profound and majestic principles inTolved in its phenomena, in all their degrees of minutite,
he would, nevertheless, continue to be as ignorant of ita.
higher phases, as though no such attempt ha.d been ma.de,
and that, too, simply because of his incapacity to comprehend its delineations. The power of the most capacious
minds, in their highest state of cultivation, are only equal
to the task of searcb.iBg out the laws and principles which
seem to be involved in the composition of intelligent exercise; a.nd even this reasoning must be confined to the relation of cause and effect, a.nd ..nee 1lersa, through the analogy
of circumstances and things, drawing a strict boundary
line at that point where this relation and law of similarity
ceases its application; a.nd a.n attempt, as we said before,
to explore the field beyond, exhibits as grea.t a degree of
folly and presumption, as to deny that beyond its confines
there exists beings and things vastly superior to those of
which the present race of man is cognizant.
With these views before us, are we not justified in
demanding of the spiritualists that they should remain on
the mortal side of this etherea.l boundary-line, in their
researches after truth, if they would hope to succeed in its
detection; and we would ask if they have not utterly
failed by the above objection to invalidate the force and
truthfulness of our argument, and equally to have driven
us to the assumption of the materialistic theory of mind,
leaving us philosophically the right to maintain the
revealed doctrine of scripture in relation to the future
existence of man, and which is in perfect consistency with
the fact, that, in his present state of being, he is only
capable of manifesting the phenomena of intelligence
through the organic arrangement of brain a.nd nerves, and
the fluid agencies with which they are allied, including
the five external senses. Having now succeeded in pre-
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senting what we believe to be the. philosophy of human
volition and mental power, we are prepared to advance
one step further in the vindication of the position that the
mind is capable of putting in motion an extrinsic substance as its agent, for the accomplishment of its various
"purposes. The principle, however, upon which the argument we are about to advance is based, is one which we
have already endeavored to establish, and it only requires
its legitimate extension, in order to show that that part of
the spiritual phenomena called table-moving is to be
attributed to its agency. As the magnetic force of the
human system is demonstrated to be identical with galvanism and electricity, it follows that it is not only governed
by the same laws, but that it also depends upon the existence of similar circumstances and conditions of things, in
order that its subtle nature may be able to develop itself.
One of the natural characteristics of this substance, in all
its modifications, ~!though susceptible of a rapidity of
tlight far beyond the power of mathematical computation,
is that of inertia, the motion of which, therefore, depends
upon the action of the galvanic battery, or those laws of
nature with which its artificial principles correspond. This
peculiarity is exhibited by the passage of the lightning
from a positive to a negative cloud in a storm, when they
are driven by the wind within the striking distance of
each other, the positive cloud, or that containing the greatest quantity, creating an impulsive force, while that containing the lesser quantity, a negative or attractive force,
the electricity is therefore compelled to leave the one and
enter the other cloud, in a sufficient quantity to restore
the equilibrium between them, when it again assumes its
rest of inertia. This fact is also witnessed by the operation of the magnetic telegraph, the electric force having
been thrown out of balance by the application of a positive
and negative pole of a battery at either extremity of the
metallic wire, over which the electric lightning immedi-
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ately speeds its rapid.fiight again in search of its equilibrium, and, when found, assumes its rest of inertia.
Corresponding to this natural and artificial arrangement,
upon which this 11.uid depends for power of motion, is the
human brain, whose vibratory action, in compelling the
organs of life to perform their various functions, may be
distinctly heard by any two individuals putting one of each
of their ears closely together, and then shutting off the air
from those which are not thus in contact. They may a.lso
be hea.rd, but with less distinctness, by simply pressing our
ha.nds against our own ears. We are furnished with another fact, embraced in magnetic science, in relation to the
nature of conductors, which is of great importance in its
bearing upon this subject. Although metallic wire forms
excellent magnetic conductors, and is, therefore, generally
used, yet there has no substance or body of matter been dis·
covered which is of a perfectly non-conductoral nature, a.nd
it is equally true that al111.uids are good electric conductors.
This phenomenon is exhibited in certain localities in England, where such a damp, heavy atmosphere exists, at
times, that it renders telegraphic intercommunication impossible, even by the use of the most powerful batteries,
the 11.uid becoming so far absorbed, while prosecuting its
journey, that it fails to convey the message to the place of
destination. It is also true that any state of the atmosphere, composed as it is of 11.uid gases, is possessed of this
qualification; as proof of this, the needle, when placed
within a given distance to a charged or permanent magnet,
suddenly connects itself with it, the intervening air acting
as the medium of communication. And indeed the passage
of the lightning, to which we have already referred, exhibits precisely this principle, using the air as its conducting wire. From these facts, we conclude that when the
electric 11.uid is put in motion by the principle of the battery, whether in external nature, the artificial battery
itself, or by the human brain, it is not dependent upon any
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particular medium of communication, and more especially
that atmospheric air is endowed with this peculiarity.
The application of this argument to the phenomena of
table-moving is conclusive, exhibiting clearly the principle
upon which it is accomplished. Let us suppose that there
are assembled a number of individuals for the purpose, as
a whole, of producing and witnessing these manifestations;
after the necessary preparations are made, the attention of
the company becomes concentrated u:Pon the medium and
the table, which is the object to be moved, or if there is no
known medium present, then upon the object to be moved.
No sooner is this done than the electric agencies of all these
minds become agitated and put in motion, some by the direct power of the will, and others11imply by expectation;
this entire force, however, being thus dispatched by the
will from the brain, and from thence being conducted
through the nerves of the arm to the finger ends, and if.
these are in contact with the table, the communication is
unbroken, and is readily moved in the direction the circle
either wishes or expects ; but if the table is not thus
touched, the intervening air acts as the conducting medium
of the mental force. There is, also, in connection with this
department of spiritualism, the striking fact that the most
astonishing manifestations are witnessed (other things
being equal) when there are the greatest number present
on the occasion, who have either been magnetized or are
susceptible of this influence, or if not in the greatest number, those who are thus susceptible to the greatest degree.
Here the question suggests itself, why is the presence of
persons possessed of this peculiar magnetic temperament:
nece888.ry in order to the succeBSful manifestation of thee&
phenomena! to suppose that, because they are susceptible
of the sleepy condition, they are selected by the spirits of
the departed dead, through whose organism to thus manifest themselves, to our mind, is the extreme of the ridiculous, and if the advocates of spiritualism are capable of
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showing it to be otherwise, why not do so, and thus, at
least in one point, prove it to be something different from
what we have shown it to be.
The prominent fact connected with these experiments,
and which contains the natural answer to the above inquiries, is, that the mind and will of one individual is held
under the most perfect control by the mind and will of
another, so that, by a word or sign, as well as by a mere
mental effort, the one class loses most completely, not only
all power of volition, but also that of rationality, while
the other class has had this power strangely transferred to
themselves, so that they are operated upon like a mere
machine, and that, too, without physical contact. If a
man may be thus controlled and moved by the mind and
will of another, why not a table upon the same principlet
Now let us recur to the illustration above ,introduced.
•Here, then, we have present some of those individuals
who are thus impressible, called mediums; and whatever
other ideas may be attached to the qualifications of such,
it is conceded on all hands, that with their presence such
freaks as the moving of tables and other objects may be
expected. Those persons present, who are not susceptible
of the magnetic sleep, or of such wakeful impressibility
as we shall hereafter show, and who have but little faith
in these phenomena, assist, although unintentionally, in
their production, but whose capacity is that of operators,
their minds acting irresistibly on those of the mediums,
producing on them the undivided impression that the
object sought will] be accomplished, and, as they believe,
so is their active power in the premises; although there
is an utter absence of evidence upon which to base such
belief, never having witnessed any of the spirit manifestations, or who may never even have heard of their existence, these are, of course, new mediums, possessing, however, the only necessary prerequisite, mesmeric impressi·
b1lity. By the governing power of the minds of those
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operators, whether they act by design or inadvertently, the
entire mental power of all the mediums present is collected, concentrated and conveyed to the table, the motion
of which is thus effected, the atmosphere above and
around which becoming so far electrified that its pressure
is neutralized, or balanced, and the specific gravity of the
table being thus counteracted, requires, consequently, but
the slightest degree of power to suspend and move it in
any desired direction, which principle may be illustrated
on only a more magnificent scale by the motion of the
planetary system, whose orbits are laid through this sublimated or electrical substance, and hence, after having been
once put in motion by the fiat of the almighty mind, continues the same velocity with undeviath:ig uniformity,
held by the agency of the same substance, whose centripital
and centrifugal forces compels their circles, and reciprocally holds the sun itself immovably fixed in space.
To illustrate the movement of tables or other objects by
lhe formation of a vacuum, and by this concentration of
the mental electric force, we must remember that, on
every square inch of the table to be moved, there is an
atmospheric pressure of fifteen pounds to each square inch
of its surface, and that, too, in every direction. We will
suppose the table now to be moved is a very small one,
having but one square inch of surface, it has, therefore,
fifteen pounds pressure from beneath as well as above it,
and we will, also, suppose its specific gravity, or weight, is
only one ounce. Now, suppose the force thrown upon it
from the minds of those present, and it must, also, be understood that a square inch of this force is millions of
thnes lighter than a square inch of air, has charged the
atmosphere on it so that it weighs two ounces less, and we
have now fourteen pounds and fourteen ounces of air resting on the table, while the fifteen pounds from beneath
remains the same. Now, do we not perceive that this
vacuum is sufficient to enable the fifteen pounds beneath

./
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the table to move it upward, just u fourteen pounds and
fourteen ounces in one scale will be moved up by fifteen
pounds in the other scale of the balance ; and do we not, also,
see that if this mental force iB concentrated on any side of
the table, that the result will be that it will move in the
direction of that vacuum thus produced; and do we not also
see, that, as the mind of a magnetic subject is under the
mental control of eome one present, and its force, therefore, thus concentrated to any point, or upon any subject,
without their having any power to resist it, and held there,
that the object will be thus moved, and as the table movee
the vacuum moves with it, and that, too, simply by displacing the air to thiB limited extent t
It is a fact, that tables are not only made thus to per·
form simple movements, but, aleo, to move eo that they
will write names of individuals intelligibly. The movement of the planchette, which almost every one has wit.
nessed, is thus produced, and this proves that the vacuum
moves with the table, and in the direction it is expected,
too, by the mental :force thus communicated to it.
Now, if thiB is a law of mind, it applies to all orders of
minds, and is, coneequently, the principle upon which the
Deity sets worlds in motion, and the great law he baa
applied to them to perpetuate their motions, and, indeed,
this is only another name for that of "universal gravity."
It is this principle upon which Christ walked upon the
water, and which Peter failing to do, was rescued from
drowning by the hand of Him who was the creator of
nature's laws; all that was necessary for Him to do waa
to remove the atmospheric pressure, so as to form a vacuum
above His head, which would render the air above Him of
less specific gravity than the density of the water beneath
His feet, and He could as well walk upon-it as on eolid
rock ; and when He ascended into heaven, with his resurrection J>ody immortalized, of flesh and bones, all that waa
necessary for Him to do was, by an act of HiB will, to
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form an air vacuum above Hill head, and the fifteen
pounds pressure to the square inch from beneath would
cause Him to rise, as He did, majestically into the hea vena.
That electrical vacuums are almost continually being
formed by the displacement of the heavier gases of the
atmosphere is everywhere witnessed, and sometimes only
to a degree that to equalize produces no report, as seen in
wha~ is commonly called "heat lightning." Dense clouds
of vapor so absorb electricity that, to restore· its equilibrium or fill the vacuums thus produced, the lightning's
Bash and thunder's roar, is witnessed and nece88&ry.
It is also well known that a damp, heavy atmosphere often
110 absorbs the electric force from the wires that telegraphic communication is impossible for the time being.
But it may be said that if men can thus move objects by
a mere mental effort, and accomplish such wonders, it ia
' working miracles, but the objector should remember that
every mind can produce effects according to its greatness.
Christ could cure the palsy, and raise to life the dead, and
this in every instance, but man can only cure the palsy,
and that too under peculiar circumstances, and cannot raise
the dead at all, unless the power equal to the act to be
done {s directly given by him, and that too for the purpose. But here is a natural power which man is known
now to possess, by which he may heal his fellow man
without medicine, as we shall show more largely hereafter,
and as we shall also show such healing is, to say the least,
as philosophical as that medicine cures. But we will suppose a man has the power, and uses it, to east out devils,
and do every thing Christ did while on earth, would Christ
object to that if he were ltere? Indeed, this is but an extension of the same philosophic principle upon which the
fingers of the human hand are intell!gently moved by the
will and guided by the intellect for the performance of
any act whatever, the air acting as the conductor of the
force dispatched by the will, after it leaves the nerves at
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the finger ends. The fingera have no power even to mo"'t"e
themselves, much less to move intelligently, and are onl7
moved by the electric agency of the mind, dispatched b7
the will, and guided in their action by the intellect. Now,
aa the nerves of motion are only conductors of this force
from the brain to the finger ends, and as the air is also a
good conductor of the electric force, it becomes the medium
from that point to the table, or any other object to be
moved, and that its motion can thus be produced, and still
guided by the intellect, it is made not only to move, but
to move as intelligently, writing names, etc., as the fingera
themselves.
The conclusions to which we now arrive in relation to
the spirit power may be stated as :follows: Firat, the degree of the development of mediums is in proportion to
that of their mesmeric susceptibility. Second, the power
to dispatch the mental force is in proportion to the susceptibility of receiving and acting under erroneous and absurd
impressions. Third, the power to concentrate the mental
force depends upon the faith possessed by a medium of his
ability to act in this capacity in the art of table-moving,
etc. Fourth, the strength of this faith depends upon the
depth of the impression produced upon the mind ·at the
time. Fifth, this impression may have been unconsciously
communicated from some other mind, or circumstance, or
by the design of another, and in the same manner received
Sixth, the power to move tables, etc., may be the result of
an individual's own experience, who may not be susceptible
of mesmerism, which, of course, applies to all persons indiscriminately, the only condition being a self-relying confidence in their ability to thus operate, regardless of the
source from whence this faith originates. For instance,
let an individual commence and persevere until the
smallest conceivable result is effected, such as the motion
of the most insignificant body of matter, the motion of the
planchette which every one can do and in this way, with-
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out communicating any other physical force than that
thrown upon it by the will, and he ill furnished, although
to a very limited extent, with the knowledge of his ability
in this direction. After having become thus initiated, and
supposing the individual tO be familiar with the more
astonishing exhibitions of others, greater things are
attempted and successfully accomplished; thus it is evident that the degree of faith steadily increases, and assumes a degree of strength in exact proportion to the importance of the results thus produced, enabling the operator to bring @to requisition an increased amount of the
mental force, which, upon the same principle, may be concentrated and dispatched for the achievement of spirit
manifestations; thus it is evident that any individual may
become a successful and powerful medium in the direction
of thus moving objects. Here we are furnished with the
philosophy of development. That all men are endowed
to a limited extent with this power ill evident from what
bas been accomplished in the performance of those simple
tricks which from time immemorial have been produced
by young people, supposing them to decide matrimonial
destinies. Let us notice one or two of. these as examples,
and, first, let any two individuals sit down, facing each
other, and then take a common door key and fasten the
end of it opposite to the eye firmly between the leaves of
an ordinary sized book, and then suspend the book between
them, by letting the eye of the key rest on one of each of
their forefingers, then let either of them will that the book
shall revolve to right or left, as they please, and it will
invariably obey such will until it swings so far around
that it will fall from between their fingers. Another of
these is performed thus: Let a finger.ring be suspended
by a hair in the inside of a glass tumbler, the end of which
must be held firmly between the thumb and finger, while
the arm is resting in a position so that the hand ean be
held motionless, after which let the individual will, that
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the ring shall vibrate back and forth, and it will do so until
it strikes against the wall of the tumbler. In order to appreciate more fully the nature of the contact in this experiment between the object thus moved and the agency of the
mind which caused ita motion, it must be remembered that
glass and hair, the external instruments employed in thiJr
experiment, are two of the most perfect non-conductors of
electricity known.
To illustrate this fact, in relation to hair, take a black
eat into a dark room and rub your hand quickly over its
back, and it will produce visible explosions of the electrical fluid, which is to be attributed to the resisting quality
of the hair to electricity, which, being excited by the fric.
tion thus produced, and unable to penetrate into the animal, because of the thickness of its hair, therefore explodes
on the surface. A corresponding experiment to this, and
one which, in addition to proving the non-eonductoral nature of hair, also proves the identity of electricity with
this singular agency of the human mind, is as follows:
Let an individual, while standing on an insulated stool,
and after being highly charged from a galvanic battery,
be examined, and what are commonly called goose pimples will be found to have arisen on the entire surface of
his body, and on the top of which will be seen standing
perpendicularly an isolated hair. The cause of this phenomenon is, that the individual becoming so highly charged
with electricity, and which, while endeavoring to make its
escape from the surface of the body, which, being so
thickly dotted with little hairs, resists its passage, and
thus forces the flesh on which each of them is located to
thus rise. That this same result is produced by the mental
agency is manifested under paroxysms of fear suddenly
produced, the electrical substance under tl1e control of the
mind, which is thus alarmed, is called suddenly to the
brain, its fountain, ready to be dispatched by the will to
meet emergencies thus occasioned, which, being charged,
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and even nreharged,

110 highly that a rub Ia made to
escape through the cranium, but being resisted by the
hair of the head, which, however, is itself electrified, and
hence, assumes a perpendicular attitude. In covering the
head so densely with hair, whose composition being of this
character, affording the best possible protection to the
brain, offering not only an external barrier to its escape,
but also a defensive· palladium from the attack of the
electric fiuid, as it flies during storms in every direction
through the heavens, and which, when thus loosed, always
seeks the best conductors through which to paBB when in
pursuit of its eqUilibrium, and hence avoids contact with
the human head. But to prove conclusively that this
phenomenon is produced by the direct and electric ageni
of the mind, and that it is also the same su"'tance which
emanates from a galvanic machine, let an tdividual uncover his arm, and lay it on a table so thaL it will rest
easily; let.him then repeat audibly some sublime passage
of prose or poetry which is calculated to deeply agitate
his mind, producing in it that state denominated pathos,
and at that moment he will discover that these little pyramidal turrets have prominently risen on his arm, and on
the top of each of which will also be visible an electrified
hair. We are aware that these are &limple experiments;
but it must be remembered that the greatest discoverie»
of nature's laws, allied with her universal movements,
have resulted from insignificant circumstances and events.
The fall of an apple from a tree led to the discovery of
universal gravity; the bursting of a tea-kettle to the discovery of steam power; and the fiying of Franklin's kite
led to the art of collecting and confining, within a Leyden
jar, the "fearful lightning's" awful element, and which
has finally resulted in bringing it so completely under the
control of the mind, that it is chained to conducting-wires,
and with its fiery-tinged fingers compelled to write ita
thoughts between city and city, continent and continent.
in timeleBB velocity.
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CHAPTER IV.
Now, if these stupendous achievements have resulted
from such insignificant incidents, and if the mind has thus
been compelled to climb the ascent of progress, from the
smallest to the greatest, in the investigation of the works
of inanimate nature, how much greater is this necessity
when prosecuting an investigation into that grandest display of Divine architecture-the mind of man? In view
of the arguments we have advanced, the most of which we
have demonf ~ted. by submission to experiment, we are
willing to sul . nit the question to any rational mind whether
we have not succeeded in presenting clear and tangible
principles, isolated or in combination, exhibiting the philosophic laws upon which the human mind acts in the production of that department of the spirit phenomena known
as table-moving, and whether there is not here involved
the key by which we may be prepared to open up and expose to the light of day the most mysterious manifestation
and profound secret embraced in the theory of spiritualism, plainly showing them all to have their origin in the
laws of nature, and confined strictly within the limits of
mental and natural science, or physiological power.
Those who have taken the trouble to acquaint themselves with the exhibitions of spiritualism must have discovered that their successful operations depended upon
that condition of circumstances and things which are
known to be indispensable to the successful performance
of mesmeric and psychologic experiments, and if but very
imperfect electricians, must havealsodiscovereii their connection and similarity with those requisite to the successful experiments with the galvanic machine. There is, for

instance, the :formation of the spirit circle around a diningtable, which is sometimes produced by joining hands, and,
at others, by mere sympathy. The principle of a circle, in
the ecience of electrice, is one of its :fundamental laws, in
the absence o:f which all attempts at experiment must forever :fail. In the performance o:f the spiritualists it is also
true that opposing infiuences a:tfect very materially, and
sometimes render all manifestations impossible, such as
the presence of incredulous persons and opposing wills.
As proof of this, while we were, according to invitation,
attending a spirit circle a few yeai'l! since, in the city of
Boston, we first endeavored to hold, by a decision o:f the
will, the whole circle, determining that there should be no
more raps, as answers to the questions propounded. We
succeeded in this so far as to render them faint, irregular
and confused, although on the same occasion, and up to
that moment, they had been marked for distinctness and
intelligence. But, as the raps were not entirely silenced,
we changed the e:tfort and fixed our will directly on the
questioner, determined that there should be no more responses to their interrogations, which perfectly succeeded,
to the astonishment of the whole circle, each of whom
made desperate e:tforts to obtain answers, but in vain.
This was accomplished without intimating our design to
the circle, which, if done, would have greatly added to our
advantage, by distracting the concentration of their minds
by the doubts thus suggested.
The spirits often exhibit a donkey stubbornness, or at
least are so peculiarly sensitive that, notwithstanding the
earnest efforts of their mortal friends, they resolutely
refuse to manifest themselves, unless the conjurers
speedily eject such persons and wills from the room.
Let an equal number of individuals, on any occasion,
mingle with the spirit circle, who do not believe this to
be the work of spirits, and do nothing more than simply
express their opinions in regard to the phenomena, and
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then 1b: their minds determinedly upon the questioner.
of the circle, willing that there shall be no manifestatioD8
on the occaeion, and such will be the result, and according
to the principle that that which has the power to hinder .ill
also capable of producing under a reverse of circumstances.
proves these phenomena to emanate, not from the spirits
of the departed dead, but from those minds composing
these circles. This is also true of the mesmeric and
psychologic manifestations, which shuts us up again lO
the conclusion that they are phases of the same department of the mysterious science, as yet but very superficially understood.
One of the principal elements in the claims of the
aplritualists is that they progreas very rapidly in the
aplrit spheres; the ignorant become enlightened, the vicious virtuous, the low and vulgar.minded exalted and
refined, and those who while on earth were captivated by
the trio of wonlly pOBBeasions, honors, pleasures and riches,
now look upon these objeete aa unworthy even t~e pursuit
of mortals. In regard to this claim, we woul<i ask how it
comports with that fretful, peevish, sensitive and stubborn
disposition manifested to a greater or leas degree by these
returned spirits while mingling with their mortal friends
in their nocturnal conclaves, which is true of them· all,
without regard to the elevation of the spherical locality
from whence they have descended. Before evacuating
the shows of the world, they had, perhaps, to some conaiderable degree, acquired these cardinal virtues of
patience and forbea.rance with human weakness and
frailty, ~o frequently manifested by coming in contact
with circumstances not calculated to please. But now
mark the change. Here we will suppose a little ignorant
girl is acting as conjurer for the spirit circle, who have
taken their places. She now sends her solemn summol\8
to some exalted sphere, high up among the ethereal
apheres, after some one from among the wise of antiquity
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who has thns ascended through a IIChool of progreealve
discipline. The appeal is immediately heard among the
atal'I!Ome &8118mbly of the august peraonages, and about as
quick as thought, among them is manifested by slight
raps (which, by the way, exhibits a pusillanimons weakness in the widest contrast to the power of thundering
Jove) a Plato, Socrates or Seneca, who, while living upon
earth, ranked high among the ancient philosophers, and
who had prided themselves, while human beings, in having attained to an elevation of stoical indifference to the
trilling circumstances which deeply interested the mau
of minds. But by the aid of these silly raps it is understood who from among the spherical fraternity thus manifesta his presence. No sooner is this accomplished, and
the whole company delighted with the anticipation of
being favored with a communication from some one of
these distinguished worthies, than the spirit manifests by
raps ita utter indisposition to make any revelations on the
occasion, becauee, forsooth, there happens to be an individual present who has still succeeded' in maintaining his
rational equilibrium, or who does not believe these to be
apirit noises. Effortll are made to overcome this nervous
spleen of the aged spirit, but all to no purpose. Ita venerableness becomes deeply interested in the expulsion from
the room of the only individual who has not become
bewitched by this spirit familiarity, and mnst be indulged,
the circle must obey the demand, or else suffer the abrupt
dS'parture of the impatient Plato, peevish Socrates, or
childish Seneca.
From such facts as these, are we not furnished with
conclusive evidence to refute the above claim of the spiritualista, showing, that instead of these ancient examples of
philosophic learning having made progress since they became inhabitanta of the ethereal spheres, that it were more
proper to exclaim of them," How have the mighty fallen f'
The philosopher Diogenes, of ancient renown, had, while
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living, made such rapid progreu in the contemplation of
the works of nature &Dd the great flrllt ea1111e, that he
looked with a stoic di11satisfaetion upon the honors, riehee
&Dd pleasures of the world, well nigh that of contempt.
To such a degree had his mind become elevated above all
the splendor &Dd pomp of the world, that a visit paid him
by the man who had subjugated the known nations of the
world to his sceptre, not only failed to excite the least surprise, but also to extort lUI admission of the superiority of
his guest. " I am .A.lex&Dder the Great," said the monarch ;
"&Dd I am Diogenes the Cynic," replied the philosopher,
and then requested the monarch to "move from his llllil·
shine." Alex&Dder, being 110 impre1111ed with the dignity
and disinterestedness of the reply, is said to have exclaimed : "Were I not Alex&Dder, I would be Diogenes."
But now behold the philosopher, after having been schooled
in the spirit spheres for more than two thousand years, his
attention is suddenly arrested, perhaps by an invocation
sent up by a little girl, and bidding a hasty adieu to his
fellow supemals, flies rapidly down from his ethereal
sphere, &Dd becomes intensely engaged, by the use of the
rapping alphabet, in communicating the remarkable piece
of information of the precise age of the questioner's grandmother, and the date when the old lady died; or, perhaps,
lends an assisting h&Dd to the other weaker spirits present
to lift the legs of a dining-table over the sill of a doorway,
which had attempted to impede Its motion from one room
to another. Now, we submit whether, on the supposition
that this is the real spirit of the philosopher Diogenes engaged in such trifling nonsense as this, if it would not be
more just and appropriate to designate the spheres through
which he had passed since his entrance there, by the use
of such terms as retrogression and degeneracy, instead of
progress and development? And if happiness is not the
result of weakness and degeneracy, then such spirits C&D·
not be happy ; &Dd does it not prove that the idea of the
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ipiritualists, that the body is only a carcass, and clog
to mortal progress, that exactly the opposite is the truth t
But if this retlection is deemed too severe on the spirits,
their modem apologists may offer, as a reason why they
have not made more advancement in the cultivation of
such virtues, the fact th!\t ever since the advent of the
Rochester knockings, they have been unable to take the
least repose, having been kept forever on the wing, their
conjurers having increased to such a prodigious host that
nothing short of millions could be ustfd in their enumeration ; like Noah's dove they were found hovering near the
mortal shores, so that, having been dismissed from one
circle, and not having time to reach the threshold of their
home sphere, they might be ready to attend to the next
solemn invocation for their immediate return.
It is wonderful that these old spirits, thus doomed to
perpetual locomotion, should not have made, long ere this,
if they have not done so, an arrangement for changing
their location, for the sake of convenience, to the mansion
ot Judge Edmonds, and others of like congeniality, where
they would make more progress than they had done while
climbing the trackless waste of etherealization.
But we come now to the question, upon what principle
of nature are spirit-raps produced 1 We have already
shown that electricity, In its animal adaptation, commonly
called animal magnetism, was the real philosophical medium, or mental agency, by which these phenomena were
effected ; but to render this important point still more
clear and conclusive, let us consider the philosophy of a
vacuum, as an illustration.
In order to form a scientific idea of a vacuum, it is
necessary to take into consideration, at least, partially, the
relative density of different tluid substances. A vacuum
Is simply the result of the displacement of a denser tluid
by one of a more sublimated texture. When this occurs,
to a certain degree, by an artificial apparatus, and the
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vacuity thna formed la suddenly exposed to the free ingress of the atmosphere, the result is a report, occuioned.
by the concW!aion of those elements again coming together
while seeking the restoration of their natural equilibrium.
According to this principle, it ia evident that the volume
or intensity of the report thus occasioned must be in proportion to the relative solidity of those substances by
which the vacuum was produced, in connection with the
degree of the velocity which they travel. For instance,
if common air ia displaced by one of its constituent gases
to a very limited degree the equilibrium may be restored
without producing a report sufficiently loud so as to be
heard, but if the entire volume is thna removed, by an air
pump, from a vessel, leaving nothing but electricity, which
is of a nature eo subtle that it cannot be thus excluded,
which is proved by the fact that the needle will answer at
its walls, but when the vacuum ia thus formed, and the vessel itself made of such material that its walls are unable
to resist the external pressure of the atmosphere, which
is filieen pounds to the square inch, will, consequently,
yield to it, and the report will be as loud as the discharge
of a musket; This same phenomenon is witnessed, only
on a more magnificent scale, during a thunder-storm, two
clouds are driven by the wind until they come within what is
called striking distance of each other, which distance depends upon the relative degree of positive and negative
they sustain, but when they thus approximate, the great
law of equilibrium, which applies equally to all the elements of nature, requires that the electric discharge shall
take place, which is accordingly done, the fluid passing
from the positive to the negative cloud, cutting asunder
the atmosphere through which it passes, thus producing
a vacuum, the closing of which sends forth the explosive
report, shaking the ethereal empyrean with its awlul
voice.
As electricity in all of its modifications, whether in its
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highest form of sublimation as pure electricity, or entering
into minerals or other compound bodies of inanimate
nature, as galvanism, or as coursing through the physicological formation of animal life, as animal magnetism is
nevertheless the same common substance, manifesting like
characteristics and governed by the same laws, and as all
substances are susceptible of a degree of motion in proportion to that of their density, its motion therefore being the
most rapid creates the most perfect vacuum in its gambols
through the universe, and by the closing of which the most
terrific reports are produced, and hence it is necessary that
but a very small quantity of this fluid is required to be
thrown from the brain of an individual or a spirit circle by
an &et of the will upon any object, provided it be a hard
one, such as a table, in order to produce a vacuum, the
closing of which must also produce a report, and hence are
we furnished with the philosophy of the Rochester knocking&, or spirit raps. According to this principle, it will be
perceived, that the greater the number of mediums com·
posing a circle, other things being equal, or the greater
degree of impressibility of which they are susceptible, the
louder in proportion will be the raps, because the vacuum
thus formed will be the more perfect. For the informa.
tion of those who may never have attended the spirit circle
we would say, that the raps should be called ticks, and are
far from being what may be called noisy; indeed, we have
never heard one of them which seemed as loud as the tick
of common house.clocks ; they usually resemble the sound
produced by the feet of a very small bird while walking
on the roof of a house, as heard in the garret below.
The principle of these noises most perfectly illustrate
the phenomena of haunted houses. It ill a notorious fact,
in relation to those houses which are supposed to be haunted by the spirits of the departed dead, that all persons,
indiscriminately, do not hear them when alone, while others
of unquestionable veracity and discrimination declare tha~
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they, noi only bear those nol.aes, but are IOmetimesterdfied at beholding the ghostly apparitions themselvea. Th•
solution of thia mystery is found in the fact that all persons do not succeed equally in producing the spirit manifestations, or are not mediums. The fact is that it is aa
necessary that a mesmeric subject should be present, in
order to enable the supposed ghosts in the haunted mansions to produce their nol.aes and make themselves manifest to the sight, as that persons poaseued of this peculiar
magnetic temperament should be present and mingle with
the spirit circle, in order to produce the spirit phenomena,
and for tlul same reason. Hence we are able to account
for the fact that one family may reside for years in such
houses and never see or hear any thing of an unusual
character, while other families, through this source of
annoyance, are induced to vacate them, and often to sell
them at a great sacrifice. The philosophy of this mystery
mnst, therefore, be of importance to 11uch house·holdera.
If they bear such noises, it is because some members of
the household are susceptible of the mesmeric infiuence,
or are mediums, and, as a remedy, we would suggest thai
such individuals should be magnetized to sound sleep, and
while in this condition their minds be impressed by the
magnetizer that these noises will no more be beard in thai
bouse, which can be done by his declaring to them positively that such will be the case, and the difliculty, so fa.r
as that family is concerned, will forever cease.
In this philosophy we also are furnished with the clue
to witchcraft, and had it been understood prior to that
terrible period which raged for more than two centuries
in England and America, the history of the world would
never have been stained by the murderous tragedies of
the dark and bloody annals of witchcraft. Innocent men
and women, and even small children, were made witches,
by being charged positively, either maliciously or ignorantly, with this crime, their minds being sUsceptible of

that magnetic impreaaibleneu that they immediately npposed thelllll8lvea thus guilty,and on their own confeaaion
were taken to the gallows, or stake, and there executed,
nothing having been proven against them. Such individuals were simply the natural mediulllll of that age, or
those who were susceptible of mesmerism, ihe least effort
being all that ill requisite in order to induce it, and which
u often accomplished by the sympathy of other minda,
without the leu' design on their part.
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CHAPTER V.
'1'Hl!l SPIRITB ONLY :KNOW WHAT THE QUESTIONER KNOWS.

Here we behold one of the distinguishing eharacteristica
of truth, whether of science or revelation, that when a true
principle or doctrine is discovered, its natural aseoeiationa
are found clustering thick around, as 80 many witnesses,
anxious to give in confirmatory testimony, and not only
auggests new trutha for our contemplation, but opens up
whole trains of thought, before whose glowing effulgence
mysticism and fictitious theories vanish like the twinkling
stars before the rising sun of the morning. Having now
succeeded in presenting what we understand to be the
philoaophy of the spirit raps, we pass to examine the
method of apirit communication, through what are called
writing mediums. These, it is supposed, are under the
especial and abaolute control of foreign spirits.
The appearance of these persons, while engaged in
writing, is 80 identical with those while in the mesmeric
state, that it clearly shows them to be one and the same
thing; they exhibit rigidity of muscle, and sometimes
frightful contortions of feature, convulsing the whole
frame ; when these excitable paroxysms are upon them,
they seize a pen or pencil, and write sentences for the edification of the conjuring circle. Whoever have witnessed
mesmeric and psychologic experiments are familiar with
the fact, that persons while under this intluenee are subject to the most absolute control of other minds; they could
aee, hear, smell, taste, and feel only according to the will
and suggestions of those individuals who had thus impressed them; their instruments of volition could move
only as they were permitted ; not a step could be taken,

an arm raised, or a finger moved, unlet~~~ the operator thu•

willed or suggested.
How much more astonishing that the volition of a man
should be thus destroyed and then controlled just like a
machine, by the mere will of another, without contact-that.
is, without touching him directly or indirectly, than that a
t-able should be thua moved, which had no power of resistance.
There seems to be two cl&lllee of persons thus suaceptible. The one can be controlled only by suggestions made
'in an audible voice ; the other can be thus controlled aimply by an act of the will, without an effort or motion, or a
word being spoken. The latter class are those who have
been mesmerized to sleep, or who are thus very susceptible, while the former have not been thus affected, and, perhaps, are not very susceptible; such do not make writing
mediums. In the performance of these experiments it
must also have been discovered that the most ridiculous
and abaurd impretlllions were produced upon the minds of
auch individuals, and which to them seemed all reality.
proved by the corresponding action to which they applied
· themselves while under this hallucination.
They were made to believe themselves locomotives, and
while thus impressed, would endeavor to put themselves
into the shape of that machine. In these experiments we
have seen individuals, the government of whose minds and
of whose voluntary organizations had passed from themselves to the minds of others so completely, that not a
thought could be entertained or a muscle moved, except at
the dictation, or according to the will and volition of
another. They could see, hear, taste, smell and feel only
such objects as he who had impressed them permitted, and
even then having no power of accurately distinguishing
between them, confounding water for wine and wine for
water, etc. Another fact in relation to individuals thus
ausceptible, il, that, after having been habitually subjected

5
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to ihelie experiments, they aequire such a degree of this
I!YIJlpathetic impressibility that they go into this state by a
mere word or look of another; and we have known pereons thus susceptible to such a degree that they were un..
able to resist the magnetic sleep in the presence of thoee
who had been in the habit of thus affecting them; and we
have also known those who could induce this state in
themselves, by a mere decision to do so, and who would,
even then, appear perfectly a wake. These are the highest
developed mediums. To illustrate: Here is a writing medium, who has taken her eeat at the table, for the purpose'
of communicating, or of being the medium of spirit communication. .An individual present is desirous of having
a communication, in writing, in relation to a subject which
lies alone concealed in his own mind. The medium is immediately thrown into a state of magnetic sympathy with
his mind, evinced by the rigidity and contortions of the
muscles, the common indications of the magnetic condition. Not•& word is spoken, nor an intelligent sign made,
by which it would be possible for even the shrewdest mind
to give even a garbled answer to what the anxious inquirer
desires to be made known ; but, notwithstanding this, the
medium grasps a pen and writes the very sentence or sentences containing the precise information the individual
desired to be revealed. In view of these facts, can any
thing be more conclusive than that these achievements of
the writing mediums are simply those of mesmeric or psychologic phenomena, whose origin is therefore to be traced
to the same common source? What reason can there be
assigned for ascribing the impulse under which these mediums act to the intervening agency of some supernal
inhabitant of the unseen state, or to any other power than
that of simple animal magnetism, and that it is thus
adapted demonstrates it to be the only medium, or agency
employed in producing these effects?
This medium, after having consented to be the organ
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.of communication on the oce&~~ion, stands in the same relation to ihe mind of the inquirer as the mesmerized subject
does to the mind of him who is experimenting upon him,
the manifestations of both being perfectly analogous, as it
respects ihe voluntary and involuntary movements of each,
as well as the common characteristics of intelligence manilested by the mesmerized subjects and the writing mediums. Indeed, we may go still further, and say that the
medium, while thus writing, sustains the same relation to
the mind of the individual who is impressing or questioning them, which is the same thing, while in this medium
condition, as the pen does to the mind of him who holds it
in his own hand, and no more perfectly obeys the decisions
of his will, in transcribing his own thoughts to pap~r, than
does the mind, and, consequently, the hand and pen in it,
of the medium, thus obey. This handwriting of the medium will also be a good imitation of that of the individual
whose thoughts are being thus transcribed. But there is
an important feature connected with the spirit writing,
unless taken into conaideration, the uniformity of the results would seem to be really contradictory, which is that
they do not always write about that precise subject or
imitate the handwriting desired by any number or of any
member of the circle present on the occasion, though they
should not only desire but will that this should be done
{which feature, by the way, is one also of mesmerism).
But this apparent discrepancy is to be attributed to that
well-known law of the mind, which provides that an individual may be acting under the decision of his own will,
while at the same time his mind may be engaged with
other thoughts and subjects, entirely disconnected with
such action. To illustrate, let us refer to our own locomotion, which may be compared to the running of a timepiece, which, being wound up, continues its motion until
the impulse thus communicated to it becomes exhausted,
We will suppose an individual commences and intends to

/
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walk one mile distant : at the outeei his feet are set ill
motion by the will, communicating to them a suftl.cient
quantity of the nervous force to enable them to tranepon
his body the given distance, after which it is unnecessary
to pay the least attention to his own locomotion, but his
mind may be intently occupied by the contemplation of
other matters, and yet every step is under the control of
the will, and is therefore voluntary action.
From this principle of the philoeophy of mind, it is endent that the medium may be writing or acting, on one
occasion by an impulse oommunicated or imprelllled upoa
his mind, on eome former one, and even by an individual
who hae been long abeent or even dead, the impressioa
being called into vivid remembrance by eome similar
thought or circumstance suggested on the occasion, and
being of greater strength than any of those thus produeed,
the medium therefore writes about it, and the handwriting will aleo resemble that of the party who produeed
the impre1111ion. In order to account for the confusio&
which eometimes occurs by these written communications
and rapping responses, it must be remembered that two
or .more individuals may be impressing the mind of the
medium at the B&me time ; but with these apparent exceptions thus accounted for, these written communications
correspond with the thoughts and handwriting of that
individual who had produced the strongest impression on
the mind of the medium at the moment when the writing
was being executed.
According to this principle, it is aleo evident that mediums may thus write a much better hand and produce a
more elevated style of composition than they would be
able to do in their natural state of mind. This, however,
would depend entirely upon whether the handwriting and
composing qualifications of the individual who had produced the impression, under whose impulse the writing
was executed, was superior to his own. These pereons
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having thus l011t the entire control over their own mind,
and consequently over that of their limbs, act under the
necessity of other minds, it follows that, if but a single
individual was in communication with a medium at one
time, the handwriting and substance of the communication would be a perfect duplicate of those of that individual, and the thoughts which were most prominent in his
mind would be thus revealed; this result, however, would
be changed if this individual's mind was oecupied at t.l>at
particular moment with the handwriting and historic facte
of another individual with which he had been acquainted,
although now absent or dead.
It is evident, also, according to this principle, that good
mediums would be able to write sentences of language•
of which they had no knowledge, and they might aleo
understand their meaning; this, however, would depend
upon whether such meaning was understood by the individual from whose mind the medium had caught these
aentences. What can be more conclusive, from these facti
and principles, than that the supposed spirit-manifestation~
are comprehended within the magnetic laws of the minds
of living, human beings, reciprocally acting on each other?
But, in addition to all this, we here present some extracte
from a paper read by Dr. Bell as the report of a committee
before the superintendents of the insane hospital of the
city of Boston, which was published some few years since
in the American Jrmrnal of Imani,ty.
Dr. Bell commenced by expressed surprise at finding
that, although the previous year so large a number of persons whose lives were spent in investigating the reciprocal
infiuences of mind and body, scarcely a single member
had bestowed a moment's attention on a topic directly in
their way, which, whether regarded as an epidemic, mental
delusion, or as a new psychologic science, was producing
such momentous effects upon the world,- wh011e adherentl
are now said to number over two millious, with an ex/
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tended literature, a talented periodical press in many
torms, and which had taken hold of many minds of soundness and power. I am well, said he, aware that many were
disposed to cast ridicule on those who were engaged in investigating the spiritual phenomena, and especially when it
was being prosecuted seriously by hospital directors, but if
there were any class of men who had duties in this direetion it was ourselves. Our reports contain the record of
many cases of insanity said to have been produ~d by it;
it was important, therefore, whether true or false, or mixed
with both, that its precise length, breadth and nature
should be studied, as it is well known that mystery always
loses its terrific character when boldly met and exposed to
the light of day. The Doctor remarked to his associates that,
on returning from Washington, I had a peculiar wish to
verify my previous observations on witnessing what are
technically known as the physical manifestations of the
new science; I could not, however, doubt my former personal observations, addressed to my senses of sight, hear~
ing and touch, and separated, as I believe, from any possibility of error or collusion, and yet the offer made by Prof.
Henry of a large sum of money to any person who would
make one of his tables in the Smithsonian Institute move,
and the obvious incredulity of many of the brothers, had
produced an ardent desire to witness a full and unequivocal experiment of this character. An opportunity was
not long wanting : On the occasion of a well-known gentleman, long connected with the insane, who had never
witneAsed any of these phenomena, whom I invited to
accompany me to a family where a medium of considerable
power was visiting. This family was one of the most respectable in the vicinity, the head of it being a gentleman
with whom was intrusted millions of dollars of other
people's money, as the financial manager of a large banking institution, who, with his wife, had been for years per-
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feetly convinced of the spiritual character of these manifestations.
The medium was a young lady of about eighteen years,
of a very slight figure, and weighing between eighty and
ninety pounds, and who had discovered herself to be a
medium while visiting these distant relatives. A family
of such a character and position in society was beyond suspicion or any thing like irregularity, collusion or fraud.
We were so fortunate as to 1ind the medium at home, and
the circlt! was composed of the five individuals named.
The ordinary manifestations of raps, beating of musical
instruments, and responses to mental and spoken questions
were remarkable on this occasion, as well as the movements
of the table under the contact of mere finger-ends ; finding
circumstances so favorable for an exhibition of more aetoniahing things, I proposed to try the great experime.ntumcruses of the physical manifestations, which is the moving of
the table without human contact, that is, without touching
it directly or indirectly. I arranged things to suit myself,
beginning by opening the table wider than common, and
inserting two movable leaves, increasing its· length to
about ten feet. This gave me an opportunity to clearly
discover any wires or machinery which might have been
attached to it, as well as to enable me to answer positively
as to their non-existence. The table was a solid structure of
black walnut, with six carved legs and castors attached to
them, and of such a great weight that I could but just
move it by a full grasp of the thumb and finger of both
hands. ',l'he persons stood three on one side and two on
the other, with a space, between them and the table, about
eighteen inches. Being tall, I had no difficulty in seeing
between the table and all the persons present.
At a request, the table commenced its motion with a
moderate speed, occasionally halting and then gliding
along a foot or two at once. It seemed to me that its motion would have been continuous if the hands above it had
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followed it in the B&me poeition which they occupied a\
the first, in reaching the iron rod on which the foldingdool'l! travel'l!6d, which projected a half or three-fourths of
an inch from the level of the carpet, it raised at once ove:r
it, entering the other parlor, through which it passed, until
it came near a pier gl&SB which stood at the opposite side
of the room; at a request, the motion wu reversed and U
• :returned until it again reached the iron rod. Here, however, it stuck, although it hove and creaked and struggled;
but all in vain, it could not surmount the difilculty. The
medium was then impreBBed by the spirits to · write, and,
aeizing a pencil, hutily wrote that if the fore legs were
lifted over the bar, they (the spirits) thought they coulcl
push the others over, which wu accordingly done and the
motion continued. Once or twice during the.movement of
the table, I requested the whole circle to withdraw a little
further from it, in order to see how far the influence
would extend, and it wu found that, when a. greater distance wu reached (say two feet), the movement cer.sed,
and a delay of three or four minutes occurred before it
recommenced, conveying the ide& that, if broken off, a certain re-accumulation of force was necessary in order to put
it again in motion. The table finally reached the upper
end of the parlor from which it started, about four feet
from the meridian line of the room. I expressed my
gratitude to the company for the very complete exhibition
with which we had been favored, but remarked that it
would be enhanced if the spirits would move the table
about four feet at right angles, so that the chairs would
come right again for their late occupants, which was immediately done. The performance was so perfect and
satisfactory that nothing more was asked on the occuion.
This (remarked Dr. Bell) was the sixth time I have seen
tables move without human contact, and all under circumstances apparently as free from suspicion as that just
described. I might have stated that the table traveled Oil
this occasion over fifty feet.
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A. clergyman of extraordinary sagacious perceptions took
this medium home with him, where she had never been
before, and, in the preeence of hi11 family alone, one of his
own tables was made to go through the fullest locomotion,
without human contact. Dr. Bell then passed to consider
the topic of responee11 to verbal and mental questions, !Lnd
gave several long narrations, coming from what purported
to be the spirits of persons long since dead, in which every
question which he could devise, relating to matters known
only to himeelf, were put and answered correctly: some of
which were put mentally (or without speaking) had a
half.dozen replies, all of which were correct, forbidding
the idea that they depended on the doctrine of coincidence,
ehanee, or contingency. These mental questions also nega.
tive the explanation of previous knowledge on the part of
the medium; to give a general idea of their character, Dr.
Bell gave a brief extract of one of them. I had frequently
remarked to my spiritual friends, that if any medium
could reproduce the essential features of a final interview
between myself and a deceased brother, which occurred in
1826, I should be almost compelled to admit it came from
his spirit.
A few weeks after one of these requests, I attended a
circle, and what purported to be the spirit of that brother
narrated all these particulars, which were of a character
so peculiar, that it was impossible to confound them
with generalities. Early, however, while I was prosecuting these investigations, I found that, however correct
the spiritual responses were, the truth of which was
unknown to myself, uniform failure wa11 the consequence;
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and sometimes, when I believed at the time the answers
were correct, subsequent information showed I had been
mistaken, the facts being directly otherwise than I had
supposed. Pursuing this train of inquiry, I also found
that, although the spirits averred they could see me distinctly face to face, yet they could never read the signa.
tures taken from an old file and unfolded without any one
having seen them on the oeeasion; nenrtheleBB, as 100n as
I had cut my eye~ upon those signatures, without allowing
any one else to see them, they were promptly and correctly
reproduced by the alphabetical rappings. I had also made
repeated arrangements with my family to the effect that
certain things were to be done by them, myself not knowing what, after my departure from the house, at intervals
of fifteen minutes, at which particular intervals I was to
inquire of the spirits what wu done by my family, and
the result was also uniform failure. I also proved that
the theory of the spiritualists, when called to meet such
difficulties, was untenable, JlADlely, that evil or tritling
apirits interposed at their end of the telegraph, by the
fact that reaponses immediately before and after these
gross failures had been eminently and wonderfully correct,
and the same spirits bad not only declared that they saw
with perfect clearness all that was going on at my house
during these movements of things, but they also denied as
emphatically that there had been any interference or interruption of such things there, all of which was contrary to
the facts in the ease.
I further expoeed this theory by putting test-questions,
involving replies designedly intermixed with the known
and the unknown, and the invariable reault was that the
known questions, however curious or remote, were perfectly accurate, while the responses to the unknown were
nothing but a set of wild and blundering errors, often being formed out of the phraseology of the questions proposed. something like a school-boy guessing for a repl,y.
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The result to which Dr. Bell and hill friends- for several
gentlemen of eminently befitting talents assisted him in
prosecuting these investigations-came, was briedy tha'
what the questioner knows the spirits know, and what he
does not know the spirits are entirely ignorant of, and
that there are no superhuman agencies involved in thell8
phenomena, or connection with another state of existence;
but that it bears strong analogies to clairvoyance, in that
mysterious science of animal magnetism~ a knowledge of
which has been advancing and receding for the last hundred years. He also thought that there was reason to believe that the matter reproduced might not only come
from the mind of the questioner himself, but that it migh&
also be evolved from that of any member of a circle. He
made some observations upon the evidences of the 11pirit
existence, drawn from the character of the compositions
communicated by the mediums while in the state of iJD..
preBBion; of courae the quality of euch comp()eition is
more or leB8 a mere matter of taste; much of it is elevated,
indicating a high intellectual and moral capacity of the
minds of those from whom it originated; much more of
it is, however, purely absurd and disgusting, infinitely below the grade of the human productions of the aame
minds from whence they profeB8 to have emanated. Indeed,
the spiritual revelations has given us nothing yet.of such
extraordinary value or novelty as to stamp it in the judgment of unprejudiced minds as being of supermundane
production.
Dr. Bell alluded to a treatise which an earnest spiritualist
had put into his hands, purporting to be the work of Thos.
Paine, the author of the Age of Reason, and which was
IUpposed to be calculated to carry conviction to any mind
of its spirit origin. The book professed to contain a full
explanation of the formation and changes of the earth.
The truth, however, being that whether it originated in a
mind celestial or terrestrial, it was, nevertheless, grosel7

./
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Ignorant of the nry flm rudiments of chemieal philosophy ; on every page appeared the moet ridiculous blunders in regard to matters u demonstrable u mathematics,
and to which of course the answer could not be made that
they were revelationa too high for the comprehension of
ordinary minds. He remarked that the most elevated
epecimens of the spiritual literature would be from Swedenborg t.nd Lord Bt.oon, and whoever would compare
those cont&ined in the flm and second volumes of Judge
Edmonds and Dr. Dexter, with the elegant t.nd powerful
preliminary tre&tlaes of these men while living, would
probably be convinced that, although Swedenborg and
Bt.oon had been inhabitants of the spirit spheres severally
for one and two centuries, they had not equaled their unp~nding &JDUuensis while in the vale of tears.
He
closed the report by expl'811ing his firm con'rlction that
while faith in spirits must be abandoned u connected with
these phenomena, yet, whether the topic be regarded as a
delusion or a physical no,.elty, it wu worthy the fullest
examination, beeause it is a fact which eannot be denied
that it was cutting ita way deeply into the religious principles of our people. These gret.t, novel and interesting
facta have not been treated as respectfully and fairly as
they should ha,.e been, the eft'ect of which was that the
community, knowing of their existence, if human senses
could be trusted, turned from those who should have
thrown light on these mysteries, but who could or would
not, to those who gave some explanation, even though U
was one which uprooted all our previous forms of religious faith. He regarded the question as to the existence
of spirits with these phenomena, as of so much more import&nce than t.ny other connected with them, that he had
purposely omitted many curious t.nd interesting facta in
order to its solution.
How does this course of Dr. Bell and his friends, in in...estlpting this subject, contrast with that pursued b:r,
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Judge Edmonda while engaged in the same pursuit? Had

he pUl'llued this investigation as patiently and laboriously
aa he did that of the supposed spirit origin of these phellOmena, he could never have become a spiritualist, ancl
&Ul'ely there are startling truth& manifested by the elairvoyant, and animal magnetic influence of mind acting on
mind, which comes within the natural laws of mental
power, where his mind, and any other of our common race,
might have apent their strength without luwing sucoeeded
iD bringing out of ita vast profundity the entire philosophy
here involved. Nothing can be more evident, from Judge
Edmonda' own account of his investiga.tions, than that he
exhibited strong pzoclivities to the idea of the connection
of spirits with these phenomena, and which predisposed
him to believe its moet marvelous suggestion, although
furnished with no more magnificent and strange manifestations than was Dr. Bell and thousands of others of equal
sagacity and penetrating powers of mind, and, we may
add, · u fearless champions of truth, and as willing to
make sacrifices for its development and ditfusion among
men as that professed by Edmonds. How marked was
his patience and perseverance in his researches among the
spirit circles in comparison with that superficiality which
characterized his researches among the natural laws of
mind, developed in the electric phenomena of the magnetic sleep, and · yet intelligently wakeful, and the latter
discovery of psychological mystery, until their sources of
knowllldge were exhaueted, which could only be done by
a perfect comprehension of all the laws of the organized
mind of lluman beings. How vain and absurd to set up
the claim of spirit interference in any phue of intellectual intercourse and manifestation of physical power. In
the absence of this knowledge, as well might it be said
of steam, prior to the discovery of its power, that it wu
incapable and inadapted to produce the wonderments which
now have ceued to utonish the world; and more so of the
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incapability of electricity to communicate intelllgen~ ID4!Mf.
~~oges from city to city in the " twinkling of an eye," before this diecovery by Moree. But it is a consoling though$
~t. though all the present devoteee of spiritu&li8111 continue to pay their devotions at the incomprehensible shrine
of spiritualism, yet there are others, to say the least, u
well qualified to expose the sophistry and false reasoning
of the spirit theory.
Here ia opened a field of intense interest and inconceivable importance to t\le well-being of human society, where
impartial investigation not only invites 1>ut also imposes
duty, especially on the friends of the Bible. Let these fi.nlt
discovered rays of scientific light which are thought to be at
variance with ita sacred claim to divine origin be met with
this powerful weapon, in connection with true philosophy,
in opposition and exposition of the unfounded claims of the
spiritualists and its abominations of spirit familia.rity; let
the invita.tions to attend the spirit-circles be answered by
the words of Scripture : (' When they shall say unto you,
seek unto them that hath familiar spirits and unto wizards
tha.t peep and that mutter, and tha.t seek for the living
among the dead," "To the law and to the testimony; if
they speak not according to thia word, it ia because there
is no light in them."
.Although we have alrea.dy alluded to the philosophy of
human intelligence, and briefiy to those natural laws by
which it ia communica.ted between mind and mind, yet it
becomes necessary, in order to a.ccount for the intellectua.lity of spiritualiam, to examine somewhat more extensively
the physical organism involved it its manifesta.tion.
When we spea.k of huma.n intelligence, it ia not to be considered in the light of an abstract thing or personality,
but simply as comprehending those thoughts and ideas
which ha.ve resulted from menta.! exerciae, involving the
interdependence of organic brain, external channels of
communication, and objecta or circumstances with which
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ihe mind comes in contact, and which conTeytheir l'elp•
ive impreeaioDII through these organs to ihe mental sen.
sorium. Aa theN limits are auillclently exteJlllive to comprehend all the intelligence spiritualism manifests, U
would be at least super:fluoua to indulge in any speculation in regard to the manner of iii! existence beyond the
sphere of humanity. li is, therefore, entirely foreign to
the discussion whether the soul pre-existed, u some of the
ancienill taught, in an intellectual capacity, or whether in
such a state it survives the diSBOlution of the body. Bui
what we shall attempt to prove is, that in iii! preseni
organized nature the mind as absolutely depends on physical organs for the development of iii! functions of thoughi
and intelligence u the body derives its vitality from a
corresponding arrangement of organs of life and nutriment ; we are, therefore, unwilling to take one step
beyond those laws through which the sentient mind manifesill iillelf and by which it becomes itself intelligent.
Neither are we obliged or willing to &88ume the position
that intelligent beings cannot exist unleBB organized out of
the same gross materials as those which enter into the formation of the present race of mankind, or that it is indispensable to such existence that they ahould be under the control
and government of the same or similar physicallawfl, which
are essentMI to human nature. The idea for which we eontend is simply that all the knowledge posseBBed, by whatever member of our common race, has been acquired
through the medium of certain fixed and invariable laws,
which laws themselves constitute an inherent and insepar.
able department of the nature of man himself, constituting him an intelligent being. The remark is often made
in regard to certain individuals that they poBBess great natnral abilities or natural talents, and similar expressions,
by which it would seem that the idea intended to be conveyed is that the knowledge of such persona is natural or
intuitive; but if any thing more is designed by such ex-
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preaaiona thaD. that they exhibit a remarkable readine88 to
acquire &Dd reduce to practice useful knowledge, distinguishing them from the generality of men, then their propriety, &Dd even truthfulne1111, i8 to be questioned. Thi&
i8 evident from the fact that the aimpleat phase of human
knowledge ia only obtained through exierD&l objects or
circumat&Dti&l impreaaions, resulting in coneluaiona or
thoughts evolved from what i8 properly termed the exercise of the mind, but each of which muat have been previoualyaubmitted to the reuoning powera; or, the exereia&
of the phrenological laws of intellect, such, for instance~
as individuality, eaueality &Dd comparieon, all of which are
the eaaential &Dtecedenta to the conception of the mo5
unimport&Dt idea.
It i8 true there are often impreaaiona injected into themind which a.dd nothing to the intelligence of their recipient; this, however, i8 owing to the fact, if we may aoapeak, that they are never finiahed, &Dd hence are not..
properly speaking, thoughts ; such are dlsmiaeed from the
mind, after having been revolYed over for a time by theintellectual powers. This may be for the want of sufficient
evidence to confirm them, if such ie required, or for the
lack of the &IIIIOCiation of aimilarities requisite to illustratetheir nature; or perhaps for the mental inability of the
individual to comprehend their signification. 'It is true·
such thoughts, if we may 80 designate them, may be held
by the mind for a time in suspense, but eventually be entirely obliterated from the domain of intellect, leaving no
inscription of their transient visit. That this is a correct
principle of mental philosophy is evident from the fact .
that it requires a conclusion in regard to any matter whatever, in order that an impre88ion sufficiently intense may
be produced on the mind, 80 as to imprint it firmly and permanently upon its living tablets. It is obvious, therefore,
that, by the endowment of phrenological orgus &Dd the
five penaes with which they are actively connected, man ia-
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aimply a sentient being, but in no degree possessed of
knowledge or intelligence.
But let us examine with more perspicuity those prerequisites to the acquisition of human knowledge, in regard
to which we remark that the possession of at least one of
the five senses is indispensable to this end. The five organic senses are so many distinct and independent channels of communication through which the mind receives
the respective images of objects, descriptions of objects.
and things with which it comes in contact, and on whose
physical tablets they are correspondingly and indelibly
transcribed. The fact that the senses are distinct and act
independently of each other involves the conclusion that
any number of them may exist in an active and healthy
condition in the absence of any other number in the same
state; for instance, an individual may be deprived of the
senses of seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting, and if that
of touch or feeling remains and is active, he would nevertheless be intelligent-we mean, of course, if such had
always been his condition; but while this must be conceded, it is also true that U would be impossible for such
an individual to acquire thai degree of knowledge of
which he would have been capable if he had not sulferedt
this deprivation.

6
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To illustrate, let Ull suppose him to have been born
blind, the conaequence of which would have forever deprived him of all that claM of ideaa which are derived alone
through the medium of color ; in nowise would he be able
to appreciate the splendor of heaven's starry canopy, or
comprehend the indescribable beauty of the hues, tints,
and shades of nature's expansive scenery. And so, also,
if he were deprived in like manner of the sense of hearing, he could never have bad the least idea of all that
class of impre~~&ions which reach the mind only through
the medium of eound; the melody of artistic music, or the
artless notes of the warblers of the field and forest would
never have woke his almost dormant mind to their existence. And so, also, if he were bom without the sense of
smell,
"The odoriferous breeze
That -nta the balmy air,
And murmurs o'er tbeleae,
Scattering perfumes there,"

would never have sent into the dark chambers of his mind
one suggestion of their existence, and, therefore, he could
have no knowledge as derived from this source. Now, if
we proceed one step farther and deprive the individual of
the last or remaining organ of sense, that of touch, we
have presented for our contemplation a most perfect specimen of idiocy, and which, as we have seen, is only the
necessary result of being deprived of the active existence
of the five organic senses, rendered inoperative simply by
physical derangement. Hence the correctness of the position that the healthy possession of all the external organs
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of sense are indispensable prerequisites to the possessioD.
and development of the largest degree of intellectuality,
and also the necessary possession of at least one of those
senses in an active and healthy condition in order to render
its possessor in any degree intelligent.
Having now considered the ordinary laws of mind, by
which the rudiments of knowledge, as well as its highest
degree of perfection, is received, we pass to the investigation of that principle of intelligent intercommunication
between mind and mind, by a mere act of the will, and the
power to read the thoughts of others, independent of the
exercise of the senses. Although this principle is higher
than the one we have been considering, because .d epending
upon laws of a more refined and exalted character, yet, in
a certain important sense, it is subordinate to it, because
its action is confined exclusively to those who have, or
have had, the organs of sense, or some of them, unimpaired by physical derangement. For instance, an individual who had always been blind could never become a
medium for communicating ideas respecting color; and so,
if they were thus deprived of any of the other senses,
they would be unsusceptible of the medium spirit state
to communicate intelligence as derived through such
senses.
Here is presented !1- fact which irrefutably exposes as
false the supposition that they are intelligent spirits from
ethereal spheres, which, through the medium, thus manifest themselves. If this were true, then why not make
their knowledge, say of color, as exhibited in nature and
art, known through blind mediums, which they cannot do?
The only apology the blind medium could offer for not
revealing the colors and shades of a. landscape or painting
would be that the spirit which was speaking through him
was also blind. As we have already seen that the active
existence of physical laws was essential to the reception
and development of the phenomena of intelligence, a.s ex-
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hibited in the action of the senses, it also follows that the
active presence of such law,p are as essential to the interchange of thought by & mere act of the will. As the reception of thought in both cases is physical, or the effecl
is such, it follows that the causes which produce it are also
essentially physical, at least they cannot be so dissimilar
in their nature as material and immateriality. For instance, as the effect or impression of any object on the
mind is physical, from whatever source it has been communicated, those received by the mediums are also of this
nature, proved from the fact they can remember them
afterward, as we shall see more particularly hereafter;
but, from these premises, it follows that either the spirits
are corporeal and material creatures, or they are naturally
disqualified to produce an intelligent impression on a mortal mind, as material or physical effects like these can only
be dispatched from a physical being, and communicated
through the medium of a physical agent. Disembodied
spirits may, indeed, communicate between themselves,
through spiritual and anti-physical laws, but of which we
know nothing. If sentient beings were capable of communicating intelligently with each other, without the aid
of motions or sounds, as signs of ideas, would it not argue
the superfluous endowment of man with organic faculties
and substantial fluid principles as agencies of motion for
eucha purpose; but that no such reflection attaches itself
to the Creator is proved by the fact that mankind are thUI
endowed. He considered all the attributes of which man
is possessed essential to constitute him what he is.
"God's works display his wondroua aklll,
All nature's voice proclaim ;
Their harmonies creation thrill,
And magnify His name."
In considering the manner of communicating intelligent
impressions, and the various distances at which the respect-
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ive mental agencies or mediums are susceptible of such
communication, we propose to notice that of sound, sign or
gesture, and will. The medium of conveying intelligent impressions by sound is atmospheric air; this has been proved
by such experiments as the following: A bell suspended in
a vacuum cannot be made to convey its sound; the concussions produced by its motions cannot be heard on the outside of the vessel from which the air has been exhausted,
and also that the intensity of the sound is in propo~tion to
the perfection of the vacuum, diminishing as the air
becomes exhausted, and proportionally increasing as the
ingress of air fills the vacuity. The presence, therefore,
of air, unobstructed by a vacuum, is essential to convey
words articulated by one individual so that another may
be able to hear them. The air, in speaking, is thrown into
motion by a sudden effort of the lungs, and while passing
through and from the mouth becomes formed, by the
mechanical action of the organs of speech, into the precise
image represented conventionally by a certain combination of letters or words; the air thus formed and moved
by the lungs communicates an impulse to the external air
with which the individual speaking is surrounded, and
which throws this air into corresponding undulations or
waves, compelling them to convey the picture of the
object thus represented, until reaching the individual for
whom it was intended; these undulations striking the
drum of the ear, cause the auditory nerves to vibrate, and
as these have their source in the convolutions of the
brain, communicates to them also a corresponding motion,
the result of which is an intelligent impression of that
particular object upon the mind by the sounds or words
representing it. It is proper in this connection to refer to
the fact that the more gross the element, or any combination of them, constituting a medium of mental intercom·
munication, the greater amount of force is requisite to put
them in motion, and according to their specific gravity

.·
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will be their inclination to cease that motion,- hence sound
travels slow.
Here we behold a beautiful adaptation existing between
this physical medium and those organs brought in eontact with, and moved by its power, while they are not
those of the most delicately formed of the system, neither
are they the grossest it possesses, this atmospheric medium
receiving its first impulsive touch by the action of the
lungs and its finishing one by that of the organs of speech.
"Bound," says a French philosopher, "is represented by
electricity," and suggests as proof the following experi·
ment: Take a piece of glass and cover it with sand thinly
sprinkled, then let it be moved by the vibration of a violin
produced by drawing the bow across the strings, after
which take a microscope and examine the forms into
which the sand has been thrown simply by these vibratory sounds, and they will be found to be symmetrical,
like the forms of snow-drops as they fall on a winter's
day; they will also be found to resemble the beautiful
shapes of the kaleidoscope mysteries.
Thus is sound, through the agency of electricity, subject
to the mathematical laws of motion; this result is to be at.
tributed to the combination of the atmospheric and elee.
trical mediums, the latter being excited and put in motion
by the friction of drawing the bow across the strings of
the instrument, and the former or atmosphere being moved
by the vibratory action of the strings themselves. The
second medium of mental intercommunication which we
proposed to examine being that of sign or gesture, and as
it is so similar to that of sound, differing only in the organ
of reception- the eye instead of the ear- we pass to
consider the third medium of this nature, namely~, that
principle of the mind requiring only an act of the will in
order to convey an intelligent idea or image of an object
to another mind.
That this is, as we have already said, a superior phase
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of mental communication, is evident from the fact that u
it is neces1!&17 through any of the ordinary channels of
sense, in order to convey an intelligent idea or impression
from one mind to another, that certain words, as signs of
ideas and objects, must be agreed upon by the parties thua
communicating, in order to reach this result, but which is
entirely superseded by that principle which we are considering in aeeomplishing this object. For the mind to accomplish this rssult it is necessary that whatever elements
are moved by the will, whether as pure electricity or combined with the higher gases of the atmosphere (by this
term we mean those of a more rariJied texture), are
thrown into the precise shape, embracing all the features,
colors and shades of the object which is being conveyed
from one mind to another, its identical image being preserved perfectly through the whole volume of the intervening atmosphere existing between the minds thus in
contact, so that were it possible to construct a metallic
plate or any other substance of that precise chemical nature and surface of which the human brain is composed,
and place it anywhere between the individuals thus communicating, the precise image, with all its characteristics
of feature and color, would be struck permanently on it,
and as viaible as a daguerreotype picture.

-~
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Although this principle of mental communication ia
accomplished without signs or muscular efforts, and ia,
therefore, of a superior character to all others known, it
does not follow that its phenomena a:re not as absolutely
under the government and control of natural laws, and
that these a:re as really physical, as those which constitute
the five animal senses. The fact alone that the impression
of an object :received on the brain is physical, and which
can only be the result of a sentient mind originating and
transmuting it through a physical agency, demonstrates
the position that the whole operation is controlled by
natural laws. But, in order to establish the fact that intelligent impressions may be communicated by a mere act
of the will, it is only necessary to :refer again to those
atrange experiments of the mesmeric phenomena with
which almost every one is familiar; in doing this we propose to introduce a few of these as examples, which a:re
the result of our own investigations and tests to which we
have submitted these wonderful agencies. A few years
since, while we were engaged in delivering a course of
lectures in the city of Bangor, Me., on the reciprocal
influences of human minds on each other, the position was
assumed that the image of an object was susceptible of
being communicated from one mind to another by a me:re
act of the will, in order to vindicate which, the following
experiment was tried in the presence of a large audience:
We requested a young man of that city, about twenty
years of age, who had but a short time previous been found
to be susceptible of this impressibility, to subject himself
to a few experiments for the purpose above mentioned, to
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which he consented. He took his position at one end of a
large platfonn, while I stood upon the other, about twenty
feet distant. All that was requisite in order to prepare
him for the experiment was simply to touch with my
finger the polar organ, or, as it is technically called, that
of finnness, which did not require more than five seconds.
Every thing being now ready, I requested any gentleman
in the room to come forward, or send by writing what object they wished thus communicated. After a short
pause a gentleman came forward and handed me a slip of
paper with the word "rabbit" written on it; of course, as
this was a familiar animal, it was only necessary to see the
name in order to have the image of a rabbit produced
upon my own mind. I then turned my whole attention, or
so much of it as I was able to concentrate, on the mind of
him to whom I wished to communicate the picture or
image of _a rabbit, at the same time making an effort of the
will, so that he should see the animal itself; a short pause
then succeeded of about,ten seco~s, until it was evident
from the fixed attention of this man to a certain point,
that he saw something which somewhat astonished him.
I inquired in an audible voice: " what do you see?" to
which he immediately responded in a loud and distinct
voice : "a rabbit.'' The gentleman, at my request, rose
and said that was the animal whose name he had written
on the paper.
Another similar request was then made, when a gentleman came forward, and, in a low whisper, which it was
impossible for any one but myself to hear, said, " make
him see a lion." No sooner had the animal been suggested
and my mind fixed as before, but without being conscious
of making the least mental effort to communicate its image
to the mind of the other, nevertheless he instantly fled in
terror from the place where he stood, seized a chair and
put himself in an attitude of defense. As soon as I was
able to inquire what he saw, he exclaimed, in a fearful
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tone of voice, " a lion I a lion I" These experiments were
continued until the audience, although skeptical at fust of
the correctness of the principle proposed to be thus est&ltlished, were abundantly convinced that, under similar oircumstances, such results were of invariable uniformity.
TheJe are but two conceivable principles upon which to
account for these results: the one of which is that my own
spirit vacated my physical frame and actually passed into
the mental realm of the individual who received these
intelligent impressions, and there, with its ethereal fingers,
sketched these animals in all their natural delineation ; the
other is that for which we contend, namely, that a substantial agent, unorganized, according to the laws of animal
life, and senseless of itself, was dispatched from my mind
by a decision of the will, and thus communicated the
images of a rabbit, lion, etc., to the mind of him who received them as such. In answer to the first of these suppositions we have two objections to offer, both of which
are founded on the commonly received opinions of the
nature of the human spirit.
The first is that the spirit is the intelligent and knowing
principle of human kind; the spirit, therefore, being thus
essential to the existence of thought, reason and intelligence, it :follows of necessity that were it to vacate ita
seat, wherever that may be in a human being, that that
being must immediately cease to be conscious, and must
thus remain until its return to its natural residence; and if
my spirit, on the occasion of the performance of these experiments, did leave its residence to communicate these
several impressions, I must of course have been left in a
state of perfect unconsciousness ; but as this was not the
:fact, I not being in the slightest degree aware of its departure, therefore the theory is false. The other objection
we suggest to this theory is that the spirit is the animating
principle or the vitalizing power of human nature; admitting this to be true, it follows as a necessary consequence
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t;lai were the spirit voluntarily to vacate the animal organism, or be compelled to do so for any imaginable purpose, it would instantaneously eeaae its motions- the lungs
to breathe, the heart to beat, the stomach to digest its food,
the blood to circulate, and the various secreting and excreting organs to perform their respective functions-in a
word, death would immediately ensue. To take the short
way to refute this erroneous supposition we 11uggest the
fact that, as this calamity was not the result of communicating the above impressions, therefore the theory is as
false as it is absurd. Such experiments, as every one
knows who is acquainted with the phenomena of mesmerism, are its common manifestations.
As a test of this power to read the mind of another, the
following eiperiment was also produced upon the same
individual. On one occasion two men came hastily into
our rooms at a public house in Old Town, Me., and stated
that they had made a wager with each other to a certain
effect, which, of course, was a secret with themselves, and
the revelation of which would furnish an opportunity of
testing the ability to thus read the mind. We all stood
together on the :lloor, and Mr. Frost, for that was the
name of the individual who could thus read, requested the
two men to join hands, which they accordingly did, he
himself taking one of them by the hand. A moment's
pause ensued, when, addressing the individual third from
himself, said, " You bet him (the one he held by the hand)
that you could touch me while in the magnetic state and I
not feel it," and then added, " I did not read it from your
mind, but from yours" (the third one from himself), the
one whose mind was on the subject, the matter of dispute,
while the mind of the other was at that moment occupied
with other subjects. These men immediately acknowledged that he had decided correctly. The reason why a
touch was made the subject of wager was the fact that if
any individual touched him, either inadvertently or by
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design, while in th1a condUI.on, no matter how slightly, U
would communicate as power:ful a shock as though receiving a full charge from a galvanic battery.
One of these individuals, being skeptical in regard to
this fact, wished to test its truthfulness, supposing he could
touch him so slightly that no shock would be the result,
but which was found to be as impossible as to join the circle of a galvanic battery in operation and not receive a
shock. A remarkable instance of this mind-reading was
that of a Parisian, who had been so often magnetized by a
brother-in-law that the latter would take a newspaper
fresh from the preas and read it mentally, that is, without
the use of the organs of speech, and the impressible subject, although occupying another room in the h.:>use, with
closed doors between them, would read audibly the saJile
words in as quick succession as they were seen by the eye
of him who held the paper in his hands. This .Mr. Frost
would also, by taking any individual by the hand, read and
describe every peculiarity of their disposition with much
greater accurateneas and philosophical nicety of description and delineation, although unacquainted with the
science of phrenology, than any practical phrenologist is
capable of doing.
There is one point relating to this mental intercommuni·
cation upon which it is necessary to be a little more explicit, which is, that the intelligence passing from one mind
to another is the result of mind reading exclusively. Denominating the two individuals who are qualified to hold
such communication the positive and the negative, for con·
venience, and indeed snch is the fact in regard to them, as
we have shown elsewhere, we remark that all the positive
mind can do is to send, by an act of his will, an electric
shock to the negative mind. This simply arrests the mind
of the latter, just as the call of a telegraph operator is
sent along the wires to prepare the way for his mei!I!Bge
and which thus arrests the attention of the negative and
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ilxee it on the positive, who hu sent it. No sooner is this
done than the electric agency of the latter, :following back
the course of the dispatch received, enters the mind of the
:former and there sees and reads from his impreBSed brain
the information which the positive desired to communicate,
and of course is able to write or tell it to those around
him.
l:f this be true, it will readily be perceived that here is
discovered another mode of telegraphic communication,
and how far it will come into practical use remains to be
seen ; but, from what we have accomplished by experimenting in this direction, we have no doubt but that such
communications may be positively relied on. The distance
to which such dispatches may be sent and received is yet
to be demonstrated, and the interrupting inftuences discovered and overcome, and which would have been accomplished long since (for we have known it for the
epace of twenty-five years) had not the ignorance and superstition of the age attributed these phenomena to the
foolish and inadequate intervention of the spirits of the
dead; and, by thus degrading·lt, scientific and philosophic
investigation has been prevented.
I have myself, by the aid of a good negative, prosecuted
this mental telegraphing until it was found to be correct,
uniform, and therefore reliable. It is true I never have
tried to see how far these dispatches conld be thus communicated; but as this is the true theory, instead of that of
spirits, it shuts us up to the conclnsion that to as great a distance as any of these supposed spirit communications have
been received, and which is thouii&Jids of miles, to so great
a distance is this electric mental telegraphing practical,
this being the philosophical principle upon which such
intercommnnication is prosecuted, and all between living
minds, or, what we mean is, living men in a mental state
acting through natural laws and endowments. Now, if
this great discovery is the result of the snpposed spirit
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phenomena, the world ean well have atrorded to wade, aa li
hu done, through the superstitious credulity and marvelOWl pretensions of spiritualism.
It may not be out of place here simply to state the fact
that I can take individuals who are of this magnetic,
impressible nature, and place one of them in one end of any
hall in the city and send any dispatch which I am desired
to, while I occupy the other end, and that, too, in a
moment of time he will report it to those around him aa
correctly as though it had been sent to him by a regul~
telegraph; and all that is necessary for me to do, in order
to prepare him to receive such dispatch, is to touch certain
nerves, which requires but a moment, and after taking our
respective positions a hundred feet distant, simply to read
the dispatch mentally, when he will read it audibly to
those around him. It is, however, absolutely necei!I&IY
that I should cast my eyes upon it, or have it distinctly on
my mind, or the negative individual can in no case receive
it.
This may be carried on during the whole evening without the least injury to the negative individual. Of course,
as in telegraphy, the stronger the battery the greater distance the dispatch can be sent, other things being equal; so
in this mental telegraphing, the more perfect the positive
and negative are to each other, other things being equal,
the greater distance the animal magnetic dispatch can be
sent.
To perfect this method of telegraphy it requires four
persons, a negative and positive at each extremity of the
distance between which it is proposed to communicate. In
order to illustrate this operation, we will station two of
these at Albany and the other two at New York. The
positive at Albany receives a business dispatch which is
to be sent to New York, which he reads and then fixes his
attention and will on the New York negative, with no idea,
however, of sending the dispatch to him directly, which
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he cannot do, but simply to so arrest his attention that he
will think of him (the positive}, which this electric ahoek
will do, and now aa quick aa this thought from the nega.
tive to the positive travels, will the mental magnetic com..
munication be established between the two, and that, too,
according to the well-known law of eleetriea, that the
negative and positive eome together and neutralize each
other, and now the dispatch is being read from the brain
of the positive by the negative, who repeats it to his
asaociate in New York.
This positive now writes down the answer, or baa it
distinctly in his mind, for this is all that is necesaary, and
sends it in like manner to his negative in Albany, and so
the transaction is accomplished.
We are aware that this may seem incredible; but does
it any more so than our ordinary telegraph did when we
first heard it announced. Indeed, there is not an objection
which ean be brought against it which cannot be physiologically and philosophically answered- we mean, taking
the higher range of physiology, comprehending ita eleetric forces and physical laws of impreSBion, which will
one day find their way into the books. We repeat that
these ean be answered, even if this system of telegraphy
was all theory; but this is not the fact, for we have our.
selves, more than twenty-five years ago, by the aid of these
negatives, done this very thing to limited distances, but
as far as they were tried to be sent, and were succeSBful
too; that waa not done in a comer and in the dark, but
before large audiences, and of course who took a livel,r
interest in the exhibition.
We were, however, perfectly unconscious of the magnitude, utility and practicability of this discovery at that
time, and waa only thus engaged to exhibit the fact that
the spirits of the dead had nothing to do in producing
these phenomena. We are aware that an objection to this
system of telegraphy may be raised to the e1feet that it is
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neeeuary that the positive and negative must come in
direct contact with each other, in order to obta.ln the nervous communication before thus taking their stations r&spectfully at Albany and New York. In answer to this
objection we will simply say here (and in confirmation of
which we could give scores of facts), that an hour may be
understood by the parties of each day when these nega.
tives should go into this impressible state by the will of
their positive associates at any other place or distance,
and it would be accomplished; of course the nerve-force
is llbnt by the positive to the negative, as we have already
explained, in order to effect this, and indeed, after repeated experiments made through this magnetic power
between any negative and positive, ii requires but an
effort of the will by the positive to throw the negative
into this impressible state.
And this is all our space will permit us to say upon this
part of the subject. Indeed, to write out all we know of
this one feature of this human, physical, magnetic tele.
graphy, would require a large volume of itself, and we
therefore proceed to the genflral subject, and which will
furnish additional proof and illustration of this feature and
operation of it.
In order that we may be better prepared to appreciate the philosophy of this phase of mental intercommunication, we propose to introduce some additional arguments in vindication of the position that, with
whatever object the mind comes in contact so as to occupy
its attention, there is produced on its physical tablets
a perfect and permanent image of itself. In doing this,
we propose to consider in the first place an argument involved in that attribute of the mind called memory. We
are not to suppose that this faculty of the mind occupies
a particular location as a mental organ, such as that of
comparison, individuallty, etc., but, on the contrary, memory is found to be allied wit~ each and every distinct
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faculty of the mental powen, 10 that when any of them
lMicomes excited to action the result is the production of a
permanent impre88ion thereon.
If, in connection with this idea, we take into consideration the fact that the orgaiUI of the mind vary in size and
activity in dUferent individuals, and also that the intensity
of their impre88ions (other things being equal) depends
upon and corresponds with this variety of development,
we are furnished with a philosophical solution of the fact
that the power of memory, in the same direction, varies
essentially among men. For instance. one individual may
be in possession of a remarkably good memory in relation
to all passing circumstances and events in any way connected with momentary speculations, while those organs in
the mind of the &&me individual, which give the incentive
to divine worship, by long neglect are so depressed and
lllactive, that scarcely an impulse is ever felt in this direction, and when it is, it is so very feeble that it is easily
forgotten. Such individuals are often heard to complain
of a bad memory, when religious topics are being discussed; but projects concerning money, having become
his study by day and the theme of his dreams in the night,
are never thus forgotten, but are memorized, to the exclusion of all other subjects within the realm of his intellect.
The fact is, we remember those things which most interest us because these make the most powerful impression
on our minds. But, as it regards the scientific principle of
memory, we can conceive of no other upon which its existence is susceptible of being established, only that which
claims that real physical impressions are produced upon
the human brain, corresponding with all the features of·
all the objects which the mind has ever contemplated.
Indeed, we regard this as the fundamental principle of
human memory. We are aware that an objection may
here be raised, to the effect that the multiplicity of impreuioiUI which an individual receives during a long life
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:would mar, confuse and disfigure each other 10 u to etrectually destroy their identity. In anawer to this we remult,
the objector should be reminded of the fact that one of
the most distinguished features of the mind is, the more
ita faculties are taxed and exercised, the more in proportien
are they developed and the sphere of their capabili.ty enlarged, so that, unlike other created things, labor renders
it powerful instead of enervating its energies, and which
law would continue .to operate, in this progressive ratio,
on the mental powell of the moat aged sons of earth were
it not for the decline and failure of the physical vitality
of the human. system, whose vigorous action is necessary,
in order to suaW.in a strong and highly dueloped intellect.
This objection would hold good against any material
surface prepared by the ingenuity of man for the reception
of the pictures of objects ; the last one received would
necessarily disfigure and destroy the identity of that which
preceded it ; but are we to infer from this that the gr6at
architect of creation is incapable of constructing a surface
not thus defective, and in connection with what other
department of hie work would we be so likely to find its
existence as that of the human brain? On this sublime
arrangement, therefore, we conclude that beautiful transcriptions of all objects and descriptions of objects with
which the mind has ever been occupied, stand pictured
without confusion or irregularity. This objection appears
still more unfounded and absurd when it is considered that
man alone of all the· works of Deity was created in His
own image and after His likeness, and as an intelligent
being, although in ruins, still bears some of the characteristic marks of his great original. That this is the true idea
of memory is also argued from the philosophy of the asso
ciation of thought.
Let it be supposed that no such physical impreBSions are
thus produced upon the brain, as the plastic tablets of the
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mind, and how would it be pouible for it to reeall pas$
events and images of objects, together with the various
1100nes of nature and human occurrences through which
individuals pus, and which have become familiarly 8.11110ciated with individual history 1 For instance, a person
comes in contact with an object, some of whose features
are perceived to bear a striking resemblance to those of
some other object which has been seen at a former period.
What other reason conceivable can be assigned for the
possession of this qualification only that the mind compares the characteristiC8 of the object now being witnessed
with those of the image of the former object, which stands
indelibly pictured on the brain, and hence the features of
similarity between the two are recognized.
The only objection which has · a show of argument
against this principle is, that the respective images of
objects, embracing, of course, all those which have now
passed from before the organs of vision and beyond the
, reach of the other senses are, nevertheless, retained, or
held in the thinking powera of the mind. That this objection is without force is evident from the ·fact that the
thinking powers are not always in active operation, which
would be necessary on the above supposition.
This is the case with the operation of the mind in a state
of sound sleep, in which the intellect is not only partially
but entirely dormant and inactive, and consequently every
object is dismissed from the realm of thought, and is
therefore perfectly incapable, not only of thus retaining
the images of all passed objects which have occupied the
attention, but equally is it so in relation to a single one
through this intellectual cessation. And how weak does
this objection appear when we remember that the thinking
powers can only be conceived, in their relation to the acquisition of knowledge, as tools in the hand of the
mechanic or artist, by the use of which human skill is
manifested. Hence we perceive the indispensable necessity
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for permanent lmprelllliou to be made on the ph)'lll.cal
organs of the mind ; but thi1 objection la alllo irreconcilable with that law of the mind which renders it capable
of being only occupied with a single object at once, and in
conformity with which the five senses are constructed,
each of which are endowed with powers only of communieating the image of a single object to the empire of reaaon
at once.
It is true that almost any number of the images of
objects with which the eye, for instance, comes in contact
may be struck upon the retina at once ; but it is also true
that the mind can absolutely see but a single one of such
images at once, neither does it matter whether these
objects are placed in close proximity or more remote, or
whether they are similar or dissimilar. And this peculiarity is also true of all the other organic senses, each of
which is capable of conveying but a single image of an
object to the realm of reason at once, although they are
all distinct and act independently of each other, and not
only so, but the mind itself is so perfectly individualized
that if its powers are engaged in the investigation of an
object whose image has been received through the organ
of sight, it cannot taste or smell, and is also deaf and
dumb to all other objects unless they are of more startling
importance than that which is being revolved in the mind,
and even then an independent effort is made to dismiss it,
or suspend action upon its character without being disposed of, before anv thing else can command its attention.
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CHAPTER IX.
TliB BBCBPTIOlf OJ' TliOll'GJIT ILLUSTBATBD.

We therefore perceive the futility of the position, that
the thinking faculties of the mind hold all the images of
the objects with which it has ever been interested, which,
if true, would demand continual mental exercise, but with
which state natural sleep would be incompatible. From
these facts and philosophical principles which they involve,
is not the position demonstrated that the whole hiiltory of
an individual, embracing all the variety of subjects which
has ever occupied his attention, is traced on the mental organism, in intelligible, tangible and unconfused
imagery, whose indelibility runs commensurate with
mortal and immortal existence ; not an image, even the
most unimportant event, is ever forgotten, but is susceptible of being called into vivid recollection by the transpiration of some similar circumstance, or the witnessing of
an object possessed of similar features of identity. Here
are we furnished With the true philosophy of human
memory and also with a key to the solution of the principle
upon which the mind of one person is read.by another, and
the qualification thus acquired to make revelations of
what they contain, perfectly independent of supernatural
agencies. The eutire philosophy of this mysterious intercourse we do not pretend to understand, but, nevertheless,
we can but presume that the arguments here presented are
of sufficient force to establish the position that intelligent
impressions are susceptible of being communicated from
one mind to another by a mere effort of the will, and the
ability to thus read the mind acting upon natural principles, and also that under certain circumstances, independent of the ordinary senses, one mind is capable of
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:reading the imaged impressions of another. We are aware
that as some of these principles involve metaphysical
nicety in their elucidation, they are therefore susceptible
of objection, which they would not otherwise be, simply
from the degree of mental application demanded in order
to perceive their force and applicability to the subject of
discussion, but not because of their incorrectness.
It is, perhaps, to this fact that in no small degree the
fate of new discoveries are to be attributed. It is a dark
rell.ection upon the intelligence of mankind, which no
redemption can efface, that the whole history of scientific
and religious research and discovery presents but one fea,.
ture in this regard, the popular mind has always waged
an uncompromising warfare against the promulgation of
newly discovered truths, whether of science or revelation.
It would, indeed, seem that the present boasting age of
progress would have at least so far profited by such an ancestral example that, when any new truth, or that which
purports so to be, is brought forward, claiming impartial
investigation, that the demand would not only be considered respectful but important; but how far otherwise are
the facts in the case as illustrated by the phenomena of
spiritualism. We behold those who should investigate
them arrayed as mighty antagonists against each other; on
the one side those marvelous manifestations are either
denied or ignored, notwithstanding the unquestionable evi·
dence upon which they are based, while on the other is
assumed the equally absurd position of attributing their
existence to the agency of supernatural spirits. But notwithst!).nding this, it is consoling to contemplate the fact,
that there are others at least as capable of this investiga,.
tion, who assume neither of these extremes, and who have
become so far disenthralled from the antiquated notion
that impartial investigation is dangerous to the progress of
truth, that they have the moral courage, regardless of consequences, to investigate any subject whatever; before
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neh minds Ulna engaged mystery and error become transparent, which is fatal to their existence, while the great
temple of truth rears its proud proportions, radiant with
its native majesty and illustrious splendor, shedding ita
benignant beams on the mental and moral progress of the
world.
In whatever department of the works of Deity we ruminate in our contemplations, nowhere do we discover such a
display of his infinite wisdom and power, involving principles so much akin to himself, as those which are found
interwoven in the creation of the human mind ; between
all other works of nature are found approximate traces of
similarity, sufficiently obvious and analogous to enable us
to reason from cause to effect, but Within this realm it
almost ceases ita application.
But as something of scientific discovery and artistic invention will enable us to more full,- illustrate the principle of communicating intelligent impressions, by a mere
act of the will, independent of muscular effort or the organs of speech, we propose to introduce for this purpose
that almost superhuman achievement, combining art and
science, the daguerreot,-ping of pictures, the result of
which, as we shall see in the various points of parallel between the philosophy of this art and those embraced in
the human mind, acting upon mind producing pictures on
each other for future reference, is strikingly illustrated.
We have denominated that agency of the mind b7 which
the will is capable of transferring pictures or impressions
from itself to other minds electrical, simply because of its
sublimation, being endowed to such a degree with this
characteristic, that all other surfaces of matter or substantial bodies are rendered transparent in their relations to it.
because susceptible of its penetration, nothing in nature
having been discovered impervious to its approach, or posseBBed of those chemical properties neceHsary to its successful resi11tance. It is this feature which gives it its
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peculiar adap\ation aa the mind's agent-the craniumwith all its membranous surfaces oifering no resiBtance
either to the reception or E>jectment, not even an atmoepheric vacuum, possessing the least power to impede its
progreBS.
The important fact which we wish more particularly to
illustrate by the philosophy of this art is not so much that
the mind is capable of receiving permanent impressions
by the intermediate connection of this agency, through
the ordinary channels of sensibility, but that after their
reception it is qualified to transmit them independent of
any such arrangement, they being read by other minds
from its material brain-plates.
Daguerre, the discoverer and inventor of this sublime
art, and after whose name it is designated, seems to have
taken the mechanism of the human eye as the pattern
from which to construct his machine. There is in this arrangement what is called the camera obscura, into which
is placed a sheet of copper, plated with silver, and well
cleaned and polished with diluted nitric acid, after which
it is exposed to the vapor of iodine, which process forms a
very thin coating on its surface, and after remaining there
a short period of time it is taken out and again exposed
to the vapor of mercury, and then heated to a certain de.
gree, when it is found to contain the likeneBSof the object
which had been placed before the machine.
There is also, in the formation of this machine, the convex lens, which, like the retina of the eye, looks at the
object placed before it. On this lens the image is struck,
and from which it is conveyed into the camera obscura,
where· the plate, as already described, is placed for ita
reception, and on which it is permanently st.ruck, feature
answering feature, as in perfect similitude. And so it is
with the human eye. Its convex lens receives the image
of the object placed before it, and if the mind is not ao
much engaged at the time with other matters, it becomes
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euddenly aroused by the viait of this new image thua
brought into ita dark chambers~ and, after having delinea
ted all ita features, receives its perfect image permanently
imprinted or daguerreotyped on ita living and plastic tablets, which is ever afterward retained, and is susceptible
of being called into vivid remembrance by any similar circumstance or coincidence, or by the discovery of any other
object possessing similar features of identity. It is readily
admitted that impressions produced upon any surface chemically prepared by the artist may fade and even become
eo far marred and obliterated by the lapse of time, that no
feature of the original may remain by which to identify it.
But it is not to be inferred from this that impressions produced upon the human brain will thus fade, for when it is
considered that, while man is the originator and constructor
of this enchanting machine, that the originator and maker
of the human brain, with all ita arrangement of functions,
claims the Deity as ita architect, and hence its distinguishing superiority.
Another of these features of correspondence between
this human machine and the mind is that the eye is only
capable of receiving and conveying to the seat of intelligence those images placed before it in the presence of light,
emanating either from the sun or some other luminous
body, or from one that is dark in itself, if it is endowed
with power of emitting particles of its own substance with
a sufficient degree of force that their velocity would set
on fire the inflammable gases of the atmosphere through
which they passed, which is more than probable is the
philosophy of the production of the sun's light. The presence of light, however, with all its constituents of hydrogen, oxygen and electricity, is indispensable to the phenomena of human vision. This is also true in regard to
the succeiiSful accomplishment of the above art ; no da.guerreotypes can therefore be taken in the dark. The
presence of those elements requisite to create the light of
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day are, if any thing, more indispensable to the suecel!ll!lful
performance of this art, than to render the mind susceptible of the reception of impreesiolis through the organa of
vision, inumuch u artificial light is sufficient for the accomplishment of the latter, while the light of the sun
alone is requieite for that of the daguerrean's art. This
fact, however,does not affect the principle upon which the
artist's machine and the eye acts in the production of these
common reeults, but simply proves the euperiority of the
human eye, with its connection of nerves and brain, to the
instrument of the artist.
Another fact which exhibits this comparative superiority
is one to which we have already referred, namely, that
while the artist's machine, together with the plates prepared for the reception of a picture, is capable of receiving
but a single one on its surface, the plates of the mind (if
we may so speak) never become blurred or confused by any
number of impressions which may be produced on them;
but, on the contrary, their increased number only serves to
enlarge its sphere of action, and which in the same degree
develops its capacity for the reception and retention of
the future imagery of thought. Upon its God-like leaves
may be piled image upon image, scene upon scene, picture
upon picture, until the vast earth, with all its variety and
infinity of objects, embracing their peculiarities of form,
color and shade, becomes quite absorbed, and yet the re
ceivability of but an individual mind remains comparatively empty, and is infinitely further from being satiated
than when it received its first impression. As we have
assumed electricity to be the agent of the mind, through
whose medium it conveys duplicate impressions of those
images, previously produced upon itself, and that even as
to color and shade, it follows that this substance is possessed of the properties called coloring matter, of all the
pristine colors that variegate the landscape and beautify
the face of Nature.
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In order to demonstrate this character of electricity, we
tried the following experiment: We procured two round
plates of common glass, each about an eighth of an inch
in thickness and three inches in diameter, the surfaces of
which were fiat and smooth. We then rubbed them together until there was a sufficient quantity of electricity
excited so as to cause them firmly to adhere to each other,
and immediately there appeared, as by magic, all the
pristine colors, perfectly resembling those of the rainbow
in the clouds. We have often repeated the experiment,
and found it to be of unexceptionable uniformity, the colors appearing perfect as long as the plates were left
adhering to each other, which they would always have
done, because exhibiting the phenomenon of a perfect
magnet; but when they were forcibly separated, the colors
immediately disappeared, proving conclusively that it was
the electric Jluid thus excited and retained by the nonconductorial power of the glass plates which contained the
coloring matter, and which this simple operation developed
into the colors themselves. Another fact in regard to this
experiment is, that the greater amount of electricity excited
by a corresponding degree of friction, manifesting its presence by the comparative firmness with which the plates
adhered to each other, the deeper in proportion were the
colors thus produced. This experiment may suggest the
principle which will enable the artist, eventually, to take
his pictures with all their variety of tint, color and shade ;
however this may be, it illustrates the capability of the
substantial agent of the human mind to communicate, not
only the precise imagery of its own impressions to other
minds, but to color them in their perfect similitude.
Another important principle exhibited between this art
and the transmission of intelligent impressions is, that all
the elements which enter into the composition of light,
and which intervene between the machine of the artist
and the object to be dagnerreotyped, are thrown into mo-
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tion and formed into linea, circles and angles, simply by
the relative poaition of h and the machine before which 1*
ia placed ; it ia also immaterial whether the object is a.nimate or inanimate, and notwithstanding also that there
are no moving, mechanical devices in the construction of
the machine adapted to convey force to these intervening
elements, compelling them to convey the impreiiSion of the
object whose likenel8 is to be taken, nevertheless, this is
as really the result of the operation as though they all existed and were thus controlled by the ingenuity of mechanical skill, because it would be impoiiSible to produce
such a result unless all the intervening elements were
thus thrown into motion. Were this not the case, not an
evanescent impression of any object whatever could be
produced, or one that would not vanish like the mirrored
form when the object before it ia removed, or when an
opaque body was placed between them. In this operation
we observe the exiatence of the three-fold law before discussed as an indispensable prerequiaite to the production
of physical impressions, a moving cause, consisting of a
mechanical machine, an agency or medium consisting of
atmospheric air with its constituents of inflammable gases
and electricity, and in the third place the effect consiating
of an image permanently struck on the surface of a metallie plate chemically prepared for its reception. In thia
wonderful display of art we are fumiahed with an approximate solution of the principle of this strange mental
intercommunication. Here we have simply a machine and
an object placed in a certain relative position to itself and
upon the condition that the operation shall be performed
in the light of day. These taken together constitute the
natural law, controlled by artistic skill and selenti1ic
knowledge, exhibiting this sublime result, all these intervening elements electrically and chemically adapted to
produce it, being thus compelled to move from the object
to the lens in the machine, and from thence again conveyed
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into the camera obecura in the precise lines, circles and
angles corresponding with the identical features of the
object whose imagery is thus transferred.
This achievement of art, we repeat, furnishes an illustration which may be comprehended, and hence appreciated
even by ordinary minds, and which must forever settle the
question as it regards the philosophical principle upon
which the mind acts in communicating tangible and intelligent impTe88ions by-a mere effort of the will independent,
and theTefore of a superior character to that upon which
it ordinarily acts in the accomplishment of its purposes,
and we cannot conceive how any individual, properly
weighing its force and applicability to the spirit theory,
ean avoid becoming fully convinced that there are no such
beings or things as spirits in any way connected with these
phenomena.
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CHAPI'ER X.
A JIB.lLTK1' BBAm B88UTIAL TO HUJU.lf Ilft'BLLIGBWCK.

It is not only true, as we have before intimated, that the
mind in its lowest department of physiological organism is
endowed with all the principles embraced in the Daguerrean machine, in their exact order of arrangement, but it is
also endowed with additional attributes and appliances,
rendering it still more capable of receiving and transmitting the images of the objects with which it is brought in
contact. To illustrate this superiority of the mental structure, it must be remembered that the lens of the eye Ia
connected by the optic nerve from the retina to the brain,
forming a direct and unbroken channel of communication
between external scenes and the seat of reason and realm
of vision where all objects are seen, whose physical plates,
all prepared and polished by the skillful hand of the
Divine Architect, all images are traced, whereas no aueh
conducting medium exists between the lenses of the
artist's machine and the camera obscura where the images
of objects are formed, the intervening atmosphere alone
being compelled to subserve this purpose.
Another fact exhibiting this comparative superiority of
organic arrangement Ia, that while it requires a number of
seconds for the artist to procure his pictures, the mind acts
instantaneously in their reception and transmission, its
wonderful agent as it regards time and space, most strikingly corresponding to the velocity of thought- on its
electric or lightning wings are bome intelligent communiea.
tion hundreds of leagues in a computeless period of time,
in fact far out-stripping the speed of the revolving earth,
and hence its measurement of time; but in addition to
this it must be remembered that while there is no moving
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apparatus in the arrangement of the arti.Bt's machine, and
which neces~~&rily diaqualifies it to convey ita pictures to
any considerable distance, the organs of the mind, consisting of convolutions of brain, pOBBess an inherent power of
motion, and when b;y the excitement of some intense
thought or occurrence sends out ita impressions with nothing leBB than telegraphic speed.
To demonstrate the existence of the motion of the org&nll
of the brain in their intellectual exerciae, we might present a multitude of facta, if it was a point upon which
exiated much doubt, but the following example will suffice for this purpose. It was in Paris where it occurred :
A man received a fracture of the skull, occasioned by a
fall. The effect upon hia mind was that of perfect inl!&nity, as the fracture had not been properly examined when
it was produced. Some months afterward it underwent a
second examination, when it was found that a piece of the
skull had been driven down into the substance of the brain,
there acting as a wedge toprevent ita delicate movements.
At the timeof this calamit;r the individual was engaged in
conver~~&tion with a friend, and it was remarked that when
the surgeon removed the piece of skull from the brain he
immediately resumed the subject of his discourse and finished the precise aentence which had been cut short by the
accident. It is evident from such facts as theae, and they
are numerous, that the motion of the convolutions of the
brain or the mental organism is indispen~~&ble to the production of human thought and intellectual exerciae. This
function of the organic department of the mind, we repeat, furnishes another feature of its superiority to the
mechanism involved in the construction of the machine
under couideration. This phenomenon may also be tested
by our sensea. For instance, let any two l.ndividlials tr;r
the following experiment, and all doubt ' a1 1Jo ctbe, aetua1
motion of the cerebellum, conveying the,Tital ,force to the
Org&nll of life, will be removed. Let them each place one
..•

,-
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ll&lld firmly agaln11t one of their own eant,IIO aa to llhut off
the atm011phere from the drum, and then let them put the
llDcovered ear aa el011e again11t each other as poll8ible, and
they will hear the vibratory 011eillation of each other'11
brain, and it will be peroeived that there will be a striking
re~~emblance betw1111n these vibrations in carrying on the
operations of lite, and th011e produeed by the action of the
plvanio battery.
The legitimate inference from thill ill that it the motion
of the convolutions of the cerebellum are necessary to the
existence and continuation of vitality, that al110 of the
cerebrum, comprehending the intellectual organa, is aa
necellll&rY to the performance of thought and human
rationality. But there ill one more analogical principle
existing between thi11 art and one of the most singular
manifestations of 11piritualiam, which 110 evidently comee
within the Iaw11 of science that it seems to Ull that, in the
absence of all other arguments, it would prove these phenomena to be simply the results of the physical department of the minds of men while here In a mortal state.
The phenomena to which we refer is that many of the
communications by the writing mediums are inverted or
back-handed. It is a well-eettled principle in the science
of optics that all objects are inverted before they are struck
upon that part of the organs of vision where they are seen
by the mind ; this is owing to the two extreme rays of
light refiected from the extreme points of the object looked
at, which cros11 each other at the optic angle in the center
of the pupil of the eye, which is effected by the different
forms and textures of the humors of the eye; thUII the
rays begin to conv-erge in the aqueous humor, are perfected and brought to a point in the crystalline humor;
but wbea they strike upon the vitreous humor, which is
of a ~v~ l~&j)e in front, they diverge or spread out,
and henqe on the back part of the eye the object.is perfectly
pic:tu.red, but in a revel'll6d pollition.
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The front surface of the aqueou& humor being of a
·convex form, contract& the ray& of light reflected from an
object, and the same &urface of the next humor, the crystalline, also, being that of a convex form, continues this
contraction toapoint. To illustrate: suppose a plume one
foot~ length were placed before the eye of an individual,
and, as the ray& of light pass equally from every part of
that side of it toward the eye, those which proceed from
the extreme points are contracted by the aqueous humor
to the length of one-half inch, and, again striking the eonvex surface of the crystalline humor, are contracted to a.
point; and, as this humor is of an oval form, and as the
point of convergence is at the center of this humor, the
Dext surface which these rays of light meet is of a concave
form, being the anterior half of the crystalline humor, passiDg through which they next come in contact with the
vitreous, which is also of a concave form, and hence continues the expansion of the-rays received from the plume;
th011e, however, which proceeded from the top of the plume
have 'conveyed that part of ita picture to the bottom part
of the eye, where the mind sees it, and those which emanated from the lower part in a reversed order; that is, to
the upper part of the seat of vision ; hence, according to
these laws of vision, the mind actually has painted on its
beautiful tablets an inverted panorama of all the object&with which it has come in contact. Here an objection arises
to the e1fect that if it is the mind that sees, and all objects
are thus inverted to its eye, why are they not seen 11pside
down. Without stopping to present the various theories
of LOcke, Bu1fon, Berkeley and others of like philosophic
skill as opticians, suffice it to say that for the mind to see
an object it must be remembered that the rays of ligh~
which we have described invert the object by their di1ferent humors while conveying its image into the realm of
vision.

8
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They &lao reverse this order u the mind follows the
eame rays of light back again to the object itaelf, which 11
therefore seen in ita true position, hence the objecti011.
weigh& tiOthing against the inversion of the imagea of objeetll atruck upon the physical organs of the mind prepared
by Divine skill for their reception. Now, with thia philosophy before us, we are prepared to understand and also to
appreciate the spiritual phenomenon of the medium's
writing being inverted. For instance, here is a medium
whose familiar spirit has enabled her to glide on its ele&
tric wing~~ into the picture gallery of another mind, and ehe
there sees all the images and descriptions of objects Uaced
with which it has.ever been acquainted, but in an inverted
order of nature. There is seen, among other things, the
handwriting of the individual, and the medium proceeds
to transcribe his signature, and as she sees it inverted on
his brain she writes it tn the same manner, and hence the
philosophy of this phenomenon.
How strikingly do we behold this phenomenon explained,
when we look into the camera obscura of the artist and see
a tight, dark box, containing a lens fitted into it, through
which the 1ight puaes as it falls upon a screen behind,
forming an inverted image of the object to be represented ;
bow completely do we here discover also the fact tha.t this
instrument is copied in its contrivance from the meehan.
ism of the eye. May we not from the 1ight thus a1forded
conclude that there is in the manifestation of spiritualism
no necessity for the intarveut.ion of the spirit& of the
departed dead, and if any contend for their existence may
it not be from a deficiency of the light philosophy a.ft'ords
in their possession, and which accounts for the strangene88
of their position t
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CHAPTER XL
Tim

D:EGBEEB OJ'' ELECTRICAL IMPBBBBIOl!l'.

This eublime combination of science and art furnishes
arg.uments and illustrations which must be satisfactory to
all who are capable of reasoning from cause to efFect and
1liu Nrsa, through the analogy of principles and things,
and exhibiting the same philosophy as that involved in
the singular mental intercourse efFected by a mere act of
the will, independent of the exercise of any of the organs
of sense. In addition to this, may we not infer that if
a machine produced by the inventive genius of man is
thus adapted to convey the images of objects to a limited
distance and thers paint them in living similitude, that
the God-like mind, with all its wonderful paraphernalia of
physical organism, is thus adapted, claiming as its originator and maker the skillful hand of Him who spread out
the heavens as a curtain, and lit up its otherwise dark
concave with the starry night-lamps of beauty? Are we
not here presented with sufficient evidence for the belief,
not only of the existence of the singular phenomena, but
that their origin is found in a combination of natura]'
causes? Indeed, this principle of mind-reading owes its
existence to the philosophy of negative and positive ill the
science of electrics.
In these magnetic relations of mankind, one of the primary laws of electricity, that is two negatives and two positives equally resist each other, while the negative and positive come together, applies with scientific prscision. An
individual may become charged and even surcharged with
the animal as well as the galvanic electrical force, or may
be naturally so, and while in this condition assumes or
sustains, ill relation to all others within the cir.::umference
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of their magnetic atmoephere, the condition of poeltive, and
it naturally follows that upon whoiJll!Oever from among
them such an individuai, while in thi1 medium state, fixes
his attention, that his mental electric agent glides as
quickly and unmolestedly as the lightning's flash within
the sensorium of that mind and there reads from its pictorial scenery all the past impr88Sions received from witneBSing objects, or from hearing or reading descriptions
of them, as well as his present designs and future calculations, which constitute his individual history, much of
which may have passed from his present mental conception, or, to use a familiar expreBSion, are forgotten. It is
evident that tWs knowledge, thus strangely aeqnired by
the familiar spiritualist, may be returned to the same
individual in the form of revelations from the spirit world
either by writing, raps, or oral declamation.
In regard to the distance at which these communications
may be interchanged, we remark that it depends upon the
difference of the magnetic temperament possessed at the
time between the individuals thus communicating. The
principle being the same as that exhibited by the lightning
paBSing from one to another cloud in a storm, tWs distance
depending upon the degree one of them is charged with
electricity above the other, with tWa difference, however,
that the negative and positive in men depends upon the
different quality of electricity in their nerves.
The following is a remarkable instance of this sympathetic transmiBSion of intelligent impressions : On the
day of Lieut. Dale's death in Syria, who belonged to the
United States exploring expedition to the Dead Sea, which
was sent out some years since, whose wife being then in
Pennsylvania, remarked to a gentleman, who afterward testified to the fact: " I wish you to note this day; my feelings are
10 unaccountably strange, and my spirits are so depreseed,
that I am sure some great calamity awaits me; note it, that
it is the 24th day of July," and which afterward proved to
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be the very day on which her husband, in that. far distant
land, had expired. In regard to the philosophy of this
singular occurrence, we would remark that on the day this
lady received this impression her mind was turned with
peculiar solicitude toward her beloved husband, the intensity of whose feelings were produced by his sutferings.
Under these a:ID.icting circumstances, his mind was deeply
fixed upon his wife, fervently desiring she should know
his condition, producing in her mind as intense a desire
to be thus informed, when, as quick as the lightning's :flash,
these sympathetic impressions were communicated. Similar occurrences are eo frequent that it would be tedious
and useless to continue their relation•
. How common for an individual, while approaching a
:friend after a long absence, for the latter to have his mind
snddenly arrested with thoughts of him, when he immediately enters his presence, hence the adage, "talk of the
devil and he is alway11 at your heels." We are aware that
it is contended that individuals susceptible of this medium
11tate, or that of magnetic influence which are identical,
are said to be in a negative magnetic condition, but the
:fact that adding to always renders more positive, and as
this is the principle of magnetizing, it proves this to be
untenable, the fact being that such are rendered positive
just in proportion as they have been charged higher than
their natural condition by the electric forces received
:from other minds, hence it is not the impressions being
conveyed to the minds of the mediums which gives them
this power of spirit familiarity, but the ability thus
acquired to read the secrets of other minds ; we speak now
of making mediums by magnetizing them to sleep. There
was a lady in one of the western States whose mind and
body, while in this medium condition, was so highly
charged with the electric force that chairs and other articles would :fall in the vacuum produced by her simply
walking through the room.
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CHAPTER XII.
TBE WITCH OJ' ENDOR.

Let us now examine the ease of the witch of Endor, who
is supposed to have raised the prophet Samuel from tlte

dead, in order to show the superior advancement of ancient spiritualism, but at the same time of its identity
with that of the modern spiritualists. Although this practice was prohibited by a divine statute, the infrin~ment
of which was held to be a capital offense, which was announced by the use of such emphatic language as that
., Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live;" " There shall not
be found among you any one that maketh his son or his
daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination,
or an observer of the times, or an enchanter, or a witch,
or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar ~pirits, or a
wizard, or a necromancer, for all that do these things are
an abomination unto the Lord, and because of these abominations the Lord thy God doth drive them out from before
thee."
Here we perceive that the divine inhibition was equally
against those who consulted the familiar spiritualists as
. well as those who possessed them, and that these terms
comprehend every imaginable phase and feature of spiritualism, which, in all ages of the world, has manifested
itself, every characteristic of which has been practiced by
idolatrous priests, to give a mysterious and false dignity
to their various forms of man-degrading superstition and
folly, and eYen the modern charmers have selected substantially from this nomenclature the badge of their profession, spiritualists. We repeat, that, notwithstanding
these practices were thus inhibited by divine statutes, with
pains and penalties affixed, yet it is recorded of Saul, the
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king of Israel, after he found that the Lord had fol'll&ken
him, and he could obtain no more answers from him,
neither by dreams, nor by Urim, nor by the prophets, that
he had recourse to this practice, hence said to his servants,
"Seek me out a woman that hath a familiar spirit, that I
may inquire of her."
It is rather significant that it was the women of ancient
u well u of modem times who were poBBessed of the
familiar spirit. But, after their research, they found &uch
a woman who dwelt at a place called Endor, and who was
probably a witch of great celebrity, especially among the
higher clauetl; so at night (the season most appropriate for
such dark busineBB) the king dressed himself in disguise,
and followed his servant-guides through the dark and
lonely thickets of Endor, until they arrived at the door ot
the secluded harem where dwelt the interdicted spirituallet; after obtaining an entrance, and the preliminaries
being arranged, one of which was that the stranger should
swear unto her that, if she would consent to divine unto
him, no evil should befall her in consequence; then
said the woman, "Whom shall I bring up unto thee?''
and he said, " Bring me up Samuel the prophet," And
when the woman saw Samuel she cried with a loud voice,
and the woman spake to Saul, ·saying, "Why hast thou
deceived me, for thou art Saul," and the king said unto
her, •: Be not afraid, for what seest thou?" and the woman
said unto Saul, "I saw gods arising out of the earth;"
and he said unto her, "What form is he of?" and she said,
"An old man cometh up, and he is covered with a mantle;"
and Saul perceived that it was Samuel, and he stooped
with his face to the ground, and bowed himself. Then
follow11 the communication (as it was supposed) from Samuel the prophet, through the witch medium, the substance
of which ill &II follows:- First, that in consequence of the
king not having given heed to the calamities which Samuel the prophet had predicted would come upon him for
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la1a ha'ring foreaken the Lord, that the Lord in return had
abandoned him, and that he was now not only to lose the
kingdom in hia own penJOn, but it was to be rent from hia
whole posterity and turned over to hia neighbor, David,
and his line of suecesaion. Thia theomancy cloeea with
the fearful aunouncement that on the coming day both
Saul and hia sons were to be with Samuel among the dead.
We are aware that it hat been supposed that this witch
did actually raise the prophet from the dead, and had it
not been for the revival of the divination of ~~.ntiquit7
Wlder the pions name of spiritualism, but which eonsiate
in the magnetic intluence of mesmerism, such an idea
might have still been entertained with no IIIXI&ll degree of
plausibility, and the book which contained the narration
etill been exposed to the ignorant jeers of infidelity, which
ekepticiam has delighted to pour upon its sacred pages,
but, with the light thus aft"orded, such are left like 8aDl80n
ahorn of his locks. We observe, in thia account of ancient
apirit familiarity, that the witch required the king to tell
her the name of the pelllOn with whom he desired to hold
eonverse, to which he readily consented. It was probably
new busine88 for Saul, who had not yet learned the lying
deception thus practiced upon the credulous.
The Chaldean king having been favored with this
experience, and who on one occasion summoned all the
magicians, astrologers and sorcerers of his empire to
make known to him his dream, and the interpretation
thereof, which duty he imposed upon them ; they answered
him: "let the king tell his servants the dream, and we will
ahow the king the interpretation thereof, for there is no
king, lord, nor ruler that asketh such a thing of any
1Jl&8ieian, astrologer or Chaldean." "Nay," said he, "but
tell me the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the
interpretation thereof; there is but one decree for you, for
ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before
the king." Although it ia not absolutely essential that the
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illquirer should tell the name of the individual who ia to
be consulted, nevertheleu it greatly facilitates and renden
correct the responses, inasmuch u the name of an individual ia always &IIIOCiated with his particnl&r history, and
as every mind has within itself the prominent historic
events of those with whom th~y have been acquainted,
therefore by naming any one of whom directly introduces
that individual to the mind of the medium, enabling her
to select and read from the mind of the inquirer that
chain of historic facta which belonged to the person about
whom the consultation is being prosecuted, with much
greater ease and correctne~~~ than thongh the medium was
obliged to depend upon the sympathetic &IIIOciation and
mental concentration existing at that particular hour
between the inquirer and the individual about whom t.he
inquiry is being made. If Saul, therefore, had been
skeptical in regard to the honesty and ability of the
medium to reveal to him what he desired, and had withheld the name of the .ieeeued prophet, it would only
have taxed a little more severely the familiar spirit of the
Endor witch. Although Saul had this confidence in regard
to information coming from such a source, still it must be
remembered it wu his lui extremity, and hence only
applied to after all other sources of instruction of such a
nature had utterly failed him, proving thai it was of the
moat doubtful kind, in which he could repose confidence.
The God of Israel had turned a deaf ear to all his solicitations, he could obtain no more answers through the
divinely arranged medium of the Urim and Thummim in
the tabernacle; the voiee of the Lord's prophets, whose
warnings and reproofs the rebellious king had long since
Ctl&88d to regard, were heard no more bearing their
instructive m8111&g8s, and in this state it was that the
abandoned king desperately concluded to hold a midnight
consultation with a witch, notwithstanding a statute of
his own kingdom required their utter extermination, and
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which, in the former part of his reign, he bad most zeal•\1111 executed.
If we pay particular attention to this history of divination, we will see that Saul did not see the person of the
prophet, but, from the description the witch gave of him,
in answer to the question of Saul, " whom seetb thou?"
which he put to the witch, "and what form is be off"
saying "an old man cometh up and he is covered with a
mantle,". we say it was from this description of Samuel that
Saul perceived that it was him whom the witch saw, and
immediately was he seized with those feelings of awe and
reverence which characterizes the spiritualists at the
present day, when some notorious spirit announces its
presence by insignificant raps or otherwise. This Endor
witch bad attained a superior state of development; her
power of spirit familiarity being so great that, with the
least etrort, she could put herself into the mesmeric or
Bpirit-medium state, and immediately she was in electric
sympathy with the mind of the excited king, and, on its
living tablets, beheld the likeness of Samuel the prophet
vividly transcribed, and no sooner had she made this dis- covery than she also perceived, from the relative association of evBnts which bad existed between these two notable
personages, that it was Saul himself who stood before her,
and, becoming alarmed for her own safety, exclaimed,
"Why hast thou deceived me, for thou art Saul?" which,
however, was quieted by the king's response, "Be not
afraid, for whom seeth thou?" That part of the communication which announced the death of Saul and his sons
on the coming day was simply a confirmation of his own
fearful apprehensions, which the surrounding circumstances, portentious of disaster, defeat and ruin, naturally
&uggested.
In this extremity the abandoned king's mind, intensified
with excitement and absorbingly concentrated upon one
subject, presented a picture as easy to be read by the witeh
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medium as eould pos8ibly be eoneeived. This was probr.bly the first circle Saul had ever attended, and he seems
w have beeome perfectly charmed by the medium, re.
ceiving her announcements with as much reverence and
dignity as though they iBBued from heaven itself; he
bowed himself and stooped to the ground. Saul must
have reasoned thus with himself: The Lord, whose
"throne is high and lifted up,'' sends me no morEl answers
and now, if these be gods who thus eommunicate, they
must be of an earthly nature; this thought the witch
caught from his mind, and hence she exclaims, "I saw
gods ascending out of the earth," and Saul supposing she
IJ&W Samuel, whose venerable form was now vividly in his
mind, inquired "What is he like 1" two features of whom
the witch proceeded to describe, relating to his age and
:raiment. " A.n old man eometh up, and he is covered with
a mantle;" this had the effect to eompletely overpower
th~ king, and as his coming fate was thus declared it became a fixed fact in hia mind. So powerful was this impression that we hesitate not to say that, in no small de .
gree, it worked out its own fulfillment- from that moment
naught eould he see before him but diseomfiture, defeat
and death. On the one hand every source of encouragement which presented itself to his bewildered mind
dwindled away, as he eontemplated it, into mere Insignificance, while, on the other hand, the least unfavorable occurrence was magnified and its features distorted into a
dark and hideous omen; thus was he rendered an easy
prey to his enemies. So confidently did he credit the
witch's prediction of his approaching doom on the eoming
day that he 11eems to be intent on its literal fulfillment,
and long before the day pas11e11 he i11 found soliciting one
of his armor-bearers to slay him, and failing in the attempt
he madly throw11 him11elf upon his own inl!trument of
death, and thus 11uieidely perishes, which might have been
averted had he not con11ulted this infamou11 witch.
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CHAPTER XIli.
How strlkiJlglr doee this example of ancient spirit familiarity correspond to the modern spirit iJltercouJ'86, the circumstances and features of which are perfectlr identified.
Both turn away from the revelations of Jehovah, and both
iJl proud defiance of the DiviDe inhibition of the sin of
witchcraft, nevertheless seek unto women that have familiar spirits, with whom nightlr consultations are held, both
send their invocations after the spirits of the dead. There
is, however,much more dignityiD the solemn conjurations
of the ancient magicians, than the questions and rapping
answers of the spiritualists, an example of which we will
introduce : "Whatsoever ye are, shadows, substances or
spirits, appear; ye who have left ypur clay to wither, and
are become the meBSengers of space, and tread the winds
of the st&some wilderneBI!, come forth from your statelr
heights and stand visible before me. Thou pale tenants
of the dread Elysian, arise and be manifest. I recall thee,
thou phantasy of the past; thou who livest in solitude
aud darkneBS, appear; come like the shadows and so depart."
It must, however, be admitted, that Saul's peculiar condition furnishes something of an apology for applying to
the witch of Endor, while the modern spiritualists, placed
under no such circumstances, ret deliberately and perpetually have recourse to this dark. and soul-destroying
practice, and not only so, but superciliously declare that
familiar spiritualism entirely supersedes anr further use
for God's holy book, but while they thus excel in wicked
presumption those of ancient times, they come far short
in equaling them iJl spirit exhibitions, from the days of
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the famous witch of Endor, and even back as far as the
days of Moses, before the exodus from Egypt, thiB spirit
witchcraft had arrived at a degree of perfection that the
modern witches, with all their boasted degrees of development, have BC&rcely began to approximate. If it were
prope:r; to denominate this practice anciently, familiar
spirituali.Bm, how much more appropriate that of modern
spiritualism. Individuals who have believed in seeing
a.nd hearing spirits or ghoilts, have been, perhaps, but once
110 favored or terrified by their appearance or noises in
their whole lives, and 110 important an event has this been
considered, that, if the lives of the individuals have been
written, it has always been recorded of them, or if not,
their children or grandchildren, ffOm generation to generation, would be found rehearsing this event as perhaps the
only one of the history of their grandparents, which had
eunived oblivion.
But these ghostly visits have become 110 familiar that
their manifestations have ceased to alarm, though they
rap never 110 loudly, and instead of the noises being conllidered the return of some remarkably uneasy spirit, they
are now hailed with delight, and are consulted with as
much gravity and solemnity as though they were indeed
a reality, and we can but suppose that so they seem to the
spirit believers, as much 110 as that which Shakespeare
supposed existed in the heat-oppressed brain of the murderous Hamlet, on the appearance of his father's ghost,
exclaiming:
"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!
Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damned;
Bring with thee air from Heaven or blasts from hell;
Be thy Intent wicked or charitable,
Thou comest In such a questionable shape
That I will speak with thee; I'll call thee Hamlet,
King, Father, royal Dane; 0, answer me;
Let me not burst In Ignorance, but tell
Why thy bones, hearsed In oanonbled eartJa.
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Han bum their ceremeata; why the Mpuloba,

Wherein we aaw thee quietly lnumed,
Bath oped Ita pondrous and marble jawa
To cut thee up aeain I What may this mean?
That thou, dead corpse, again In complete ateel
Be'flalteat thus the aJJmpaea of the moon.
)(ali.lna nlaht hideous with tho'ta beyond
The reaohea of our aoula."
)(A.CBE'l'B.
"Ia thla a dagcer which I now aee before me,
The handle toward my hand? ciome, let me clutoh thee I
I have thee not, and yet I aee thee still,
ln form aa palpable aa that which now I draw.
Words to the heat of def'da to cold breath triTe~~,
I ao, 'tis done, the bell Invitee me:
Bear It not, Duncan? for It Ia a knell
That summons thee to Beaven or to hell."

If Shakespeare had lived in our day of spirit familiarity
he would never have disgraced the tragical aeenes of
Macbeth with the introduction of this imaginative, ghostly
visit. But we conclude by expressing the hope, notwUh·
standing this sad picture of · human frailty we are thus
called upon to contemplate, that spiritualism has done its
worst, having reached the culminating point in ita ruinous
career, from whence the mysterious veil is withdrawn and
the ethereal travelers returning without a vision to the
appropriate theater of human rationality.
At this point we propose to consider the connection and
contrast between spiritualism and divine revelation. As
the advocates of the new religion assume that it supersedes any further use for that contained in the Bible, we
propose to investigate the grounds upon which it rests, to
see whether indeed it is well founded.
We remark, in the first place, that "there is a vast di1Ference between the respective authors of these systems of
revelation, while the one claims the Supreme D1dty of the
universe as the author and inspirer of its sentiments, the
other has a combined authorship of three classes of beings,
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Dalllely, angela, devils or wicked apiritl, and the apiritl of
the good who h&ve died. Aa it is admitted that all theae
claues are created beings, and therefore subordinate, and
depending upon the divinity of the scriptures for their
existence and all the knowledge posseaaed by them of a
future atate, and as they are engaged, or are supposed to
oe, in instigating their congenial spiritl of mortality to believe and propagate aentlmentl antagonistic to those contained in the Bible, is the supposition &dmlsaible that they
are of a character calculated to supersede those of divine
revelation f This presumption appears still more absurd,
when it is considered that these apirits do not even pretend
to act otherwise than independent, not even profesaing to
be commissioned ambassadors of the Great Proprietor of
the universe, and, if they were, would it be rational to
credit their mesaages unless bearing the unmistakable
marks of divine origin f In order to be such, they should
necesaarily contain information relating to the origin and
destiny of our race, more consonant with common sense
and harmonious with scripture truth, furnishing additional
instruction to their teaching upon these great topics; ad~
ducing also more light than they furnish in regard to the
course to be pursued by men in the present state in ofder
to answer .t he design of their being in futurity. We say
this instruction must be in harmony with that which the
Bible contains, because there is the most indisputable evidence for the belief that "the scriptures came not in old
time by the will of man, but holy men of old wrote a8 tl~ev
wre mo11ed by the Holy (}holt."
This evidence is spread out before the investigating
mind of the world; and, in the present day, assuming
more the form of con'clusions than of premises. Indeed,
we have now reached a promontory in "the controversy
of Zion," including the truths of nature connected therewith, from whose elevation we may retrospect the past and
behold the whole fraternity of the skeptical, though en-
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dowed with the moat gigantic intelleeta and toweriDg
degrees of mental culture, all along · the wayside of the
march of phil0110phy and scientific discovery, lay in Tanquished and hopeless desolation. The two great SOlUeell
of argument, which vindicate, beyond the poBI!ibility of
succe111ful controversy, the divine origin of the Bible, are:
first, that its principles are found to be in the most beautiful concord with all the demonstrated truths of science
and philosophy; and, secondly, its prophetic predictions
are fulfilled in the civil and ecclesiastical history of the
world, up to the present period. So far· has the light of
the past established the divine origin or authorship of the
Scriptures, that it is as rational to conclude that no future
discovery will be calculated to invalidate this claim and to
show it to be not the book of all time and equally indispensable to all generations; as to suppose that the diRCOvery
of some future planet or satellite, revolving in space, will
prove the whole system of astronomy to be false and of no
further use to mankind.
But some of these spirits not only teach that the Bible
is without divine origin but openly declare, through their
mediums, that there is no God, such as the Christian worships. It may indeed be, though in their highest spheres
they have never obtained a glimpse of His adorable person, and their opposition to the Bible would seem to identify them with that class of whom it is written, " They
shall be banished from the presence of the Lord, and the
glory of His power." Engaged in making these revelations,
professedly, are such spirits as those of Payne, Voltaire,
Volney, Gibon and others of like sentiments, who, not satisfied with their earthly career of abuse of God's holy
book, are still intent on the accomplishment of this idolized purpose of their lives, the destruction of the hated
Bible. No marvel, therefore, that spiritualism should profess to supersede any further necessity for it.
It requires but a very superficial acquaintance with the
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"bliltOry' of our race to convince any one that relinqufsh,·itient upon the Bible is the very last requisition with ~hich
m&nkind should yield compliance.
If that degree of advancement to which civilization h¥
arnved is held in high esteem by the intelligent, it must
be remembered that its first twinkling star was lighied at
tlte shrine of divine revelation, and every additional one,
developed by its onward progress, down to the nineteenth
century of the Christian era, forms but a circling coustella.tioh around this great central sun, whose radiating force
holds them within fts territorial circumference, scarcely a.
ray of which has ever dawned upon any nation destitute.
of the Bible.
Should civilization, therefore, yield its grasp on this
eacred luminary, and consent that it should be forever
obliterated from the remembrance of mankind; would its
sun not go· down in an eternal eclipse, and retrogression
henceforth mark its sad career T Can the world cease to be
thus reluctant until it is demonstrated, beyond all possibility of failure, that something was discovered · better calculated to do its work in this direction 1 and can it be
supposed that spiritualism, originating in no higher a
source than the Fox family, and dating no farther back
than the Rochester knockings, has already accomplished
the transcendent achievement of eclipsing God's holy book,.
the moral, and I may also say intellectual, light of ihe
world?
Are the principles of humanity held in admiration by
the heart of the world? from whence did they originate?'
where, if not in the Bible, were its lessons first inculcated?'
is it not true, that in whatever country the circulation o!
the scriptures are inhibited by law, there humanity is
,}most a stranger; and where it is entirely unknown is
witnei!Sild a vivid picture of those beautitullines of Burns:
"Man's Inhumanity to man,
Xa.kea countle88 thousands mourn."'

9
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. But we would ask if this claim of spiritualiam is,. to ...,
the least, not made prematurely ? Has ita principles ev41J
been tried independent of those of ihe Bible, or where it
was unknown? Has its advocates ever turned miaaionaries and gone with their rapping revelations and tabl&
tippings to the dark wilds of heathenism, as the heralds of
the Cross have done, with the " sword of the spirit, which
is the word of God?" and with such ins~Q.mentalitie.s au.c.
eeeded in overthrowing the gods of the savage, and in coD.
verting his dark mind from rude barbarianism•• to •
peaceful member of human society and an example of
humanity, having exchanged his instruments of crue1t1.
for works of mercy, and the superstitious rites of idolatJ!]'
for "the peaceful fruits of righ\eousness?" lf ita principles (we repeat) have been tested in accomplishing th~
great work more perfectly, and generally in a shorlel'
period of time than it has been done in thousands of in.
stances by the gospel of the Son of God in the hands of hi«
ambassadors, then, indeed, would such a claim dem&:Q.d tile,
respectful consideration of mankind.
But, instead of having pursued this co)llmendable COUJ'86;
their converts are only made where this work of humanizing, moralizing and christianizing society, has been already
accomplished by the power of the scriptures of truth, and
even here, instead of these being the fruits (and the tree
is te be known by its fruits) of spiritualism, to the disgrace
of the system, be it said, that many a man, and perhaps
many more women, have been seduced from the high and
l).oly calling of Christianity, to the reception of these mea- ·
Jileric (but supposed spirit) revelations, having thus thrown
()ff the restraints of the Bible, they even seem to emulate
each other in expressions of ridicule and contempt ot this
l10ly and awful volume .
. It is true that some confessed infidels, by their conv:er- ·
t~lon to the new religion, say that they are som'!what more
friendly to the Bible, their hatred is not so rampant as for-
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tperly in this di?ection ; but wu think· tlwse are falrl1'
~pl'esented by thoee convertll which were made. ll()me>
eighteen hundred yeara since, of whom the Great Teacher
declared, although sea and land had been compassed for'
this purpose, that the proselytes were two-fold more thw
children of hell, than they were theDlllel ves. But in the
more direct diaeussion of this claim of the spiritualists, we
remark, that any syBtem adapted to superaede another
·must be superior to it in the accomplishment of the
object propo11ed, both as a whole, and in its individual
parts, if auch it hu. The object contemplated by the ·
6Criptures is the highest development of man of which
his nature is susceptible, as a mental, moral, and physical·
being. Spizitualism, therefore, in order to be suceessfully
v.hldicated, must be shown to be superior for the achievement of this great work, in theae several departments .of
human nature.
In order to present the leading features of the spirit theory, BO that they might appear in contrast with the
leading features of rev.elati()n, we have found it almost
impossible to select from among the scattered fragments
of the new religion any thing like a consistent and tangible system, touching its theory of a future state ; the generality of \he spirit revelations, consisting as they do of
such a heterogeneous mass of contradictory confusion.
Whether we should consult the writings of Judge Edmonds ·
as standard works, or those of Andrew Jackson Davis, or
the :re.v elations of the notorious Foxes of Rochester, we
have been at an utter loss to decide, and we are therefore
left to select, as best we may, from this mysterious chaos,
what constitutes the doctrines of spiritualism. The Bible ·
presents the resurrection of the dead as one of its funda- ·
mental doctrines, which is set forth by an inspired apostle ·
i~ "i}le following emphatic language : "If there be no rea.
urrection of the dead, then is G'hrist .not risen, and if :
Christ be not risen, then is our preaching vain, and your
faith is also vain; yea, and we are f()UDd falae witnesses ()f
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God, beeauae we have testified of God that he raised -ap·
Christ, whom he raised not up, if eo be that the dead rise
not, for if the dead rise not then is Christ not raised, and
if Christ be not raised, ye an in your sins, then they also
which are fallen asleep in Christ are perished I"
" If after t.he manner of men I have fought w'ith the
beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me if the dead
rise not? Let us eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow
we die." Thus it is obvious, that the teachinga of the Bible
make the transpiration of this great event fundamental
to that developJDent of t.he saints in a future state of being,
in order that t.hey may be capable of the enjoyment of its
eternal fruition. The spiritualists, on the contrary, believe
th,at when each succeBBive member of our race dies, he
enters immediately into that peculiar sphere adapted to
the precise degree of mental and moral development w hicb
he had attained while living, and from thence commences
& progressive pilgrimage of dieciplinary aseension toward
higher spheres, and which lllOVement is also interminable.
In regard to the term "~phere," whether it is employed to
signify geographical dimensions, theaters of action, or
motion, or states of mind, it is equally impossible to abstract from it the idea of locality.
From this view of sphere, together with the fact that no
two individuals of our race died when t.hey had reached
that precise degree of mental and moral development, and
hence no two were ever introduced at the event of death
into the same sphere or place, and remembering also that
it is claimed that each progresses steadily toward higher
spheres, from these positions we argue that association is
an impossibility, and the conclusion unavoidable, that there
are as many spheres in this ethereal expansion as there are
individuals who have.ever lived and died, or whoever will
thus appear and depart, each of whom, isolated, may with
the island exile say,
"I am monarch of all I survey,
Xy rlf;ht.there la.nozie to dl.tpute.."
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CliAPI'ER XIV.
'l'BlC :I''C':l'lJU BTATB OJ' THE BmLB ..&.ND 8PDUTUALIIX
CONTRASTED.

Each of these spheres are ascendingly vacated as other
spirits enter !rom below. If the claim is admitted that
some progress with greater rapidity than othera, still it
only proves that the apirits may thus occasionally come
.within speaking distance of each other, like ships at sea,
.but such communications must necessarily be short and
indistinct, transpiring only while being hurried along by
the gravitating power of the higher sphere, but permanent
. association is utterly incompatible with this theorr.
.Strange facilities such a state furnishes for disciplinary
.progress or the development of its inhabitants; no marvel
that the . spirits should have retrograded since their
entrance therein, as the interest they manifest in making
the presumptuous and senseless revelations of spiritualism shows them to have done. In contraat to this, the
Bible reveals a state of glorious being, whose inhabitants
are to be eternally allied with the principles of immortality and incorruption, formed and fashioned like Christ'a
glorious body. Ii requires but a very limited comprehensi<m to conceive the adaptation in the most perfect and
exquisite degree, of such a state to meet the highest aspirations of the human mind; how absurd the presumption
that such a future state of being is superseded by these
ethereal vagaries of the new religion. Indeed, had it not
been that the Bible reveals a future state of existence, we
can hardly conceive how sucb an idea would ha.ve ever
found its way within the realm of human thought. If it
is enid that heathen nations thus believe, we a.nswer ths.t
their ideas in this direction are but traditionary corrup-
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tiona of the revelations of the Deity of that state contained
in the Bible. This is easily conceived when the fact is
taken in consideration that the Bible justly claims chrono.
logical priority .to aU forms of religiou1 belief; this idea
is also confirmed by the fact that they all bea_r som.e
eharacteriatie features resembling those of the Bible ; !here
is, :for instance, an organized priesthood, common to all
forms of heathenish and idolatrous worship. There is
also that o:f sacrificial offerings, which are offered · in the
ldol-templea, the virtue o:f which are supposed to rende~:
the gods propitious.
'fhere are many other features of identity between aD
the forms of heathen worship, no matter how degraded
they have become, which we might introduce, bot we
..auppose these to be sufficient to show them all to have had
41. common origin and that origin the holy scriptures;
therefore, we still maintain that, had they never been
:written, mankind would never have had the least conception of a future existence, and, of course, of any thing relating thereto. The new religion of spiritualism entirely
dispenses with all these elements, which characterizes all
other forms of religions bellef, showing it to have descended to a depth of corruption far below Bhuddism,
Hindooism, Mohammedanism, and even Mormonism, all of
which have their regnlarly established priesthood, and
:fully credit .the doctrine of the necessity of .s acrifice in
order to obtain the complacency and favor of the gods;
but so perfectly etherealized is spiritualism that every
thing like substantia.lity is magically dissipated, ·as well
in the present as the future, by the touch of its spirit
fingers, showing it to be in the widest contrast of aU
others of human invention, which have ever bewildered
the minds of men, to that contained in the Bible.
But what are some of tl1e elements of that future state
portrayed by the pen of divine inspiration? and how are
they ad&Jlted ·to meet the natura.l aspiratiobil of the hu
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man mind? In answer to which, in the first place, we
find man placing a higher estimate on the posst>ssion of
life, than any other conceivable acquisition, to meet this
longing element of the soul, the Bible proposes to confer
this boon upon him eternally. Exclaimed the great
Teacher, in relation to that state, "Neither can they
die any more." On the last lovely morning shall the re~
deemed tum their eyes from the dark and ruinable
tomb to scenes of life and illllDortality; they shall hear
the voice of the author of the new creation exclaiming,
., Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust; and the
earth shall cut out her dead." In response to which
the prophet declares," Thy dead men shall live, together
with my dead body shall they awake," and the song
ahall be chanted over vanquished sepulchres," 0, death I
where ie thy sting? O,grave I where is thy victory.?"
Next to this inherent in the human mind, is found an
insatiable thirst for permanent happiness, to meet which
the Bible proposes conditions with which every one
may comply, an introduction into an eternal state of unalloyed felicity wherein "there are pleasures forever~
more." The human mind also deprecates the existence
of that pain, suft'ering · and deprivation, incident to the
present state of being. The future of the Bible forever
excludes all these from its immortal realm.
The mind, also, starts back at the idea of constitutional
corruption and decay to counteract the ravages of these
principles. It is not only proposed to re-create the dead
Into incorruptibl~ beings, to bloom in eternal youth, but
to introduce them into an inheritance which is itself incorruptible and as fadeless as immortality. How senseless
that such a system can possibly be improved, and how
Impossible for human conception to invent a superior one.
and which is indispensable in order to supersede this; and
how notoriously insignificant the chimera of spiritualism
appean ln the contrast. But the darkest feature of the
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pew religion is manifested in the adroitness with which
tl1e existence and importance of Jesus Christ, in order to
the development of man in the present and future st~~
is treated. A being who comprehends in his own pel'IIOn
all that is ennobling and worthy of imitation, and withou~
whose example, which others have partially followed,
Socrates would perhaps have been the highest example
of human development of which the world ever could
have boasted.
They have ranked this glorious being, moat blaspheJnously, at the llead of this wizard tribe of familiar spirituallata. The necessity of His sacrificial death, in order .to
the elevation of man in a future etate of perfection aull
endless glory, meets with no sympathy by the spirit fraternity, who, by the merits due to their own virtue, clilnP
from the lowest hell, or, to use their mild phrase, sphere,
up to the highest heaven.
That these are not new doctrines, but substantially thoae
of heathen philosophy, will appear by a few quotatione
:from the writings of Socrates and Euclid : Says the former,
•• When the dead are arrived at the fatal rendezvous o{
departed spirits, whither their demon conducts them, the,are all judged ; those who have paased their lives in . a
manner neither entirely criminal nor absolutely innocent,
are sent into a place where they suffer pains proportionate to their faults till, being thus cleansed and purged of
their guilt, are afterward set at liberty and receive the reward of their good actions which were done while in the
body; but those who have passed their lives with peculiar
sanctity of manners, and are delivered from their bodies
as base earthly abodes, as from prisons, are. received OJt.
high in a pure region which they inhabit, and,, as philos~
phy has sufficiently purified them, they live through all
eternity in a series of joys and delight which I cann~
easily describe."
The opinion, &l.so, of Euclid, in reply to inquiri~- frora
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biB friends ill relation to a future IRate, upon which heW
peen discoU1'8illg, thus resWJled the subject; " It is pr&o
sumed that there are above us an infinite number ol other
beings who escape our sight."
This opinion, conformable to the progress of nature, is
equally ancient and general among various nations from
whom we have borrowed it, and we believe the earth and
heavens to be filled with genii, to whom the Supreme :86.
ing has confided the government. of the universe. We
distribute them throughout ail animated nature, but prin-.
cipally in those regions which extend around and above
us from the earth to the sphere of the moon. There, exercising an extensive authority, they dispense life and
death, good .and evil, light and da.rknees. The innumerable number of spirits we divide into four classes: the
first is that of the gods who reside in the stars; the
second, that of the genii ; that of heroes; and ihe souls of
men after they are separated from their bodies; and these
are subject to changes by which they pus to a superior
crder. From the rudest kind of existence we ascend, by
imperceptible degrees, to our own species; and, in proceed·
ing from that limit to the divinity, we must, no doubt, pass
through different orders of intelligence, so. much the more
glorious and refined as they approach to the throne of the
Eternal Being.
·Although the doctrine of the so-called new religion thus
originated, yet there is one point of difference showing it
to be more inconsistent, as well in the nature of things, as
with the teachings of the Bible.
While Socrates taught that tho11e who lived and died
destitute of a moral fitness for virtuous and holy association, could never obtain it in the future state, the latter
adopt the dogma that all, without regard to moral character, will finally reach the abode of holy beings. Says he,
"Those who are judged to be incurable, on account of the·
greatness of their crimes, having deliberately committed
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I!Mrilegea, muJdei'B, ud otheP great otfeJI'Bell, the fatal deetilly 1.ha~ p-..ee judgmea~ upon them hurls them into
Ta.rtarus, from wheaee they never eseapo." But now let ue
eee whether the claim of spiritualism, in regard to :ma.n
ae a moral being, ill any more eueceptible ·of- being Sll&tained. Any syetem or set of rulee ealculated to develop
the moral nature ef man must be adapted to enlist the
feeling~ or eensibilltiee, by presenting to the judgment a
certain coul'8e of action, the pursuit of which will enhance
.the pleaeurable sensatlone of our nature, either in the
present or future state. Admitting the correctness of thill
principle, it follows that that system of motives appealing
to the greateet number of moral sentiments, and em bracing in the greatest degree those things after which the
:mlnde of men instinctively aspire, as a reward to induce
virtuous actiOB, is the ODe best calculated to develop the
moral nature of man, and we are free to admit that it is
~he system destined to supersede every other and that it is
right it should do 110, and we will add that no man can be
justly considered a benefactor of his race who withholds
from it his influence and aid in order to insure its speedy ·
and ~riumphant success.
In order, therefore, to test the respective claims in this
reapeet of spiritualism and revelation, let us consider these
claims. In reference to the former, we remark, that we
know of but two sentiments It contains possessing to any
degree the power of incentive to induce moral rectitude.
One of these is, that the spirits sometimes expose gross
crimes and those who commit them, hence sinners should
be cautious. In relation to the ability of these mediums
to detect crime and criminals, we remark, that it is only
available within the spirit l!ympathy or atmosphere of
such mediums, and, therefore, if the self.conscious transgresi!Or would avoid detection and exposure, he must
simply absent himself from the spirit circles. If the influence of the 11pirits through the mediums Ia not thus clr-
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aeirml!eribei, 1I.U duly are -a.bl~ to upase all the' crimes '&nii
<wiminala in ibe oommuDity, why do they not immediately
commence the accomplishment o:f so desirable a- task. It
is true that they might by such procedure draw. down the
vengeance 'of the wicked u:Pon their , b.e&ds, and some o:f
the mediums migM be sacrificed in consequence, but what
matters that, i:f they succeed in giving the world, as is
·conjectured, a new religion, possessed of this moral power
and one that all men will embrace, they should consent to
the immolation of a whole hecatomb of mediums, if such
'WOUld be the result. But the fact is ~hey can expose no
~ or criminals only Buch as they ·read :from the
mind of those in their presence who have been· either
guilty themselves or know o:f those who are.
The other article in the spirit creed, o:f this character, is
that the more moral and virtuous men become in this life,
the higher correspondingly will be their sphere as a starting point in the ethereal ascension after death .
.At first sight, this seems to present something o:f a motive to virtue, but which diSBOlves into pure weakness
when it is considered that the spirit climbers have eternal
duration stretching before them in which ample amends
may be made for any failure in life. Upon this principle,
how natural to reason thus: when a transaction presents
itself, that, if indulged, would degrade human nature and
moral sentiment, and which would infringe the rights and
interests o:f others, to gratify our own selfish ends, what
matters it suppose in consequence I am obliged to take a
little lower seat in the Swedenborgian heaven, the circles
of eternity spread out before me, in which I shall have
ample opportunity to rise, :from no matter how low the
locality, to the transcendent heights above. In these
ambitious flights the strains of Lucifer may be reiterated,
and the transgres110r may sing with the rebellious angel,
"I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above
the stars o:f God, I will set upon the mount of_ the congre-
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ption, I will ueend above the clouds, and be Hke U.
.Most High." He'll therefore ~o the inhibited deed. Thee&
linea of Bo.rnt~,
"The tear of bell '• the hangman's whip,
To keep the wretch In order,"

h&a no terrora for him. As thia is the moral cord with
·which spiritualism ia going to transform human society,
we feel no small reluctance in submitting the principles
of inspiration for the accomplishment .of thia grand object,
to comparison with such a s7stem, lest their sublime ~d
God-refiecting c.haracter should become tarnished b)" the
contact.
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CHAPTER XV.
TJIA.T SPIBITUALl8lll:

~UPBRI!JWE8

THE

~IBL:&:.

. Nevertheless, aa we intend to folly expose the weakness
and wickednel!s of 'this system of folly and presumption,
we .are under the neceBBity of introducing some of the
moral preCepts (Jf. ·thoi Nazarene, the dignity and glory of
which sheds a hallewed radiance around his exalted name.
To:love them that l<>Ve you bad ·been the eilmmon dictate
ot human nature, but to love your enemies, to pray for
them that despitefully use and persecute you ; to render
goOd for evil, in a word " as ye would men should do unto
you, do ye even 80 untO them," was first announced to the
world by Him whose auditors acknowledged "spake as
never .man spake before.'' This moral law of Jesus presarita not only a . sublime standard for the government of
aU the relations of human society, but a characteristic simplicity sO' free from ambiguity and inystery that its impositions may be understood by all grades of minds who
possess moral character. It is 80 broad in its application,
that there is not an act which it is possible to commit in
any relation of life, but to which this significant rule, as
steadily as the needle to the pole, points the course to be
pursued. The inducements here furnished to moral virtue, and the inseparable development of the moral virtue
of man connected therewith are as comprehensive as that
nature, and as individual as man's moral sentiments, each
requisition of which finds its counterpart interwoven in
that nature, and by adherence thereto crucifies the natural
propensities to wrong, and establishes those of holiness
and unsullied rectitude. And in addition to all this, and
to render the whole system one of infinite perfection, we
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are furnished with the pure example of the Lord Jesu
Christ, who In his whole earthly career, although surrounded with circumstances of trial of incomparable magnitude, never betrayed a weakness or _sign of fallibility.
We have now pres~uted but a very Imperfect sketch of
that state of futurity drawn by the pen of inspi~tio~. and
we have seen how beautifully its sentiments accord' with,
and are calculated to meet ev~n to B&tie,y, $he moet l!IO&l'iilg
aspirations of ihe human mind, &lid · ~ have &180 preo-'
sented as good a view of the 11p1rit theory M it merita. ane: ·
we would ask if its spherical ethereali.llm, strongly resem- ·
bling the incomprehensible fabric of a vision, is }Mlll8eiae4
of that dignity and virt11e calculated to a.pereede any '
farther necel!sity for the Bible. II; were more reaaonable
t() yield to the claim of .Mahommedanism that the Koran ·
was thus adapted, or the mysterious plates of Joe Szniih, ·
both of which are more sensible and calculated to aeoQm- :
plish more good than spiritua.lil!m-and infinitely le111 miJ.. ·
chief. Although this is the character of spil,itualism, etill ·
it is possessed of so much importance that its hil!tory i8
made a subject of apostolic P.rediction, and the church
directed what course to pursue in reiard to it, when it
made its appearance.
This picture and prediction is contained in Paul's second
epistle to Timothy, which runs thus: "This know also
that in the last days perilous times shall come, for men
shall be lovers of tl1eir own selves, covetous, boasters,
proud, blasphemous, disobedient to parents, unthankful,
unholy, without natural atfection, truce-breakers, falseaccusers, incontinent, fierce despisers of those tha.t are
good, traitors, high-minded, lovers of pleasure more than
God, having a form of godliness, but denying the power
thereof; from such turn away. For of this sort are they
who creep into houses, and lead captive silly women, laden
with sins, ever learning, but never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth; now as Jannes and Jamb~s witk- •
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•too4 .Moses, so do these always resilit the truth ; men.Q.
&>rrupt minds, reprobate concerning the f&ith.
- But they shall proceed no further, for their folly shall
be manifest to all men, as their11 also was. As we are
here referred to the fact of Moses having been withstood
by two of the most renowned among the Egyptian familiar
spiritualists, whose names St. .Paul gives as Jannes and
Jambres, it becomes necessary to refer to that event in
Ql'Cier to-llllderatand- the ehuacter of that opposition, and
hence that of those- whom ther are introduced to repre.
aent.
·: God instructed Moses_to go in unto Pharaoh and caat
his rod down before him, and it would become a serpent,_
which was done in order .t o convince the King of the.
divine character of his mission. But Pharaoh called in
his wise men and the sorcerers, and the magicians of
Egypt, and they did in like manner with their enchantments ; their rods also became serpents, -.t least so they
appeared to Moses and Pharaoh, their minds having
become so charmed by the influence thrown around them
by the magicians thus distorting or changing their vision
just as mesmerism and spiritualism does in these days.
According to another direction, Moses stretched his rod
over the land of Egypt, and frogs covered the land, and
the magicians did so with their enchantments, and brought
up frogs on the land. These were the only two of the ten
plagues of Moses in which the arts of the magicians were
at all successful, and, entirely failing to.produce the third,
they were constrained to acknowledge, "This is the finger
of God."
. Although the magicians had thus signally f&iled in their
resistance and opposition to Moses, still the folly of Jannes
and Jambres wasnotfullymanifested until Moses brought
the next plague upon Egypt, which was done by sprinkling the ashes of the furnace toward heaven, which
became a boil breaking forth with blains upon man and
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beast, ud the magicians eould not stand ~fore Moses
because of the boils which fell upon them as well as upo11
ihe inhabitants of the land ; thus was their folly made
manifest, but which was not fully consummated until the
horsemen and chariots of Pharaoh and his hosts were·
dashed benea~h the waves of the sea, so that not a man
was left to tell Egypt the sad story.
"The:y !led like the chatl from the IOO'Ulr& thU punued th~·
Vain were their steeda and chariots o.t war."

Ill the history of these Egyptian magicians, ill their
resistance to Jehovah's truth, may Judge Edmonds and
Dr. Dexter, including the whole fraternity of spiritualists,
read their approaching fate which will overtake them~
when the great author of the Bible whose inspired truth
they are like Jannes and Jamb res engaged ill resisting, by
declaring them to be superseded, shall arise in majesty to
vindicate his own immortal record of truth, their folly
shall yet be made manifest, but alas I it may be too latewith them for repentance.
How strikingly is the seductive course of the spiritualists here portrayed, "they creep illto houses and lead
captive silly women." How often we are shocked at the
announcement that such and such a woman of our neighbors have become mediums or spirit-believers, at whose
dwellings circles are nightly held, and the presence o!
spirits familiarly Invoked; the sly and crafty haters of
the Bible have crept therein, and, by the aid of a medium.
or familiar spiritualist, succeeded in completely captiva..
ting the minds, especially of the women, by these hallu-cinations.
They are also learned men, as Paul says, e11er learning,
but never come to the knowledge of the truth. They are
also a religious body which corresponds to the prophetie.
portraiture of Paul, "having a form of godliness but .
denying the power thereof, as manifested in the auddeJL

conversion of a sinner, such as that of S&ul of Tareue t"
They are here said to be blasphemous ; how strikingly do
their sayings of Jesus Christ fill up this part of the
picture, traducing his god-like being to that of a mere
wizard or superior medium. And so on we might continue to enlarge on every characteristic sin presented in
this graphic picture, but which only represents the infamy
of spiritualism ; alas I for the world, if it is to be converted
to match this portraiture, and which no one acquainted
with the converts to this new religion can deny repreeents its entire features. Before concluding we propose
to examine some of the most prominent causes which has
conduced to the rapid spread of spiritualism, instead of
admitting the claim of its advocates that it is in consequence of the superiority of the system to the religion of
the new testament.
The first argument we suggest upon this subject is, that.
it is founded in error. He must be indeed a very superficial observer of human events who has not perceived the
fact that, in the march relatively of truth and error, the
former has always traveled slow, in the very nature of
human thought and feelings, or perhaps more properly for
the want of thought, having been doomed to perpetual
contest, fighting her way, inch by inch, through ev:ery
phase of determined opposition, which the combined, ignorance and superstition of the world has crowded into her
pathway. While error, in her march of moral and intellectual virus, has not only escaped these impediments~
but the popular voice, in its infatuation, seems to have
been intent in its infusing vitality into all its arterial
ramifications, wherewith to poison and destroy the suffering sons of men, who under its delirious effects have emulated each other in the embrace of the hideous featured
monster.
Although this picture presents a sad redection on the
hieiory of our race, yet what great truth, either of science
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or revelation, which hu now reached itl appropriate altitude, but which has been doomed to pal!8 this dreadlal
ordeal 1 Another reason which enable& Ul to account for
the numerical convereion of men to epiritualilm, we may
mention the fact tha~ it& appeal& are directed to those proclivities for the marvelous which they generally poSBe88.
Why men manife&t such an insatiable thiret for tbe
etrange and marvelous is foreign to our subject; various
have been the e&UieB, both in theory and practice, which
have conduced to the development of this phenomena,
which for eix thousand year& has interwoven their delueive charms around the theater of human thought and paaeion, but it is only with the fact of it& existence which we
are at present interested. lu regard to which, we think,
the history of the theories entertained by man in relation
to a future state justifies the conclusion that the more
etrange, marvelous and mysterious and therefore the
more incomprehensible, are its sentiments spread and in
the same proportion will its converts be multiplied.
It is true that many of these systems, and, perhaps,
those which make the greatest demands on human
credulity, are corruptions of the rational principles of
Divine revelation, which a depraved priesthood and ignorant populace have invented and practiced, but for whose
existence the Bible is no more responsible than for that of
Joe Smith's metallic plates, or for the mania of Mormonism, or for that of spiritualism, which owes its origin to
the same source, but which excels all others in marvelous
:fabrication, mysterious credulity, and transcendent extravagance, and, therefore, if we except Mohammedanism, which·
made its converts by fire and sword, the new religion of
spiritualism, according to the above principle, should have
spread with greater rapidity than any other, and multiplied
its converts in an unprecedented ratio. But, in addition
to this, if we take into the account the fact, in its comparative relation with Christianity, that while its requisl-
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:tiona demand no change of human nature, in order to
this end, while that of the Bible·demands a crucifixion of
all those moral propensities which inclines man to infringe
the principle "as ye would men should do unto yon, do
ye even so unto them.'' But· the new religion imposes no
such obligations, and applies no such restraints ; on the
contrary, proclaims to mankind, indiscriminately, eat,
drink and be merry; give loose reins to all your propensities, assist to curse the world by your ungodly example,
and all will be well in the end; there's no danger; all
will, without fail, reach the highest spheres; sin on, yon
shall, nevertheless, become as gods. Here are we furnished
with an overwhelming reason, and which would be suftlcient, in the absence of all others, to show, in the most
satisfactory manner, why spiritualism is calculated to
make more adherents, in the same period of time, than
the religion of Jesus Christ. But in addition to this, and
to swell the number of its devotees, it can boast of the
conversion of thousands of infidels, who are now its sympathizers. Hitherto the whole fraternity of the skeptical
have prided themselves in crediting no sentiment, but
which, to their minds, reason dictated to be true, on which
ground they disbelieved the miracles of the Bible; but
that this was mere pretension is now proved from the
fact that it has been sacrificed at the shrine of the marvelous gods of the spiritualists, embracing all of its most.
visionary and incomprehensible features contained in the
mystic creed; thus exhibiting the fact that the former
attitude of skepticism was only assumed for the purpose,
as was vainly hoped, to destroy the confidence which, in
all ages, has been imposed in the Bible by the good and
really intellectual ; bot, having utterly failed in the
attempt; they now eagerly embrace the spirit theory, not
that they have real confidence in its pretensions, bat
·because they see in it elements calculated to accomplish
•the dark design of the destruction of the hated Bible, and
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.dlerefore, they have elothed themselves with ita ahiniDg
gannenta, and sing enchantingly as a seraph of light; the
Bible is good enough, but there is no further use for it.
Here, therefore, are we furnished with the true reasons
to show why spiritualism has so rapidly spread and multiplied ita disciples, in.aiead of bei.Dg · ucribed to ita superiority to Christianity.
The idea to let it alone in order to cheek ita advancement should no longer be tolerated. While the church
has up to this day assumed this position, iD regard to it, it
has 11teadily 11pread until it claiJns Jnilliona of converts.
Did the great founder of the Chriaiian church act thus
in regard to sin and error T Did he let them alone and
teach thia as the best course for his followers to pursue,
believi.Dg it did " more harm than good" to e::r.poae and denounce them publicly T Did he tell his disciples, when he
sent them out to preach his gospel, to let error and "damnable heresies" alone T Were they not to preach "Jesus and
the resurrection," and does not the spiritualists deny that
there is, or is to be, any resurrection, and, therefore, teach
that Jesus is dead? Is this usi.Dg the talents which the
great Master has put into our hands for the defense of
truth? Indeed, we are shocked at merely asking such
questions, and all we will pennit ourselves to say in regard
to such a monstrous sentiment is, that if the devil ever iD. vented one more effectually to accomplish his work and
defeat that of Christ; this, merits the patent, and those who
teach and act on it may read their doom in advance, thus:
"Take, therefore, the talent from him and cast the unprofi~
able servant into outer darkness ; there shall be weeping
and gnashing of teeth."
Neither does it remedy the evil to say it is the devil
who manifests his satanic arts through these spirits, for
this is admitting the existence of supernatural spirits in
connection with these phenomena, and which is also
claimed by the spiritualists thai wicked spirits sometimes
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operate at their end of the spirit telegraph ; this admia8i~
is calculated to give a false dignity to these manifesta..
tiona ; men will go to witness the exploits even of the
devil himself. But the remedy we propose, in order te
effectually prevent its further mischief, is, in the first
place, to meet its assumptions philosophically with the
arguments science affords, which are fully calculated to expose the sophistry and untenableness of its theory, and
which course will satisfy the intelligent that there are no
spirits connected with these manifestations. And in the
second place, let every possible effort be made to obtain
access to the spirit mediums, through whom the doctrines
of the spherical heaven are taught, and when accomplished, magnetize them to sleep, by which means they Will
be brought under the minds of those who thus eftect them,
and may be impressed with the opposite setiments to spiritualism, and upon the same principle by which they had
been inculcated by the spirit believers ; let them then
stand up before the same audiences who had heard them
preach the spirit doctrines, and they will denounce them
as eloquently as they had ever defended them, and as being
founded in superstition and error, and in opposition vindicating the Bible and its sentiments. There is not a ·good
medium but who is very 11usceptible of mesmerism, therefore this task can be accomplished with great ease, and
after having been effected a few times they imbibe the
sympathie11 and sentiments of those who have thus magnetized them. How clearly, therefore, does this simple
process suggest an effectual exposition and refutation of
the presumption that these mediums write and speak as
they are dictated by supernal existences ; let this be done,
and in less than six months the gigantic fabrication of llpiritualism will lose every vestige of hold on the minds of
men. Of course this adds no argument in favor ofthe
Bible, but only shows that it affords none against it; that
it proves nothing relating to the future state at all, but
only relates the views of those who thus impress them a~
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&he time. We c]OH this argument by introducing a quota.
iion :from Pope's esay on Man, and which contains auch a
reproof to spiritualism that it would seem to have been
written at tht~ present day :
"Know then thyself, presume not God to scan,
The proper study of mankind Is manPlaoed on this lathmus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise and rudely great;
With too much knowledge for the skeptic's aide,
With too much weakness for the stole's pride,
He hanga between In doubt to act or rest,
In doubt to deem himself a god or beast,
In doubt hie mind or body to prefer,
Born but to die, and reasoning but to err;
Alike In Ignorance his reason such,
Whether he thinks too little or too much,
Chaos of thought and passion all confused,
Still by hlmaelf abused or disabused:
Created half to rise and half to fall,
Great lord of all thln89. yet a p!'ey for all,
Sole judge of truth, In endless error hurled,
The glory, jest and riddle of the world.
Go, wondrous creature, mount where science guldee.
Go, measure earth, weigh air and state the tides,
Instruct the planets In what orbs to run,
Correct old Time and regulate the sun;
Go soar with Plato to the empereal sphere,
To the ftrst good, ftrst perfect and ftrst fair,
Or tread the mazy round hie fellows trod
.And quitting sense called Imitating God•
.As eastern priests In giddy circles run,
.And turn their heads to Imitate the sun.
Go teach eternal wisdom how to rule,
Then sink Into thyself and be a fool;
Go, wiser thou, and In thy scale of sense,
Weigh thy opinions against Providence.
In pride, presumptuous pride, our error Ilea,
All quit their sphere and rush Into the skies,
Pride, still aiming at the blessed abode,
Men would be angels, angels would be goda,
Aspiring to be gods, angels tell,
Aspiring to be angels men rebel,
And he who wishes to Invert the laws
Of order, line Nalnat the eternal cau.ee."
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We have endeavored to show that the claim of spiritualism, that it supel'8edes any further use or nece88ity for the
Bible, is without force and utterly fails in its pretension.
But in order to fully convince every candid mind that the
BO-C&lled religion of spiritualism and which deifies only
the spirits of the dead and pays its devotions upon their
ghostly shrines and the religion of Christianity are perfectly b:reconeil&ble, and, therefore, those who embrace
the one must abandon the other ; because it ill upon fundamental principles they differ, which will be apparent as we
contrast the sentiments each inculcate in relation to the
uature of future existence.
However spiritualists differ among themselves upon
almost every thing else, there is wonderful unanimity of
sentiment relating to the uature of future existence, which
ill that that which dies of men remains dead forever, which
ill the body, and that which survives death lives forever;
the body being nothing but a carcass "to be got rid off,"
and that mau loses nothing by the death of the body.
The doctrine of the future state of existence taught by
Christianity is, that whatever condition the dead, or any
thing appertaining to them in an intermediate state, is,
merely temporary, and its eternal future commences at the
resurrection of the dead, at the last day. By merely
stating this doctrine of spiritualism, it is certain that it
rejects absolutely the three fundamental principles of
:revealed Christianity.
First, the resurrection of the dead; secondly, the Bible
which teaches it; and, thirdly, the existence of Christ;
indeed, every thing in regard to Christianity depends upon
the question, Is Christ dead or alive f According to the
l!piritualists, that there is no resurrection, He is dead; but.
according to Christianity, as there is a resurrection of the
dead, therefore, Christ is alive; hence, this doctrine is the
foundation truth of the Christian religion. Though the
doctrine of the resurrection is everywhere taught in the
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Bible, from Genesis to Revelations, yet it is so fn1ly
brought out and arranged In order in the 15th chapter
of Paul's 1st epistle to the Corinthian church, that it
will only be necessary to introduce a part of it, in order
to have a perfect understanding of the nature of the
doctrine.
"Now, if Christ be preached that He rose from the dead,
how say some among you that there is no resurrection of
tl1e dead t but if there be no resurrection of the dead, then
is Christ not risen ; and if Christ be not risen, then onr
preaching is vain and your faith is also vain. Yea, and we
are found false witnesses of God, becanse we have testified
of God that He raised up Christ, whom He raised not up ; if
so be that the dead rise not. For if the dead rise not then
is not Christ raised, and if Christ be not raised your faith
is vain, ye are yet in your sins. Then they also which
are fallen asleep in Christ are perished." " But now is
Christ risen from the dead and become the first fruits of
them that slept, for since by man came death, by man came
also the resurrection of the dead ; for as in Adam all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive, but every man
in his own order; Christ the first fruits, afterward they
that are Christ's at his coming." "But some man wi1leay,
bow are the dead raised up, and with what body do they
come? Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened except it die. (This is as much as though He had
said a man was a fool to suppose a seed could grow unless
it was first decomposed in the eart.h or died; either that a
man could have a resurrection who had not died, indeed,
which is a contradiction in terms.) It (the body) is sown
in corruption (in the grave), it is raised in incorruption ;
it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory ; it is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body,
it is raised a spiritual body. Behold, I show you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall be changed in
a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump.
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For the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raiee4
incorruptible, and we shall be changed; for thill corrupU.
ble must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on
immortality. So when this corruptible shall have put on
incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pus the saying that ill
written. Death is swallowed up in victory. 0 death!
where ill thy sting! 0 grave I where ill thy victory!
We see by this revelation that the elements through
which the resurrected paBB, in emerging from death to life,
consist in eternal vitality and hallowed investment, and
in nowise proposes to change or destroy the material substantiality of the man; th~re are five of these elementa
which constitute the resurrection change. From corruptible to incorruptible bodies ; from dishonorable to glorious
bodies ; from weak to powerful bodies ; from natural to
spiritual bodies ; from mortal to immortal bodies.
Now, as there is but one of the elements entering into
the resurrection body about which there is difference of
opinion, namely, "the spiritual," we shall paBB the others
and only examine this one. We may eay here those
who desire to examine th&- subject fully discussed will
find it in our large work just iSBued from the preBB,
entitled "The philosophy of God and the World."
The question now is, what is a spiritual body t Mark it
Is not a bodilest! spirit, or a spirit of any kind other than a
spiritual body. li will be observed that the body which
died and lived again, through all its contrasts, is the eame
body. "lt" Is sown a natural body. "It" is raised a
spiritual body. The direct answer, however, to this
question ill, that the resurrection body is a spiritual body,
because it is quickened into life by the spirit of God. In
proof of this we need quote but the following passage in
which it is so condensed, that in one verse we have the
resurre<ltion relationship of God, His spirit, Christ and Hi1
ll&ints, forcibly and comprehensively brought to view.
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Rom. viii, 11: "But if the epirit of him that raiaed up Jeau
from the dead dwell in you, He that rallied up Christ from
the dead llhall alao quicken your mortal bodies by Ria
epirit that dwelleth in you." Here we see that Chriat's
mortal body that died was quickened or made to live
again an immortal body by the spirit of God, rendering it
a spiritual body, and therefore, also, is the dead mortal
bodies of those who sleep in Him, having had the spirit of
God dwelling in them when they died to be quickened
into life and immortality by the same spirit, and are, therefore, spiritual bodies. From this teaching it ia certain
that the resurrection body of Christ was a spiritual body,
-.nd also, that it was the same body that died and lay in
the grave, the contrast is not that it was a natural body
before death and a mere spirit after and forever, for then
there had been no resurrection of that which died, and as
it is nonsense to talk about the resurrection of a thing or
being who had never died; therefore, there is no resurrection, for no spirit, ghost, or God ever died, and could
not, therefore, have risen from the dead; and, if the body
of Christ was a mere spirit after His resurrection, then the
spiritualists are right, in saying there is no resurrection of
the dead; instead, however, of this being true, we shall
find by His history subsequent to His resuneetion, that it.
was the same identical body composed of desh and bones
that was crucified and was buried, that rose again, went
into heaven and shall so come again, unchanged and unchangeable forever more, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, to-day and forever."
Early on the morning of the third day after Christ's
crucifixion the two Marys were at the sepulcher to watch
concerning the destiny of their dead master, and received ·
the following information: " And the angel answered and
said unto the women: fear not ye, for I know that ye seek
Jesus, which was crucified; He is not here, for He is risen
as he said; come, see the place where the Lord lay. And
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go quickly and tell His disciples that He is risen from the
dead, and, behold, He goeth before you into Galilee; there
shall ye see Him; lo, I have told you. And as they went,
behold, Jesus met them, saying: All hail! and they came
and held Him by_the feet, and worshiped Him." Mat. xxviii.
Here we see that it was the Lord Himself which had
risen from the dead, and they held Him by tlu feet, thus
submitting Himself to be tested by their sense of touch;
and which, if He had .been a spirit, would immediately
have been discovered. "And, as He thus spake, Jesus,
Himself, stood in the midst of them, and saith unto them:
Peace be unto you I But they were terrified and affrighted,
and supposed they had seen a spirit ; and He said unto
them: Why are yf!l troubled, and why do thoughts arise in
your hearts t Behold my hands and my feet, that it is
I, myaelf I Handle me and see ; for a spirit hath not :flesh
and bones as ye see me have ; and when He had thus
apoken, He showed them . His hands and His feet, and
while they yet believed not, for joy, and wondered, He
aaid unto them: Have ye any meat? and they gave Him a
piece of broiled fish, and of an honeycomb; and He took
it, and did eat before them."
Here we see that He not only submitted Himself to the
test of their senses of touch, hearing and sight, but, also,
to that of their reason and judgment. He ate food before
them, which they knew a spirit could not do, in order to
convince them that it was Him, Himself, and not a spirit,
which stood before them, and holding daylight conversation;
and that He was not a spirit, as they supposed Him to be,
we have His positive declaration: "For a spiirit hath not
:flesh and bones as ye see me have."
As the following p&~~sages are supposed to contain evidence that Jesus was a spirit after his resurrection, but
which, of course, does not, for it would contradict the
positive declaration of Christ, Himself, as we have seen;
but let us look at them. Luke xxiv, 80, S1: "And it came
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to pus, u He eat at meat with them, He took bread and
bleaeed it, and break and gave them, and their eyes were
opened, and they knew Him, and He vanished out of their
eight." Verses15, 16: "While they communed together,
and reaaoned, Jesus, Himself, drew near (mark, it was not
His spirit), and went with them; but their eyes were
holden, that they should not know Him."
The one of these puaages explains the other. John.
xx, 19: "Then, the eame day, at evening, being the fim
day of the week, when the doors were shut, where the
disciples were usembled for fear of the Jews, came Jesus
and stood in the midst of them, and said: Peace be unto
you I" Now, what Ia there here to show that Jesus did not
come in at the door, and which was opened for the purpose! The idea Ia simply that, for fear of the Jews, their
usembly was privat-e or with closed doora, and which
were only opened to let in their friends, and thus gave
Jesus entrance. Such a course shows to what extremes
men are driven to wrest the Scriptures into contradiction
with themselves.
But we go on with the argument that it was the very
Christ that died, who rose again, and ascended into heaven,
"Wherefore He (Chriat)eaith, when He ascended up on high,
He led captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men. NoW'
that He ascended, what is it but that He also descended
first into the lower parts of the earth f (grave); He that
descended is the eame that ascended up far above all
heavens." Eph. iv. Here we see that it is declared, as
definitely as words will admit, that it was the same body
that ascended into heaven that first descended into the
grave and which was resurrected from it. The history of
this ascension is recorded Acts ii, 9, 10, 11, and which shows
be is to undergo no change forever. " And when He bad
spoken these things, while they beheld, He was taken up,
and a cloud received Him out of their sight, and while they
.lOOked steadfastly toward heaven as He went up, behold,
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two men stood by them in white apparel, which also said,
Yemen of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven T
tAil .am., JetnU which is taken up from you into hAaven
shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into
heaven."
But now let us consider what we are taught the con.equences are, on the supposition of the non-resurrection
of <.,"hriat. First. The preaching of the gospel is vain.
Second. The faith of the Christian church is also vain,
and hence, there is no salvation, because it is by faith men
are saved, and Paul declares," if Christ be not risen ye are
yet in your sins." Third. The apostles were false witnesses. Fourth. They also which are fallen asleep in
Christ are perished. Fifth. Christ is also dead. Now,
what can be more positively taught than that, if there is no
resurrection of the dead, then there is no truth or value in
Christianity, ita founder is dead and has thus perished,
and, of course, those who sleep in Him are also equally
perished, which would be a necessary consequence had it
not been declared. If Christ is still dead, then the Holy
Ghost has not come, for He said, "If I go not away the
Comforter will not come." If Christ is still dead there is
no mediation, and no way whereby a sinner may approach
to God, and reconciliation is impossible. In a word, and
oh, what a word of horror is it, Chritot is dead and all is
lost. " Let us eat and drink (as common animals) for tomorrow we die," and that is the last of us; there is no
falling back upon any other theory, or hope of a future
state, all is lost and that forever.
If, therefore, spiritualism is true, and there is no resurrection of the dead, then is the system founded upon a
dead Christ; a sublime failure. But we turn with holy
rapture from the horrible picture and sing with Dr. Young,
over the ruins of the grave, who makes the living Christ
exclaim:
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"Then, then 1 roee, then llrat
Humanity triumphant paaaed the
Crystal porta of light, and seized
Eternal youth. Ball, hall I heaven
All lavish of strange gifts to man.
Tblne'a all the glory, man's the
Boundleea bllaa."
And with the great apostle of the Gentiles: " Now is
Christ risen from the dead and become the first fruits of
them that slept."
But we close this argument by introducing the sublime
description given by the revelator, who sees Him as he
returns again to earth as He went up, when a cloud received
Him out of the sight of men: Rev. i, "Behold, he cometh
with clouds, and every eye shall see him, and they also
which pierced him shall wail because of him." i, 11, 18:
"Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last; I
am He that liveth and wail dead; and behold, I am alive
forevennore, and have the keys of hell and death." xxi,
6: "And he said unto me, it is done, I am Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the end." xxii, 13: "I am Alpha
and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the
last." i, 8: "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the ending, saith the Lord, which is and which was, and
which is to come, the Almighty."
"After his resurrection, Jesus came and spake unto
them, saying, all pt>Wer is given unto me in heaven and in
earth"- Luke xxviii, 18. Therefore, He that was dead and
had risen, was, from thenceforth the Lord Almighty, holding in. His hands all power in heaven and in earth, and to
be wielded when it will be sung, "We give Thee thanks,
0 Lord, God, Almighty, because Thou hast taken to Thee
Thy great power and hast reigned.''
It is certain that the Lord Almighty did not die, and was·
not therefore raised from the dead ; and was, therefore, the
body in which He had incarnated Himself that thus died
and rose again. It was that body which hung on tb
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crosa, and which died in consequence of the withdrawment
of God, thus expressed : ''My God, my God, why bast Thou
foraaken me ! and again He cried with a loud voice and
yielded up the gbost"-Mat. xrviii. That God took this
same body again from the dead, and this was its resurrection, is positively declared in scores of passages of scripture; we only repeat one: Cor. xv, 15, "Yea, and we are
found false witnelllle8 of God, because we have testified
that He raised up Christ whom He raised not up, if so be
that the dead rise not."
With such views of the resurrection body, how ridiculously absurd does the theory of the spiritualists appear
that the human body is a mere carcass to be disposed
of, containing so much corruption and elementary confusion that even its maker can appropriate it to no use
in His future world, though it is the grandest display of
divine mechanism the universe presents for contemplative reflection. Behold its eternal honors in the estimation
of the great Deity, making it the house of His incarnation.
"God manifest in the flesh." Yes, "For in Him (Christ)
d welleth all the fullness of the Godhead bodily"- Col. il, 9.
As the 50th verse of the 15th of Cor. is supposed to
contain an objection to the views of a spiritual body here
presented, we shall consider it. "Now, this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
God ; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption." The
idea here taught is, that a body composed of flesh and
blood is a corruptible body, and as ~c~uch cannot inherit
the kingdom of God any more than corruption can inherit incorruption, as thus declared in the last member
of the passage, but it does not say that flesh and bones
cannot inherit the kingdom of God, for this was the
formation of the spiritual body of Christ after his resurrection, and if "Flesh and bones" cannot inherit the
kingdom of God, then is Christ excluded from His own
eternal kingdom. But the fact brought to view in this
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pauage is this, that the animal life blood which vitalbea
~he natural human body, chemically prepared by the action
of the system from the food taken into it, and the air
inhaled, is not the vitalizing principle of the res\U'rection
body, but it is the spirit of God, as we have already shown,
Christ spilt his blood for the sins of the world, and never
resumed it again, and there Is not a pal!ll&ge of Scripture
which speaks of the resurrection body but as being bloodleBB, and, therefore, corruptle11 and immortal, spiritual and
eternal.
There is one other feature of Christianity which distinguishes it from all other systems of religious belief and
worship to which we wish to refer before leaving this part
of our subject, which is, that while all othe!S, including
spiritualism, leaves man disintegrated at death, and proposes only to save a part of him, or that gives only a part
existence in the eternal future; Christianity proposes to
save the whole man, spirit, soul, mind and body. Said
the great resurrection Lord for the encouragement and
hope of His saints, "Not one hair of your head shall
perish, for I will raise it up at the last day. Luke xxi, 18.
In the light in which our subject now stands, it cannot.
but be seen that Christianity and spiritualism are the mo~n
hostile and antagonistic systems which can possibly be
contemplated, and that no man hereafter who ha!! a mind,
a shade above an idiot, can possibly make the mistake to
suppose that he can be a l!piritualist and a Christian both..
"Choose ye this day whom ye will serve, Christ, the Lord,..
or the idolatrous deities, entities, or spirits of the dead.
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CHAPTER XVI.
THE ADVANTAGES OF THIS SCIENCE.

Now, as this is a natural endowment, and, therefore, to
, a greater or less degree poBBessed by every individual ol
~ur common race, it follows that it has its appropriate use,
and, of course, like every other natural faculty may be
abused, and, indeed, just as it is being prostituted in the
present age by the spiritualists, and has been by the
familiar spiritualism of all ages, and it lx!comes ua to
destroy their craft by explaining its mystery.
Before entering upon the discussion of its advantages we
wish to allude to an objection to the effect that if it is •
natural endowment, why does the Bible contain laws ancl
penalties for its supprell8ion f to which we answer: That it
presents such marvelous features and phenomena, involving the necessity of such an elevated comprehension
of human physiology, in order that it might be seen to be
simply the results of the natural laws of human organiza.
tion, and this knowledge being impoll8ible in the earlier
ages of the world, so that they might not be attributed to
the intervention of the spirits of the dead and their supposed communications, instead of tracing their origin to the
forces and powers crowded into the wonderful mechanism
of created man ; hence, we see the propriety of its practice
being prohibited by law; but, with the light science and
philosophy affords in our day, we venture the remark that
no such laws or restraints would have been passed, because
it only requires a careful investigation of the subject to
convince even ordinary minds of the true source of its
power and its benefits to the race ; and we submit, if thie
be so, if it i1 not a shame to have a mind so uncultivated
that it cannot comprehend all the science and philosophT
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now known concerning it, and is it not a greater shame
that any human being who has acress to this light should,
through ignorance and self-deception, choose to take the
easy, indolent course which requires no thought and
refers all ita manifestations to the spirits of the dead.
But, in regard to its usefulness, we remark: That by its
·agency almost every disease, which is not absolute organic
destruction, may be cured, and, of course, without the use
of medicine, but this great advantage, at present, is limited
to those susceptible of this magnetic impressibility ; we
mean that such can only receive the greatest benefits
it proposes to accomplish, and, of course, it will readily be
perceived that if in the future development of the art some
process is discovered by which every one may be thus
magnetized, then every one may be thus benefited.
Not only may diseases be thus cured, but surgical oper·
ations may be performed without producing the least pain.
Teeth drawn, etc., and while the subjects are in their
perfect senses, yet feel not a throb of pain; and if it has
been an amputation, the remaining part of the limb may
be kept in a magnetized condition, for any part of the
8ystem may be magnetized, and no other, and heal more
rapidly and without pain.
Now, what ia the philosophical principle upon which
these healing effects are produced, aud, we believe it to be
just as philosophical as that medicine cures; indeed there
can be no cure except upon the principles of nature and
.according to the laws of being; and, we believe the definition unquestionably correct of cures effected even by
miraculous power, that it is not done contrary to natural
laws but in accordance with them.
For instance, when Christ fed the multitude with a few
loaves and fishes, He simply did, by an act of His will,
what He had done in the creation of the first stock of
wheat from seed ; He had collected and combined ·in the
eeed those chemical elements In the air, moisture and
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ec:iil, adapted to form a wheat seed, and, according to the
law of vegetation, endowed it with the power to re-produce ieed after its kind, aa food for men. So that from it
He made bread indirectly. But on this occasion He makes
bread directly, but upon the same natural and chemical
principle. Again, collecting, by His knowledge and will,
those same chemical elements from surrounding nature,
and, in perfect accordance with those laws, they adhered
to the loaves, which thereby enlarged or grew in the handls
of those distributing and eating them.
In regard to this philosophic principle of cure, we can
eay but little in this small book, and to do it justice re-quires a volume of itself, and which we may publish a~
some future day, and which proposes to explain the
philosophy of those effects produced upon. the physical
system by the power of mere mental impression, which·
are so common and powerful that it gave rise to the old
Scotch saying : " A thought will kill and a thought will
cure." We remark, then, in the first place, that it is to
the agency of animal electricity that the entire motions
of the human system, both voluntary and involuntary, are
to be attributed, even to the circulation of the blood ; that
it is this force received from the brain by which the heart
is made to expand and contract, thus giving It Its power
to force the circulation of the blood through all the ramifications of the arterial and veinous system, and we have
but little doubt but that the investigation of the electrical
theory of the human system will yet discover that the
relation between atmospheric inhalation and the circulation of the blood are so dependent on each other that the
number of natural inhalations and pulsations will be
found to be in exact proportion to each other. It is alsc>
true that the regular motions of the vital organs and the
circulating fluids results in health, and, of course, their
inegularity in disease; and, therefore, any obstruction in
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the cireulati~g force ia the direct ca.u~e of diaeue, and to
remove that obstruction is the cure.
In order to illustrate thls curative principle, let 1111 aupJIOIIe an individual to have taken cold, the collllequenee of
which ie, he has inflammation of the lungs, and the inquiry ie, how has this oold produced thls effect? In
•ttempting to answ.er thls important question there a~
a number of things to be taken into the account. In the
b t plt,ce, we remark, that the human system is undergoing a continual change of deoomposition and formation;
~t ia, there ia a continual wear or wute of every pan
ol the syatem by ita natural aeiion in the performance of
their reapeetive functions.
Just a11 a steam engine wears away by u~e, this~
of matter ia forced to the surface of the body, and from
'Uleuce into the atmosphere through the pores of t'!le akin,
by the excretory vessels, called "insenllible perspiration."
Now, this waste material ia being continually supplied
from arterial blood, made by the system from the food
taken into the stomach. It must also be understood tha~
this decompolled matter, th1111 thrown oft' from the surface
of the body, ia poisonous to the system, and if ita escape
ia obstructed, . it is again forced by the action of the circulating organs and fluids through the system, and u
every organ resists it with all the power it posselll!es, it
follows that it will locate on that one which at the time is
the weakest, and every man hu hi1 weakest organ,
because this organ has le111 power to throw it oft'. In thia
cue we will suppose the lungs of the individual to be his
weakest organ, and the result ia, that this matter, with ita
charge of virus, locates on them, and the individual hu
inflammation of the lungs. There is another tact here to
be understood, that when the cold Wall taken the individual
had a chill, and thil chill Wall at the moment the poreo of
t;he skin »re closed; .indeed, the chill wu the immediate
e&'eet, r.Jjlll this prevented the poisonous matter from
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escape; and here we aee how it is, that diseue. is eaulljed
by taking cold. We also see how it is that almost every
disease results from colds, the only condition being as to
what dise&ll8 it is, that the poisonous, matter when thus
prevented from making its natural escape, and again thus
forced among the vital orgalll! locates upon that which is
the weakest, and which thus ~comes the eeat of the
disease.
This brings us to the question, ho.w may diae&ll8s be cul'ed
by this electric human powert We answer, first, that as
it is by ·the animal electricity that all the fluids of the
system and its organic motions are carried on, as well as ita
voluntary motions, and if I have the control of all this
force of the system of another, and, of cour~~e, can send
any amount of it anywhere I please in that system, and
therefore upon th!) lungs, and from thence to the surface
of the body, and through the excretory veBBels into the
atmosphere, and as it carries with it the virus from the
lungs into the air, that the inflammation, the ~ult of the
poisonous matter, is cured, and this can be done in as short
a space of time as I have been writing the proceBB, and I
will add, that I have done this very thing, and thus cured
inflammation ; and I may add, that if medicine can cure
such a case it must be of that chemical nature which
qualifies it to produce the double e1fect, first of dispersing
the virus from the lungs and forcing its escape through
the operation of " insensible perspilation," which it b-.
restored.
·
We will introduce another ease to illustrate thil! method
of curing diseases, and it will be one of palsy. Here, then,
we have a man who has had a shock of palsy, and one side
of his voluntary system is perfectly helpleBB; if ii is the
right side then the left hemisphere of his brain proper,
that is of the cerebrum, is in a spasm, and this being the
source of the voluntary nerves by whic4 man moves hif
limbs, and now the electric agency of the mind being thus
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abut off, the man may will and will forever and the limbs
c:annot obey, not because there ia any thing the matter
with the limbs themselves, but simply the electric force,
the appropriate agency under the control of the will, is
abut oft: Now, suppose I have the absolute control of the
whole electric force poaseseed by an individual Affected
with paralysis, ia it not certain that I can force a sufficient
amount of it through the brain to take it out of this tonic
apaam, or whatever it may be called, and immediately the
man willa and hia limbs obey and he is cured. And here
again I say I have done this very thing, or that of the same
character nnd still more difficult: It was that of a young
lady who had never walked but by the aid of erutehes,
and who was about fifteen years of age, and was made to
walk perfectly well and strong u any one in leBB than fif.
teen minutes' time. If a man is deaf the auditory nerves
are obstructed, so that they cannot be made to vibrate by
sound struck upon the drum of the ear; now force the
electricity through them, removing the obstruction, and
the hearing ia restored. This we have also done in a few
moments and upon many individuals.
Another of the advantages of this art and science is, that
these impressible subjects are able to examine and accurately describe the nature and location of diseases, no matter how complicated they may be, and if this is true then
every physician should have access to one in order to
examine hia patients before-prescribing for them, so that
no more mistakes may be made and men die because their
disease was not understood. And especially is such ability
inestimable in the detection of such diseases aa the " eon·
eretion of the appendix" which requires the moat skillful
surgical operation to remove, if, indeed, it can be done at
all, and which is certain death unless thus removed ; and
ail it offers but slight hopes of recovery, the hazard is too
great to be undertaken unless it is certain the disease
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exists, and the symptoms are too various to render it so in
every instance.
Now from what we have said of the ability of these
mind-readers, it is absolutely certain that they must see
the impressions transcribed on the organic brain, and, if so,
does it not follow as a natural consequence that they can
also, with much greater ease, see and describe the derangement and disease of any mere vital organ of the human
system. That they are thus qualified we here relate a
single instance of scores of others as the results of our
own experiments. This was in Belfast, Me. The name of
this subject was George Frost, and with him I made a
great many wonderful experiments. "A man came into
our rooms in a hotel in that place, and wished for an exam.
ination, and he was so skeptical that he would not even
tell his name. The two then sat facing each other, Frost
holding the man by the hand; he now made a long inspection looking into his body, as a mechanic would inspect
a machine which was out of order, occupying about twenty
minutes, the latter part of which was spent in putting
him into a peculiar attitude in which he was made to lean
forward and a little to one. side, and with one hand raised
higher than· the other and in front. Not a word had yet
been spoken, but now, said Frost, "You cut grave stones,
your lungs are atl'eeted and it has been produced by the
attitude in which I have placed you, and which oppresses
your lungs, and you must give up the business or it will
kill you." He went on to describe all the particulars of his
case, of which these are the leading features. 'The 'IDan thea
said he was right, and also that his busineu was a grave
stone carver, and that he had given it up as he believed
it injured him. Of course he was no more skeptical but
humble enough, and knew that the man in contact with
·him could read his entire system. He inquired if Frost
could recommend any thing for his relief, but got no
reply.
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It may be said, indeed, that. Frost rel\d the impreBBions
from the mind of this man, but if he did it was from his
physical brain and which, as we have before remarked,
was much more dUB.cult to see, read and describe than
simply to see and describe the condition of the lunge. But
this Frost would not only describe organic disease, but also
tell the patient what he, himself, thought of it, and
whether he was right or wrong, and it was more common
for him to oppose their impressions concerning themselves
than to confirm them, thus also spowing him to have been
independent of the thoughts and impressions of other
minds in the prosecution of such examinations.
But we bring our little work to a close, wishing only to
make it smalll!o as to secure for it a large circulation, and
believing the subject of such vital interest to the community, who seem eagerly waiting for information concerning this most important, although the most complicated,
department of the works of God, at least connected with
our world; .and it seems to Ull that the man who manifests
no interest in such a subject has no sympathy either for
the physical or religious well-being of mankind.

